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P R E F A C E  

I have been f e sc i~ ted  by men's studies throughout my graduate training. I 

used my masters thesis to investigate the father-son relationship fiom the 

perspective of the son, developing a theory of how masculinity is developed in 

young men. A significant portion of my clinical training as a marriage and family 

therapist focused on counselling male violent offenders and men struggling to 

control their anger. I have tried to integrate men's studies and therapeutic practice 

with contemporary language philosophy aod my Christian beliefs. As an ordained 

minister in the United Church of Canada I am poator to a number of men, and I am 

called upon to nurture these men and their families. 

My interest in men's issues and fathering coincides with my experience as a 

new father, As I write this paragraph, my two yeprold daughter Alexandra is 

pretending to read the bodo she has pulled from my office bookshelf, and my 

new-born son WeSy is sound asleep in his stroller. I want to be the best possible 

fadwr I can be tor my daughter, rw, and any fi,ture children. 1 want my children 

to grow up knowing they are loved, just as I grew up knowing that I was loved. 
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I want to find pleasure and meaningfulness in my relationship with my children. 

My own expectations arc fieled by my experiences as a child growing up with 

divorced parents. Though 1 spem time with my &her as iafccquently as every 

other weekend, we tried to make the m a  of each visit. 

It is from this past and p n s e ~  context that 1 begin another research journey 

into the lives of men. I thank Dr. Thomas O'Connm for suggesting a research 

project with men in middle adulthood. Tom shared with me his own clinical 

observation that many men at middle adulthood encounter a crisis as fathers. 

Middle adulthood seems to awaken in men a new appreciation for nlationships, 

especially the relationship with theu children. Unfortunately, this awakening 

comes at a time in the family Life-cycle when children are leaving home or 

asserting theu own independence. Dr. O'Comor rightly predicted that men in 

middle adulthood would have much to say about Wering. Specifically, I wanted 

to hear what helps and what hinders intimacy between a man and his child. 

Thada to h. Peter VanK&uyk fa his input and support as my advisor. Dr. 

VanICatwyk supported my decision to take some risks with the format of this 

dissertation, allowing the fiadhgs to shape its presentation. Thanks to Ih. Richard 

Walsh-Bowers for d i n g  the drafts of this project and encouraging me to let the 

participants' stories do the talking. Therefore, I have made a conscious effort to 

present extended quotes from the research inte~iews. Thank you to the men, 

women and children who volunteered to be interviewed. Thank you to my friends 

who shared theu fotherbood stories with me - and to my own mother and father 
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for 'being thm" fot me during these past yean of study. Thank you to Dr. 

Ricbatd Cmm~n,  Dr. Delm GI&, Dr. Robert Bpyg, and Dr. Neil Campbell 

f a  seeing the pjea through the evaluation proms. Finally, thank you to Sarah 

a d  our children, AEcnadt4 and Wesley, fa your support when I was shut up in 

my ofkc a d  unaMilabk - a stnagc irony fa a man writing about Wing there." 

The rrsearch project d e s a W  below, then. is a part of my own life journey. 

This project is my own way of consulting the wisdom of my elders. This project 

is my way of asking men and the people closest to them about the secrets of 

sur*ssful &hering. What 1 learned in conversation with these wise men, women 

and children, I will apply to my own life and relationship with my family. What 

I luuned in this research pmject I offer to anyone who wants to hone their art of 

fathering. 
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A B S T R A C T  

The researcher uses a qualitative research methodology to answer the 

question: Whca he@ d hindas a man 3 reloriomh@ with his chikiren? " 

Men, theu parmen, and their children are interviewed using a 

semistandardized i n t e ~ e w .  Transcribed i n t e ~ e w s  are coded and data 

an divided into general categories. The theme 'being there* emerges as 

the descriptive phrase used by men, women and children to describe the 

task of fitthering. "Being theren is contrasted to the parental "othernessn 

that characterizes unhealthy fathering practices. The researcher presents 

an understanding of reconciliation as 'Downing the Otbemess," the 

process ncessrry to nurture intimacy benmen fathers and their children. 

The €indings suggest that there are four general landscapes - cognition, 

affca, c o n u n M n ,  and action -- where a man can find roadblocks to 

intimacy and oppomnitics for %ehg therew for his children. A 

psychoeducational program for fathers in therapy is proposed along with 

a list of tasb and strategies helpfbl for tirthers wanting to %e there" for 

theu children. 



C h a p t e r  O n e  

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

THE PROBLEM 

I will always remember the binh of my children- 'Ibae was nothing out of the 

ordinary about their births. But to me they were exaaordinary events. My 

daughter was born shortly after a solar eclipse, a seemingly ominous backdrop to 

my wife's first experience with hard labour. My son's birth caught me by 

surprise, and I had to make last minute arrangements for someone to cuver for me 

at work. Every detail, every irony adds meaning to the experience. I am the 

father of two perf- children. 

I wish I could say that the birthing process was perfen But I cannot. When 

I reminisce about the birth of my children, a touch of anger and frustration creeps 

into my mind. During the birth of each of my children I was relegated to the 

sidelines by the medical establishment. After six hours of hard labour, my wife 

was told that our tint child was mt prognssing and a c-section was necessary. 
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Sarah was wbeeIed awoy hm the operating room. I was given a hospital gown to 

put on and told to wait in the hall until it was appropriate for me to join my wife 

in the operating mom. 

I waited. For wbat seemed to be an eternity, I waited. Finally I curnerd a 

nurse and asked when I auld join my w%e. The nune admitted that they had 

forgotten about me. Had I not b a n  so aggressive 1 would have miued the birth 

of my fint child. For six long houn of hard labour, I supported Sarah. I attended 

the birthing classes. I supported Sarah for nine months of her pregnancy. I was 

there the moment our child was conceived, and I was there for the two months that 

we tried to get pregnant. I was there! 

But when it came to the moment of birth, I was surplus. I was irrelevant. 

Here is the source of my anger. 

My anger and wnfbsion about almost being left out of the greatest moment of 

my life was rapidly replaad with joy and woader at the arrival of Alexandra Leola 

Morrison (named after a colleague and Sarah's grandmother). Seeing her faoe 

made me f i t  any and all of my troubles. It was not until two years later, when 

we were expecting our second child, that I remembered how I was forgotten out 

in the hospital corridor. Two years later I could still recall my anger and 

confusion. So I promiced myrelf I would not allow any docton or nurses or 

anyone to stand between me and the birth of my saxmi child. I bad just completed 

the research for this dissertation on fithering, so I was keenly aware of the 

importance of being part of the birthing proass. I had six long years of clinical 
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mining as a mamiage a d  h a y  tbecapist lndcr my belt, so I felt comfortable and 

confident working as part of a multidisciilimry team in a hospital setting. I was 

preparaltoholdmyownwithtbcdoaasandnunes. Iwaspreparedtostpndmy 

grwd should anyonc ask me to m e  to the sidelines once again. 

Or so I thought. 'Ibe day before the baby was born, Sarah required an 

ultrasound to address some concern the doctors had about the placenta. As we 

appmeched the examination rwm Sarah was allowed to enter, aad I was directed 

by a technician to a waiting room and tdd to wait for about twenty minutes until 

summoned. It all happened so quickly. Before I realized it, I was sitting on the 

sidelines again. All that research, nsolve, and clinical training flew out the 

window. I sat there worrying and wondering about the baby's health. As I 

wonied, I grew angry that my role as emotional support was once again devalued 

by the medical establishment. I grew angry that my seeds wen not taken into 

account. I mechi to be in that examination mom in the middle of the action, not 

sitting out in a waiting raw putting in time. I grew angry with myself for 

allowing it to happen a second time. 

A k r  the ultrasowd was over I asked one of the technicians to explain why it 

was necessary for me to be removed to the waiting r a m .  I was immediately 

s m  by time tdmkiarrs armbus1y quating hospital policy based on 'twenty 

years of data dlected on menR sad how it is mt in the baby's best interest to have 

fadrer disrupt the examinstion. I interpreted the policy to mean that dads just get 
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ia the way. 1 imagine the polkks and studies were quoted fifty years ago 

when men were excluded from the labour and delivery rooms. 

When I asked what steps needed to be taken to exempt me from this hospital 

policy, I was told L would mecI a letter of permission from the attending 

obstetrician. I remember the obstetrician chuckling as he wrote -- on prescription 

papr - a nae granting me permission to be in the same mom as my wife. I now 

keep the nnc in the baby's photo album. I read it wheamr 1 want to make myself 

a'lgry* 

Little Wesley James Morrison (named after the h o u s  Methodist and Sarah's 

great gandEather) was barn born and sound. Even minutes after he was born, after 

the suction of sinuses and disinfecting of eyes, a swarrn of interns at the teaching 

hospital crowded around Wesley, with one intern crowding me out of the way so 

he could get a better look at the new specimen. I remember stepping on the 

intern's foot until he apologized and excused himself. 

I realize that my complaints m y  seem trivial to some. It's not like someone 

died in thcee birthing moms and I will spend the rest of my life grieving. But h@ 

I m i d  the births of my children, a part of me would have died. And that is not 

trivial to me. 

Unfortunately, m y  birthing stories arc not unique. I was told by one friend 

about how he was made to leave his wifk during hard labour to go to the admitting 

desk to fill out paper work misplrcd by the hospitnl. He Mived back at the 

delivery mom momcnts before the birth of hi baby. Not ody did he nearly miss 
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the most memorable day of his lift, but his wife went without his emotional 

support as she panted and xxeamed. 

What dwst stories have in common b pain. When men are excluded from the 

family's inner circle, there is pain. Whether men are exctuded by our social 

iastitutions, by their partners and children, or by their own actions, there is pain. 

And that pain is real. Children suffer, mothers suffer, d fathers suffer. 

Ultimately society suffers. 

These stories are about disappointment and anger at king shut out of parts of 

the birthing process. The problem is that these stories are not unique. Men are 

excluded - and exclude themselves - fmm all parts of parenting. All men and 

their families experieace some form and degree of pain related to fathers k ing  

relegated to the sidelines of parenting. For some men it is work that keeps them 

away from their children. F a  ocha men it is alcohol that keeps them emotionally 

distant. Whatever the reason, people suffer when hthers live their lives in the 

waiting rooms aad corridors. 

A SOLUTION 

These stories are a backdrop for the purpose and faus of this dissertation, 

which is to explore how men can overcome obstacles to intimacy with their 

children. The solution is rr, find out from other men about their stories of pain and 
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joy in an e fkt  OD p h  ~I@XZ some strategies fw pmonaI, fvaiiial and societal 

change. 

Thh dissertation is about the trials and triumphs of b t h e ~ g .  My god is to 

uncover and undersfand the processes that lead to distance and pain in the fatfieto 

child relationship. What process auws a man to be the insignificant other to his 

children? More importantly. I hope to discover what process leads to close, 

intimate relationships in the lives of men with children. My overarching god is 

to answer the question: What helps and hinders a man's relationship with his 

children?" 

I believe a father seeds to learn how to be wholly invested in his relationship 

with his chikha. When I asked the men and women of the study to descrl'be this 

intimacy, a familiar phrase kept corning up again and again in our conversations: 

'being there." Peaple de~crt'be a Ygood" father as someone who 'is there." So 1 

have chosen this idea of 'being there" as the organizing theme of my dissertation. 

'Being thereR represents the joy and investment of fathering. The pain and 

distance that too o b n  characterize fathering are represented by the contrasting 

theme of 'otherness." I will argue throughout this dissertation that when a father 

is not "being thae" he is by dehlt "being odrr." Whether he is being in the other 

room ( i i  of the room where the children are), being the other pareat (iastead 

of the main parent), or being othenuise detained or preoccupied (with the world 

outside the home). a fither b not %being thenn for his children. 
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I f i n d  in my interviews that there are four l a d s a p  where men can either 

'be therew or %c other" for their children: thinking, faling, mlking, and acting. 

Men can think in specific ways chat enhance their being there. Men can access 

falings that put them in touch with their children's emotional world. Men can 

communicate to theu childnn in ways that build connections. Men can do the 

simplest action of all: spend time with their children. By familiarizing himself 

with these four landscapes, a father can build an awareness of how men slip into 

'otherness." And .this awareness can become the Cornerstone for creating 

opportunities for w i n g  thereu as a father. 

Throughout this dissertation, I give particular attention to the journey from 

*othernessn to 'being there' in the lives of Men.  My purpose in writing this 

dissertation is to undeisfand and' promote the processes that lead men from 

"othenesf to %eing there." I have chosen the term 'reconciliation" to represent 

these processes. How are men rrconciled to their children? The ancient Greek 

word tw tec0ty:iliafion is kat&ge ( ~ a ~ d h % y i l ) ,  which scholar F.W. Dillistone 

(1983) translates figuratively as 'downing the otherness. " Dillistone's translation 

seems most appropriate for a discussion of how men can overcome their 

" o t t r e ~ "  as tithers. The most common definition of reconciliation is 'bringing 

together" two things that are separated. However, this common definition is 

imkqate  when wl ied  to the problem of Mering. Certainly hthers need to be 

brought together with their children, but before this can be accomplished the 

motherness" that separates them needs to be overcome. The distance separating a 
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man and his children is not empty spree; rather, it is a social-psychological 

construction that must bt addmsed before a man can "be there" for his childten. 

Below I use the lnngupee of reconciliation d "downing the otherness" c 

integrate tidin@ fram men's psychology and themes of pastoral theology. I will 

develop the theme of reconciliation as a process of personal and societal transition 

fbm the trauma of human Y ~ t h e ~ n  to the wholeness of Wing therew in human 

relationships. I drnw on the gender-role-strain theory of psychologist Joseph Pleck 

(1981, 1W) and his students to make salient the alienating social constructions or 

ideobgies that inform our fathering practices. 1 will argue that d o t h e ~ n  is the 

dominant ideology informing fathering in North America. The traumas, 

disaepancies, and dysfirndions arising 6rom this 'ahenuJs ideology" echo through 

the pages of this dissertation. Fortuely, these stories of pain are joined with 

testimonies of m i t i o n  and evidence that men can take steps to challenge 

unhealthy societal prescriptions for hthering. It is possible to 'down the 

otherness." Men can %e there" as fathers. 

Running through this dissenation is evidence of my interest in two 

contemporary and seemingly incongruous French philosophers, Paul Ricaur and 

Michel FoucPut. I continue in this dbztation a discussion of Ricoew's language 

philosophy that began in my graduate studies (Morrison, 1993, 1994). 1 find in 

Ricoeur's later work clues to the mysteries of human being and relatedness. 

Discome is the way human beings disclose and discover themselves. Moreover, 

it is through Ricoeur's language philosophy that I understand Iaseph Pleck's 
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genda-rok-stmh cbtary, the t k q  that aganim the presentation of my research 

findings. I find in Foudt's discussion of Ittechnologies of the self a reminder 

that we pay a price fa disclosing out true seiva in our ~ociety. We dische 

oucselves to others at the risk of alienation or Itotherness." And yet for Foufault 

disclosive d b a m e  is an aperation tbat has the potential for healing the mind, 

body, and sod. 

My interest in reconciliation is not merely psychological, sociological or 

phil-hical. There is a theological dimension to reconciliation that I explore in 

this pastoral counselling dissertation. I have chosen to use Paul's understanding 

of reconciliation as an opportunity to raise my discussion of fathering to that of 

tbwlqicaL dhanase. I will relate Pleck's social coIIStNctivist theory and my own 

notion of "downing the otherness" to major eschatological themes in Paul's 

writings. My discussion attempts to d d  a theological significance to the task of 

challenging unhealthy social constructions and ideologies related to hthering. 

WHY A PROJECT ON FATHERING? 

There is a growing awareness in our culture of the importance of fathering. 

When I look at my book shelf, I tind an entire d o n  of books on men's 

psychology, the men's movement, a d  mplCuLjnjty. These bodu promise men that 

relationships with children can be fulfilling. Men are told to be close to their 

children, to overcome the emotional distance that plagues Wers and children. 
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However, telling men to co- with their children is not enough. Men are 

looking for concrete direction on how to build strong relationships with their 

children. 

Although then has been a major rise in awattness in recent years about the 

importance of building strong fkthcr-child relationships, there is little in the way 

of concrete parenting suggestions fix men fdlow. This dissertation will unearth 

what has worked and what has not worked in the lives of men with children. 1 will 

offer principles useful to the father wanting to build a solid relationship with his 

children. 

In the pages tbat follow I pment co~l~ete  examples of what helps build strong 

father-child relationships. I also p m n t  bard evidence of what gets in the way. 

To accomplish this, I chose to go to the peqle who have the most to say about the 

trials, miubtions and victories of bthering: families. The reasons for 

interviewing men who are fathers seem sel'evident. However, I thought it was 

important to hear what mothers and children had to say about the act of fathering. 

Who else has a better vantage point from which fhthers can be observed?' 

The insights presented in this disrenation are intended for new fathers wanting 

to start off on the tight foot. Yet there is nothing stopping experienced fathers 

from sharpening their parenting skills. Wig a father is an ongoing learning 

experience, and we all hPve somd'hg to learn. Being reconciled to your children 

is an everyday journey. 'I believe it is ma too early for a man to challenge 

obstacles to intimacy with his children. Family systems theorists argue that 
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established emotional patterns are difficult to change (Friedman, 1985). Fathers 

may find tbe easiest time to stan mdorvDiap the othernessn is long before their child 

is born. 

This dimemion is also written from the perspective of a maniage and family 

therapist and pastoral counsellor and is intendled to inform the clinical practice of 

mend  health ptobionals working with men and their families. Not only is this 

dissertation meant to add to the growing body of theory on men's psychology and 

family proass, but it is also meant to ann mental health practitioners with an 

answer to the question more and more men are asking: Txactly what can I do to 

build a strong relationship with my children?" 

THEORETICAL ORIENTATIONS 

Fathers are flesh-and-blood human kings. Fathcn'ng. however, is a social 

co~~struction. Fathering is a socially prescr i i  set of behaviours and expectations 

appropriated by men who an fatha. I derive my definition of hthering from the 

work of Joseph Pleck (1981) and his students, who formulated the gender-role- 

snoin thaoly.2 Understanding Pleck's theory will help the reader understand how 

men become alienated as fathers? 

Pleck's gender-role-sapin theory assem that unhealthy gender socialization 

leads to unhealthy functioning in the lives of men and their families. Gender 

socialization prescti i  acceptable and unacceptable behaviom for men and 
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women. Pieck called the sochl plcsctjptiolu for male behoviour umascuIine 

ideologies." Thae masculine ideologies are. more or less. prescfjptions for 

unhdthy fuactioning since tbey limit men and women to specific social and 

geadet-based roks. Unhealthy relational and physical strains are placed on men. 

women, and children p d  tu live up to thae socially p f e s c f l i  gender-roles. 

I believe that fiathering is one of many socially-prescribed masculine 

behavioun. Fathering is a masculine ideology, to use the language of Joseph 

Pleck. Moreover, there are many fathering ideologies. There are as many 

fathering ideologies as them are socio-cultural-celigious-ettrnic groups. What is 

expected and practiced by a hther in a metropolitan area is different from that of 

a fbther living on a farm. What hthering ideologies have in common, however, 

is the potential to shape and even harxn the lives of men and their families. 

Pleck's theory is often misunderstood by those who draw false conclusions 

from the term ugender-mle-strain." Pleck is not advocating role division based on 

gender or biology. In fact, his theory is an analysis and critique of gender-based 

role The gender-role-strain theory is a critique of what Pleck labels the 

gender-tole-iduuity paradigm. Proponents of the gender-role-identity paradigm 

propode that men have an intrinsic or essential psychological nature; funher, this 

essential male nature has suffered at the hands of culture and its institutions (e-g., 

the family). Thae stwalled essentialists believe that men must, therefore. struggle 

to assert a d  maintain their masculinity. Pleck argues that the gender-role-identity 

paradigm has dominated the social sciences since the 1930s when early 
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p s y c h ~ y m  Felix Boehm and Karen Honey introduced the idea of a mak 

struggle against internal femininity (Pleck, 1995: 1 I).' The mythopoetic men's 

movement cepreicndbd by Robert Bly is a watcmporary expression of the gender- 

role-identity paradigm, promoting the idea that an essential masculine identity, 

inhibid by dependence on mother, is nurtured and matured only by contact with 

other men? 

Pleck offers his gender-role-strain theory as an alternative paradigm for 

understanding men. Pleck argues that a tension exists between socially-prescr~hxi 

masculine ideobgiirr - those stereotypical beliefs about the importance of men 

adhering to culturally defined standards for male behaviout (Pleck, 1995: 19) - and 

the lived expieme of individual men. This tension has its negative consequences 

for men d women within society. Pleck argues that the negative consequences 

of gender-role stereotypes manifest themselves in three ways: gender-role 

disaepancy , gender-rde trauma, a d  gender-role dysfbnction (Pleck, 19%: 12ff .). 

Gender-role d3crepancy refers to the gap between men's experience and 

socially-prescri'bed standards of masculinity. Most men cannot live up to society's 

masculine ideologies. When a man realizes that he has fallen short of societal 

expectah=, he experietlce~ psychobgicsl pain. Even the man who lives up to the 

e-ns of society's masculine ideologies pays a heavy price to do so. In my 

interviews with the men of this study, I found m y  men struggling with the 

disacpancy knvan who they thought thcy should be as Wen and the r d i t y  of 

their 'less-tbaPideal" lives. I call this 'fathering discnponcy." 



their developwnt ps a muit of unhdthy socialization. This pain is primarily 

emotional or psychological, but it m y  aiso be physical. The men I interviewed 

spoke of emotional pain and physical stress. I call this sfathering trauma." 

Thmghout this dissertation I intend trauma to mean both emotional and physical 

suffering. 

James M. O'Neil, a student of Pleck, wes the term 'gender-role conflictn to 

refer to the psychological traumas arising from gender-role stereotypes and 

socialbation (O'Neil and Egan, 1992: 109; O'Neil, 1981a, 198 lb, 1982)? Socially 

p n s c r i  gender-role stereotypes are tmmatk because they limit human potential 

(O'Neil and E m ,  L992). The funaion of gender-role socialization is 'to control, 

restrict, or devalue oneself or others" (O'Neil and Egan, 1992: 109; O'Neil, 1990; 

O'Neil, Fishman, and KinsellaShaw, 1987; O'Neil, Helms, Gable, David, and 

Wrightsman, 1986). Gender-role socialization, then, becomes a social force of 

control through the promotion of interpersonal violence, sexism, and gender-role 

conflict.' 

GendbmIc dy,sjhction refers to the patterns of dysfunctional behaviour that 

are built up to support and endure thke masculine ideologies. Conformity to 

masculine ideologies thwarts human well~esr and wholeness. Because families 

operate as emotional systems, the entire family adjusts and shapes its hnctioning 

to compensate for societal expwtioas and their traumatic consequences. For this 

reason I chose to hear the voices of as many h i y  members as possible to help 
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understand how fhmilics become dysfirttctioual to compeusate for unhealthy 

fatherisg ideologies.' For example, addSon to work is a pattern of dysfitIlctional 

behaviour some men use to mat the expat ion  that they will be providers for 

their Eamily. Addiction to alcohol is a dysfimctional behPviour some men use to 

make their addhion to work tolerable Pad mmgeable. PPmvn and children even 

ocgiub themselves codependently to maintain a man's dyshctional behaviours. 

I call these 'fathering dysbctiom. " 

It is not until middle adulthood that many men become aware of the illusions 

of gender-mIe stereotypes (O'Neii and Egan, 1992). Most of the men and women 

interviewed for this project are in their middle adulthood, and many were 

becoming aware of the imppa of gender-based steteOtypeS on fathering. However, 

challenging these gender-role s ~ ~ ~ a t y p e s  can be very stressful for men and women. 

It is difficult, if not seemingly irnpogsible, to challenge patterns that are embedded 

in family functioning. And yet, this dissertation is about the possibility of 

challenging and tramfixming unhealthy fathering ideologies and the traumatic and 

dysfunctional khavioun they manifest. 'O 

OUTLINE OF STUDY 

In Chapter Two I present the qualitative methodology that shaped my 

collection, coding, and aklysis of stories from the men, women, and children I 
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interviewed. The chapter co~~ludes with demographic information about the 

participmc. 

Chapters Three through S m n  present my findings from the interviews with 

men ad cheir f'amilics. Findings are presented as extended quotes and aarradves 

and are accompicd by preliminary discussions of how these findings relate to 

Pleck's gender-role strain theory. 

In Chapter Three I present the words and concepts used by the men. women 

and young adult children to descrik fathering. I argue that fathering, like 

masculinity, is a social construction buttresad by unhealthy societal ideologies. 

These fkthering ideologies are part of our cultural discourse, and they are 

transmitted masgenerationally from emotionally distant father to disappointed 

child. 

In Chapters Four through Seven I p e n t  the storks told to me by the research 

participants, and these stories demonstrate the discrepancies, traumas and 

dysfunctions of fathering. The commentary attached to these stories is meant to 

highlight the moments of h u m  emotional and physical trauma. These traumas 

an the phemmna of unhealthy fadrering ideologies that hinder intimacy, relegate 

€&hers to parental otherness, and inflict suffering on all family members. 

However, I also pnsent stories where the strains of unhealthy ideologies are 

avoided or overcome. The families I interviewed bpve shed light on what helps 

men "be therem for theu children. These are stories of intimacy and connection. 

The reader will move in and out of the traumas and triumphs of fathering, 
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reminded again aad again that the aothemcssR that characterizes fiathering can be 

ovemme. 

In Chapter Eight I present a summsry of the actions and transformations 

necessary fot overcoming obstacles to intimacy with children. These cognitive, 

affective, communicgtion, and &on strategies form the basis fot a model or 

grounded theory called I)owning the Othernessw which has as its goal hthers 

Wing theren with and fot their children. The chapter concludes with a discussion 

of the role of the chuich, pastoral counsellors, and marriage and family therapists 

in helping fathers and their fPmilies overcome obstacles to intimacy. 



C h a p t e r  T w o  

M E T H O D O L O G Y  

COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

This dissertation begins with a simple question: %az he@ and hinders a 

monk re&&nsh@ with his chicdren?' To answer this question I use a qualitative 

research methodology." Qualitative research refers to the techniques used to 

collect and analyze dam, and it is often contrasted to quantitative ~esearch.'~ 

Qualitative nsearch emphasizes pmesses and meanings rather than measurements 

of amount, intensity or h p e n c y  @e& and Lulooln, 19Wb). The data collected 

by qualitative methods are rich descriptions of h u m  experience given in words 

and extended story (Leedy, 1993). A qualitative research methodoiogy is well- 

suited to the nature of my data - rich descriptions of the €Atherchild relationship. 

I d l &  the data for this dissertation using a purposive smpling technique 

(Berg, 1989; Morse, 1994). Ruposive sampling is not by random selection; 

rather, I sought out fPmilLs when the man meets specific criteria according to the 
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theoretical needs of my pmja and its emerging model (Morse, 1994). Morse 

(1994) suggests that sampling continues until the researcher obtains a saturation of 

data and variations can be accounted for. Morse suggests that saturation occurs 

with a sample s ize  of 30-50 participants when the nsearcher is using grounded 

theory techniques. 

The most difficult step in the research was findimg families to be interviewed. 

Because of the intimate nature of my project, it was diult finding families where 

both partners and at least one child would agree to taik about thei experiences. 

My initial plan was to recruit fhmilies by rurming an aivertisernent in the life-styles 

section of a major newspaper (Appendix A). The paper was running a series of 

articles on baby-boomers and would be of interest to the middle-aged men I was 

hoping to interview. Unfortuaately, I received no inquiries from this 

advertisement. My next plan was to recruit men from service clubs in an urban 

centre. I contacted leaders and executive members of four service clubs, and 1 

received permission to advertise for volunt#n. Again, I received no responses. 

Finally, I asked a relative who worked in a faaay if he would advertise on my 

behalf. Within a week I had 29 men respond to my request. Of these men, fifteen 

withdrew for various reasons. Most of the men withdrew when their partners 

refused a, participate. Other men withdrew when they realized they would be 

asked a, talk about theu shortcomings as kthers. Scheduling difficulties made it 

impossible for another three men to w e t  for an interview. One man was 

eliminated after I learned that he had no children. 
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At Iast I bad ova 30 individuals - men, prrmas. and children -- to interview. 

As planned, the majority of men were in middle adulthood (age 40 to 60). I 

recruited older men fa two reasons. First, older men are more likely a, have 

older childnn and, therefon, more years of fathering experience to share in the 

intaviw. Second, men in middle adulthood are more likely to have undergone 

a self-assessment of their job as a hther.13 These men are most likely to disclose 

theu successes and shortcomings as fathers." 

The one problem with interviewing older men is that their children are also 

older. Family life-cycle theory suggests that a man often enters middle adulthood 

around the same time tbat his fsmily is launching children (Carter and McGoldrick, 

1989). 1 would like to have bPd mace adolescent and young adult children present 

for the interviews, but most children at this age are either not interested in talking 

about family or they are geographically removed. 

All family members were inte~ewed at a central location away from the 

home. To maximize the validity of the data collected in the interviews, I 

interviewed each man separately From his partner and children (Mitchell, 1986; 

m y ,  1993). This t&wgu&ion technique is common in qualitative research, 

collecting data on oat matter from two a more perspectives @u€fy, 1986; Leedy, 

1993). 

The interviews were guided by a snni'st- intemoew q ~ b l u c ~ ~ ~ r e  

(Appendix B). Berg (1989) desaibes this collection tool as being between the 

extremes of a completely standardzed intewiewing structure and a completely 
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unsta&rdind intewiewing stnrcnvt. Because the qualitative methodology 

wnsidm the researcher to k an important collection instrument (Eisaer, 1991; 

Leedy, 1993), I asked participants "unscheduledn questions in response a, the 

answers they gave to my uscheduld" or p l a d  questions. By probing the 

participants' responses, I elicited m e t  elaboration on their experience, leading 

to rich descriptions of human experience. Kidder and Judd (1986) argue that the 

most valid data collected in inte~ews come with long, opencnded questions 

instead of short, cloaed-ended formats. Further, the use of the respondent's own 

wording for mncepts and feelings - obtained through the course of the interview 

-- is rezommended over standard, theoretical terms (Kidder and Judd, 1986).ls 

Analysis pmdwes. 1 analyzed the data in three stages: immersion in the 

data, semantic coding, and mneepQlalization. My fhst step was to immerse myself 

in the interview text (Abraham~on, 1983:286) to interpnt themes or patterns of 

experk-. Each of my interviews were audio tape-recorded and then transcribed. 

By reading and re-ding these t rau lscr t i  interviews, I placed myself in the s h a ~  

of the participant and tried to understand his or her subjective experience. By 

immersing myself in the participant's story, I was able to make initial 

generalizations about the implied author's experience. I relied on my intuitive 

interpretive abilities as a researcher. 

Strauss and Corbin (1994) emphasize the importance of conceptualization in 

grounded theory. My interpretive g a l  as a researcher was to formulate concepts 

or ideas from my d i n g  of the interview tmucripts. Conceptualization is not to 
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be coahncd with Geertz's (1973) notion of ?hick descriptions," which emphasizes 

description rather than wnccpualization. Co~lccptualimioa is the product of 

multiple d i n g s  by the researcher, who mwes back aad forth between texts and 

personal fonnulatioos until a process or modd is created that can account for 

variations between texts. 

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Whenever h i l i e s  talk about theu experiences, there is the potential for 

emotional contlia and pain. It is the researcher's responsibility to provide for the 

safety of the people he or she iate~ews. In the case that tbese safety measures 

come up short, it is the researcher's zesponsibility to help rectify the problem. The 

potential for emotional conflict and pain was taken into consideration in the 

consrmction of this research projact. 

Participants were ptovided with a letter of expipllation outlining what to expect 

by participating in the research pmject (Appendix 0. Further, participants' rights 

as well as the responsibilities of the researcher toward the participants were 

explained. Information is power, a d  a researcher can easily abuse his or her 

pomr by withholding inCamotioo. Ruticipnts were provided with my name and 

phone number, the name a d  phone aumkr of my advisor, Dr. Peter VanKatwyk, 

and the address of Waterloo Lutheran Seminary. 
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Partkipam were provided with a brkfstatement of the purpose of the resuuch 

and an outline of the questions to be asked of rrre~rch participants. Participants 

w e n  told that the i n t e ~ e w  process would take an hour of their time. 

Panicipants were informed of the measures taken to ensure confidentiality, 

privPcy and anonymity. Tape mnnhgs of h i e -  would be stored in a secure 

location and destroyed upon ampletion of the doctoral program. Transcripts of 

the interview recordings would mt contain identifying information such as names 

of p q ~ k  and locations. Wrticipams were provided with the names of any people 

who would have access to the intewiew tapes. 

Participants were informed that theu participation in the research project was 

voluntary. Participants were able to withhold information or withdraw from the 

project at any point without explanation or consequences. Participants were 

i d i m n d  that they risked emotioaal conflict or pain personally or in their h i l i e s .  

They were also told that their participPtion would benefit the field of family studies 

and could be a gmwthfirl experience personally. 

Each participant was asked to sign a consent fonn (Appendix D) granting 

permission to the researcher to conduct the interview and use the findings in a 

written research projezt. No one under the age of 16 was interviewed. 

SUBPROBLEMS 

This dissertation began with the hunch that men in middle adulthood would 

have something of value to say about fathering. My hope was that interviews with 
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men and theu families would shed some light on what helps and what hinden a 

man's relationship with his childten. 1 began with the question. 'Wut hefps und 

hindm a mu23 mk&hh@ with hik eihildicrr? TO pmwa this question, it needed 

to be broken down into the four steps or subproblems given below. 

At the same time, 1 was curious to see if the findings that emerged from my 

research had anything in common with elements of Joseph Pleck's gender-role- 

strain theory. Over the past fi-n years a number of studies have grounded 

Pleck's paradigm in empirical research (O'Neil. Good, and Holmes, 1995). 

Perhaps my documentation of €athering discrepancies, traumas, and dysfunctions 

would provide some narrative grounding for Pleck's theory of masculine 

ideologies. 

The fitst subproblem was to create a 'fatheringw concept grounded in the 

interview uamcripts. Before I could ask men and women to tell me stories about 

fathering, I needed to unduJFaad what they mant by the term 'fathering." I asked 

the men to tell me wbat they believed sbaa fathering before and after they bekune 

parents themselves. I asked the partners and children similar questions. Men, 

women, and children alike responded with memories and descriptions that are 

docunented and analyzed in Chapter Three. I faud that the adult men and women 

themselves lament having distant fathers; few of the participants could celebrate 

intimacy with their fathers. I relate these desctiptiom of &thering to Pleck's 

masculine ideologies. The negative oad unhealthy ideology is that which has 
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€&hers relegated to parental Yothemess." The more hopefi~l and healthy idemlogy 

is that which supports men Wing there" fa their children. 

The second Pad third subpmblerns were d d y  rebtoll. After identifying what 

was meant by the participants' use of the term ufathering," I invited the men to 

recall tims when they fkll sbat as btbm. I also wanted to lamu why this falling 

short happened. Men were then invited to tell me theu success stories as fathers 

and what ingredients went into these encounters. Again, partners and children 

were asked similar questions. The stories and explanations given by the men, 

women. and children inte~ewed are documented and analyzed in Chapters Four. 

Five. Six, and Seven. 1 found that the helps and hindranxs to f'athering are 

experienced on four landscapes: thinking, feeling, communicating, and acting. 

These stories represent not only the discrepancies, traumas, and d y s ~ t i o n s  

described by Pleck, but they also document evidence that fathering practices 

stemming from unhealthy rapsculine ideologies can be challenged and transformed. 

The fourth subproblem was more theoretical than the previous ones. The 

challenge of a qualitah methodology is a coustruct a model that can account for 

the variety of findings arising out of the interviews. It became clear to me as the 

dissertation progressed that Pleck's gender-role-strain theory accounted for the 

processes leading to fathering 'hindronas." What remained was the need for a 

model to account for the processes leading to Mering %elpa." Pleck already 

offers a credible explanation for why discrepancies, traumas, and dyshtions 

characmize men's parental 'otherness." I needed to comtmct a credible 
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explanation for how men wemme parental *othernessa to "be there" for their 

children. I offer this explanation in the final chapter entitled I)owning the 

Otherness." 

THE PARTICIPANTS 

I interviewed thirty-nine people for this dissertation. Of these 39 people, 33 

were interviewed f'ace-to-face, one by phone, and fin by written responses. The 

demographical information given below was gathered on the 34 people interviewed 

in pason and by phone. The questions asked in the interviews were developed in 

conversation with at least a dozen fiends, clients and relatives. 

The people interviewed in this study ace from white, middle-class families. 

I make no claims that my findings can be generalized to the whole population of 

North American men. I will leave it up to the individual reader to decide if and 

how these findings represent their own experiences of fatheting. 

The men I interviewed had a lot to say about their children and about their 

experiences as hthers. Some men needed more time than others to relax in the 

interview room, but eventually the stories came out with little effort on my part. 

Not all of the partners and children were as willing to talk to a stranger about 

family maaen. Some partners and children were carefirl not to appear disloyal. 

Some simply told it as it was. The overall success of the i n t e ~ e w s ,  I believe, is 

due to the emphasis on story-telling. Rather than inviting the fathers, partners and 
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childrra t~ analyze thexnselves and olr  mother, 1 hked for stories. Stories are a 

sPft and profbdy human m y  10 collvcy ellptic-. Once the stories were told, 

I fowd it easier a, obtain analysis md €belings statements h m  all the participants. 

Age. Of the fourteen men I interviewed in penon, all but one were what I 

would call middle aged. The om man who was nn middle aged was 31 years old, 

the youngest father interviewed. The oldest man was 55 years old. The average 

age of the men interviewed worked out to 45.4 years old. My goal was to 

interview older men who could reflect on a number of years of fathering 

experience. The fourteen partners interviewed were all married women, the 

youngest being 33 and the oldest 51. The average age of the partners was 42.6. 

Y m  M i d  The men and women interviewed were married an average of 

19.4 years. Two of the couples were in their second marriage. The years of 

marriage ranged from six years to 30 years. Thne couples were matried between 

six and nine years. Two couples were married between 1 1 and 14 years. Four 

couples were married between 20 and 25 years. Five couples were mamed 

between 26 and 30 years. 

Cru'Idrcn. The couples had an average of 2.57 children. Nine couples had two 

children. Two couples had three children. Three wuples had four children. The 

children interviewed ranged from 16 yean old to 25 years old. I chose not to 

interview any children under 16 years of age. I intcrvitwed a child from two- 

thirds of the hilies having children eligible for interviewing. Five of the six 

children who agreed to be indcnritwed were female. Two of the six children were 
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inacNiewed individually. The remaining fan children were interviewed with their 

mother. One of the children intt~kwed was adopted. 

Ihcomc. None of the fpmilies inte~ewed were poor. All were well-off 

financially, at leapt compared to my own annual income. Half of the families 

relied on income from both partners. Two of the men derived their income both 

from fhctory work and Earming. The family income range was between $40,000 

and over $100,000 Canadian. The average family income of participants ranged 

between $62,916 and $70.000. 

The men interviewed were asked to provide a job tide and annual income 

range. The job titles and incomes reported are as follows: Project Coordinator, 

$55,000 (1); Product Engiaeer, $55,000 (2): Roduct Engineer, $50,000 (1): 

Marketing, $50,000 (1); Buyer, $50,000 (1); Supervisor/Farmer, $50,000 (1); 

Quality Assumme Technologist, $50,000 (2); Quality Control Technician, $40,000 

(3); Union Representative, $35,000 (1). One man described himself as a Quality 

Leader but did not disclose his annual income. 

Religious Aflliaon. Six of the men inte~ewed identified themselves as 

Roman Catholic, compared to five of the women. Two men and two women 

converted from Anglicanism to Roman Catholicism. Oat man and one woman 

were Christian Reformed. One man and one woman were identified as Christian 

Missionary Alliamc. Om man and one woman belonged to the United Church of 

Canada. Two men were taised Roman Catholic but now descni  themselves as 

Pentecostal. One woman was raised Resbyterian but now attends a Roman 
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Catholic Church. Two women were raised Baptist but are now Pentecostal. One 

man d e s c r i i  himself as Rotestant by birth but no longer practicing within any 

re1 ig ious denomination. 

Eliaic Hi&qge. 'Ihe men a& women intenriewed were asked to identi@ their 

ethnic heritage, regardless of how far r e d  they believed themselves to be from 

these roots. The men were identified as follows: French (4), British (2), 

British/Belgian (I), Canadian (2). French/Irish (1). IrishlGerman (I), 

Gennanic/Czech (1). Italian (1). Dutch (1). The women were identified as 

follows: Dutch (3), CzechIScottish (2). Canadian (2). French (1). Irish (I), 

Scottish (I), BritishFrench (I), British/Gennan (1) , Czech/Icish (1). 

Education. One of the men interviewed had a grade schod education. One 

man completed grade nine. One man and one woman completed grade 11. Two 

men and four women completed grade 12. Two men and one woman completed 

grade 13. Five men and three women completed some level of community college. 

Two men and four women completed some level of undergraduate university 

education. 

Birth Order. Two of the men interviewed were oldest children themseives. 

Of these, one was the oldest of two and the other was the oldest of five children. 

One man grew up as an only child. Eight of the men were middle childnn. Of 

these, oae was the second of two children. One was the second of five. One was 

the third of four. One the thud of five. Two men were raised as the fourth 

of five children. One was the fourth of seven. OIB was the sixth of seven 
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children. Three of tk mcn mDmriewed ' wen the younget in their own family4 

origin. Oftbest, orr was dlt seventh of seven children. Two men wen raised as 

the third of three children. 



C h a p t e r  T h r e e  

F A T H E R I N G  
U N D E R  C O N S T R U C T I O N  

Befae 1 could understand what helped men to be close to theu children, I had 

to tirst demand what men and women mean by the m 'fathering." Defining 

Wering is m easy task, and I did not encounter an homogenous definition of the 

word. What I did encounter was a variety of fathering concepfi. A fathering 

concept is a complex interaction of socially prescriibed expectations and 

trarrgeneratio~~ally-mediated memories and experiences. To the men and women 

that talked with me, these concepts were merely memoties and stories, each one 

unique and meaninm for the individual. 

GHOSTS OF FATHERS PAST 

Fatheting is a saki consttuction. It h constructed out of the materials 

available to us. One of these materials is the memory of our own Eather. 

Memories are powecfhl things. When we look back on our childhood, we will 



carainly h e  memories of our parents. When I conducted my interviews I fully 

expected to hear memories of joy ad pain to Wen. I did not expect 

to hear so many d u b  recount painfid memories related to absent fithers. 

Moceuver, I did aot expct fpthas to be descri'bed in such absolute tern. Fathen 

were described as either present or absent, with M e  allowance for the varying 

degrees of presence or absence. 

The majority of the adults I interviewed lamented over having absent fathers. 

These memories document the reality of emotional trauma related to fathering in 

the lives of men a d  womm." Joe is 42 years old, and he grew up as the youngest 

of five children. He has pleasant childhood memories of his father being available 

for sports events. Joe also remembers that his father was the disciplinarian. 

However, the memories M e  beyond these two areas. 

I guas if I can r e k  it a, my childhood. to what I remember of 
my father, I remember spending time together. One, I was very 
active in sports and that's where we were kind of linked together. 
And the second thing was discipline. My mother always relied on 
my father for the discipline portion of it. He travelled a lot, so she 
was home with five of us. So when he came home she basically 
reminded him. 'He's been bad for the week," and he put that kid 
over the stool and, you lolow, that type of stuff. My dad was there 
for discipline and sports, but with other things it is very hard to 
remember that part of our childhood. 

But now I watch my fhther as a grandfhther with my brother's 
kids, and he's re-living l i b  as a parent. When my kids were 
graving up, my M e t  acted as if to say, 'No, we don't want to do 
any babysitting. We've got rnaba life.' Now they are at the point 
when they call my younger brother to beg for the Lids. 

When men become grandfathers they begin to undemand that they miwed out on 

important para of theu children's lives. This is a painful realization, since bob! 



parent aad c h i  mia something very  pro^^. Jot's m e r  realized tht there is 

more OD king a CPLhCC dlPll earning a pay cheque, playing sports, and disciplining 

children. U a f i l y ,  he nrlized it atkec his own children were gone. Joe's 

father may very well have successfully firlfilled the cultural expectations of 

fathering, but the p in  and loss is no less. Such strict role divisions are 

dysfirnctional because they exclude all parties - hther, mother, and children - 
fiom experiencing a complete and well-rounded parenting reality. 

Fathem not only miss oppacunities to spend time with their children, they can 

also miss opportunities to touch. Carlos and his sister were raised in a Hispanic 

family that hi difhlty expressing &tion. Although Carlos knew that he was 

loved by his p e n t ,  he still longed fa that love to be expressed by word or touch. 

1 come fiom a family that could aot show outward love. But 
you know it was there. My mom showed it by laying down rules 
and regulations, like telling me to be at home in bed by twelve 
o'clock at Right until I was twenty-one years of age. She showed it 
by the things that she did for me and by asking me if I was o.k. 
WheaIwassickshealwayslookeda~me. Sheaunedmeallthe 
the. A d  thae was some good home cooking! My dad, I can still 
remember him. Perhaps my dad ms the worse one for not passing 
on the affection. I can remember him when I was about seventeen 
and I was getting on m y  motorcycle going away for the weekend. 
I would be at the end of the street at the stop sign and I could still 
see him on the sidewalk watching me leave. Perhaps saying to 
himself, Will I see him again?" It made me feel good. It showed 
that he cared. And I myself bave that same hard time with 
expressing outward love. 

No doubt, piuents do the best they can with what they have inherited from theu 

own parents. Yet this does nothing to addrtss Carlos' childhood confusion. The 

confusion comes when a child is lee to compensate for an adult's struggle with 



showing outward -on. Because his parents could mt verbalize their love 

unequivocally, Carlos was left to draw his own coaclwion from his parents' 

actions. The child becomes responsible fk the p m m ' s  a f f i o n .  

Sometimes a W e t ' s  absence cannot be atmiiutcd to work demands or poor 

social skills. Sometimes a man admits he cannot be bothered with the 

responsibilities of parenting. Fathering, then, is understood as apathy or emotional 

indifference. Donna is a 33 year old mother of three children who feels little or 

no connection to her bio10gical father. 

1 did not have a role-model fkther. I had an idealistic view of 
what 1 wanted a father to be be- my children were born. My own 
fkther was not as kolved in my life or my brother's life as I would 
have thought a father should be. My dad was married once before 
he married my mw, ad they had three children. And then his wife 
died of cancer and he married my mother when his first three 
children wen in tbtu teem. We were his second family. My mom 
was a single woman in her thirties when she married my dad. My 
dad was in his late forties when I was born. He was fifty when my 
younger brother was born. 

Kt was important to my mom that she haw children. And he 
basically told her when they married, *O. k., I'll consent to having 
children. But you are pretty much on your own as Ear as raising 
them." And that's pretty much what transpired. 

Dorm's father is not representative of older fathers. Many men who have children 

in their late forties and early fifties find they have more time for their children, 

having established themselves in their careers. Yet for Donna, her father's apathy 

about having children lams  a scar that is mt easily healed. Even though Donna's 

mother did not let her husband's iadiffirencc keep her from having children, the 

fact remains that she would have suflacd many of the struggles of a single mother. 

Donna was herself raised without a fhthtr. 



Men cannot help but to compare their parenting style to that of their father. 

Men often measure Mi efficctivemss as parents against the shortcomings of theu 

own fathers. Everett is a 43 year 01d f8ther of four children. He descfl'bes how 

fathering in the 1990s differs from buhering in the I%&. 

My concept of a father was based on my own W e r .  He was 
head of the housdrold but aa real wive in his partkipation as fer as 
the raising of the Lids. He was the provider, he was there as head 
of the household but as Ear as disciplinarian, that was my mother's 
job. I guess he was the provider. the one who had the f i  say in 
the decision-making . 

I would say that way of being a father has probably changed 
fairly significantly in that I became more of an equal partner in the 
raisbg of w kids. Anything b r n  dirty diapers to, eventually when 
they got a little ofder, the disciplining and the guidance. I did a little 
m a e  of the nurturing -- you know the kissing of saaped knees and 
all that k i d  of stuff. More so than my dad. I'm able to express my 
emotions more so than my father. My dad was pretty closed as tar 
as that kind of thing gas. He still is as a matter of fact. As far as 
kissing, hugging and all that kind of stuff, they come easily to me. 
Not that I have any ill feelings towards my Eather, but I do realize 
that he didn't spend a whde lot of time doing those kinds of things 
with us. I also realize that he was a fatmer and he had his chores 
and his dairy cows and his haying, and that took his time. So I'm 
not better, but it's something I think I need to do. 

There is m trwe of animosity or pain in Everett's description of his father. Still, 

one wonders wbat his lifi would have bben like if his father did spend k whole lot 

of timeR with him. How might his present-day relationships be if his father was 

able to show a range of emotions? 

Fadvring has a transgemrational dimension that cannot be ignored. Men talk 

in generational terms, hoping to pass something of value to their children and 

grandchildren. The gift to the next generation may be as simple as positive 

memories, but even this is a challenge for some men. Perhaps this is why men 
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speak with pain and passion about when their children leave home, whether it be 

a celcbtation a a srmggle. A number of the men I iatewiewed saw grandchildren 

as a second chance at fithering, a place where they could make up for mistakes 

with their own children and a p l r e  where they could refine their tramgenerational 

legacy. Men shaw pride when they see evidence of their transgenerational legacy 

- the flattery of being imitated by their children and grandchildren. 

LEARNING THE HARD WAY 

The adults I interviewed did more than eecount painful memories of their 

absent fathers. They also credited their fiuher's absence for their decision to be 

close to their own children. Parenting styles in adulthood are shaped by parenting 

experiences in childhood, and many men and women learn from their father's 

mistakes, vowing to parent differently. Mark grew up as the youngest of three 

children in an alcoholic home. He grew up to be an alcoholic himself until 

beginning his recovery in Alcoholics Anonymow before having children of his 

own. He made a vow never to be like his own father. 

My father was gone from about the time I was eight years old 
on. Gone through drinking. He was in the picture, then he was out 
of the picane. He was in and out of the picture all the time through 
theyean. Thaewasaevaaconstantthere. Asamotteroffon he 
was never sober, but he would always come back and my mom 
would t a b  him bsdG I remember having a fight with my mom and 
telling her when I become a Pafcnt I'm going to be a tied to my 
kids. I'm going to sit down and talk to them, I'm not going to yell 
at them. I'm going to be able to understand them. 



Mark's apprenticeship in fathering came the hard way. He, like many men, 

learned from his fhthet what not to do as a parent. 

hhrk's stay b not ummmn. MMy oftbe men I spoh with w e n  motivated 

as fathers not to repeat their own father's rnistPlw. Ken grew up as the second 

youngest of f i e  children. Although he does not share Mike's anger toward his 

absent father. Ken echoes Mike's promise to do things differently. 

My father didn't do too much with me. I guess dnt is one of the 
things I remember. If nothing else, my father showed me some of 
the mistakes that I could learn tiam. That sounds like a back-handed 
compliment, I guess. 

Ken's experience reminds us that upbringing is not destiny, even if it has a 

powerN transgenerational push and pull. 

Recalling painful memories of a father is difficult. Having no memories of a 

fadm can be equally painful. Frank is a 37 year old father of two who has trouble 

finding memories of his father. Like so many other men, Frank credits his 

parenting style to his own father's absence. 

As I grew up I didn't see my dad ad I didn't remember my dad. 
When 1 was little he was pretty busy. I think the roles have changed 
since be was a young dad. When I compare the way I father to the 
way my dad fathered, I can see that the roles have changed 
dramatically. My father was older and he was very disassociated 
from me. Whenever I went on outings I would go out with my 
brothers, and very seldom did I go out with my father. I'm the 
youngest of seven kids so my hther was much older. I bonded more 
with my brothen and sisters that I did with my fhther. It wasn't 
until later on in life that 1 bonded with my father. 

Due to the war he had difkrent demands on him. First of all, 
he was raising seven children ad trying to tkd them. After the war 
he came back to Canada and had to retrain. He is a teacher as well. 
He kept using his summen to go back to school. There wasn't a lot 



of free time f a  him. He wasn't really there all that much, I don't 
think. 

His abse1yx helped set my gaPls whca I was vay young with the 
way I wantad to be a htk. I regretted not bondi i  with him when 
1 was younger. ESpeciilly when I was a teenager. All my other 
friends would go oncamping trip. We lived up north. My €tieads 
would go out with their drds ad I would be tempted to go witb 
them. My dad very seldom went along. 

Work and war take a roll on M e n  and theu families. Frank experienced a 

discrepancy between what he saw other bthers doing with their children, and his 

relationship with his own father. He struggled with the discrepancy between his 

own desire for closeness with his father, and his fbther's emotional absence. 

Frank's experience demonstrates an element of Pleck's gender-role-strain 

theory. Absent fathers lead to gender-role discnpancies, traumas, and 

dysfirnctiom. When Frank looked at his €knds and their €&them, when he noticed 

his own desire to be close to his father, he became aware of a discrepancy. This 

discrepancy between desire and reality brings emotional pain - what Pleck calls 

trauma. This discrepancy and trauma are potentially destructive for a fhmily, 

which must organize itself in such a way that the family can endure the ongoing 

trauma. The family system's usual response is to compensate for the father's 

absence. Other f'amily members adjust theu expectations and behaviour, even if 

in doing so they experience additional emotional trauma. 

When children gmw up and the next generation of &then emerges, men vow 

to do things differently. Unfortunately this may k easier said dw done. Men 

may be urrclear about exactly what it is that they want to do differently. Their own 



father offered them fiw building blocks fiom which to comtnrct a healthy 

parenting style. Alan descrr'bes how bis father let him down. 

I didn't &y give fMmhg a kc of thought before we had kids. 
Just when it came close to it. You wonder what kind of father 
you're going to be. You want to make the right decisions. With 
y w  own fktber you might have a lot to draw back on, too. I didn't 
have that. My Errhcr was d b t  from us. I didn't want to push the 
kids aside end do my o m  thing. M y  dad was more or less like that. 
He never spent any time with us at all. I remember going to the lake 
about twice in my life. Dad was kind of distant from the kids. That 
was wrong. And if you kww that's wrong why repeat it. I'm not 
saying that I was the best father because there were a lot of things I 
knew I didn't know. But you haven't reaIly got anything to draw 
on. 

Alan promised himself he would not be distant from his own kids. Alan's wife 

coniims that his attempt to be a supporting presence for his own children was the 

result of not getting that support from his own Wer. 

Making changes in the oext generation, however difficult, is crucial. The 

partners and children I hteMewed wanted more than promises of change, they 

wanted the facha in their family make that promise a reality. Bob is a 51 year 

old &her of three who recalls how his own father's busy work commitments left 

little time or energy for children. Bob e m  more of himself as a father. 

I think one of the biggest things that I remember is wanting to 
be closct to my chi1dren than I experienced in my own personal life 
with my hther or my j p d p e n t s .  I wont to be closer, maybe do 
more things with them and help them develop. My father wouldn't 
be distant, but we didn't do much together. Of course, my father 
gnw up in the era ofthe six day work week. He waked eight hours 
a day, six days a week, so we didn't see much of him. He was a 
manager for one of the res~1urants hen in town. And he had a 
drinking problem, so he wouldn't get home until seven o'clock at 
night. So we didn't spend much time together, and we didn't do 
anything as a bunily. Maybe a trip to the lake in the summer. My 



mdbet's health wasn't all that great, so we didn't do a whole lot of 
mvelling anyways. As a fhmily we didn't spend a lot of time 
together, vacationing a in a close relationship. 

Bob remembers his fhther's distance and the resulting emotional pain. Bob also 

wants something different for his own children. The next step will be having a 

concrete plan for when and how time can be spent together. This way, Bob's 

concept of fitking can be mace than just an empty, -1 memory. The people 

I interviewed wanted €&thering strategies and practices to be grounded in positive, 

constructive experiences. 

When women grow up with absent fiathers, they also vow to parent their own 

children diffktently. Helen's father died when she was a child, so she had to learn 

about fcatherhg from uncles. When asked about what she expected of the father of 

her children, she admitted that she had little to draw upon. 

My fiithet died when I was eight. Dad was ill all the time that 
I was growing up. I don't really know what I expected. I probably 
expected my husband to be close to his children, and I know when 
Howard and I were going out he was looking forward to it. He 
wanted to be a hther. I don't know if either one of us really knew 
how. We both had uncles that were €&her figures, but as far as 
knowing what a fDtha was, my idea was like Faahcr Knows &st and 
all that sort of stuff on TV. 

We now know that F a r  K k w  &st was representative of an era long since past. 

In the absence of a flesh-and-blood father figure, Helen was left to accept the 

fkthering ideologies presented in popular culture. 

Many of the women I spoke with odmittcd that they wanted their own children 

to have a t'atfier different from theu own. They married men they thought would 

be loving and attentive to theit &ildnn. Donna appreciates that her husband Doug 



is so much diffkrent €torn her own €&her. She suffered by her father's absence, 

and she was not prepared to suffir by her husband's absence- 

I expected a father to k an quai partner in the raising of any 
children we would have. From changing diapers, being in the 
delivery room, fkom the get-go. I mean feom eating to help with 
child care. We had previously decided that I would be a stay-at- 
home mom when we did have childten. So in that respect, knowing 
that I wasn't the kind of woman who could handle children on a 24- 
hour basis solely, I knew I needed him. Whoever I was married to 
or whoever fathered my children wodd have to be able to jump in 
the= and take over tbr me when I needed a break. Sure I wanted to 
be home with my children, too. But after about ten how I need a 
little break. 

A woman may appreciate when her partner is available for their children, 

especially when she knows the loneliness and confusion brought by an absent 

father. 

Even when a woman's father was o decent parent, there is always room for 

improvement with her own busbed and children- Jane is a 42 year old mother of 

two who favourably cornpans her husband to her experience of her own father. 

When I say that he was a better father a our children than mine 
was to me, I don't mean that my dad was a bad penon. What I 
mean is that Joe took more responsibility than my father did. He 
would take the kids out for a couple of horn so that I could get 
things done around the house, because he only worked five days a 
week. With my dad, well, it was all left up to my mother. There 
were four girls and three boys ad sometimes my dad took the boys, 
and my mom took the girls. My dad aad the boys were off to sports 
things, and the girls were off shopping. Even though my dad was 
there and I Lnew he cared, then is no way that my dad or his dad 
would ever change a diaper. 

Jane wants to challenge the gender-based mle divisions that prevailed when she was 

a child. These same gender-based role divisions still prevail today. Jane has two 



daughters and rightly atpeca her hwband, unlike her own father, to find things in 

common with his daughters. 

Like men, wnnen need to do more than just vow that things will be different 

in the next generation. Choosing a promising father for your children may not be 

enough. Again, change rrquirrs concrete action. Moka wants things to be 

different with her husband and children. 

The way I saw fiathering was from my dad. M y  dad, he was 
pretty-well just the breadwinner. I didn't really know him. He 
would go to work, he would come home. he got supper, and there 
was no real participation. I didn't know my dad, not really. Not 
like I see it today, when you see people today. He worked a lot of 
hotus because he was the only one that worked. He was there to 
make the money and take us where we hod to go. To me that's what 
I saw asa$tbabetbreme and my husband had kids. I don't see it 
that way mw, and it's not what I wanted. Once we hd kids that's 
not what I wanted it to be like. 

Moira knows that 'wantingn may not be enough. Moira's longing for 'real 

participation" fkom her kther raises the central question behind this dissertation: 

What steps must be taken so that father and child can spend quality time together? 

My hunch is that successfbl fathering is wt an accident; rather, successful 

f'athering is planned. 

Many of the people I interviewed seemed to uadentand the circumstances 

surrounding their hther's emotional and physical absence €tom home. They 

understand their &her's humanness. Yet this understanding in no way makes the 

trauma of childhood easy. A child does not have the emotional maturity to 

understand the politics of role division and cultual expectations. To a child, dad 

is either ?heren or he is 'not there." It either huts or it does not hurt. Certainly 



these childhood trauma can be dealt with in adulthood with a good dose of 

therapy, but perhapi therapy is yet another example of th dysfunctioaal lengths 

to which ollt culture will go to avoid dealing with the mots of the problem. 

I was surprised at how many of the adults 1 interviewed recalled having an 

absent father. However, not all adults grow up in families where the father is 

absent. Fortunately, many adults can look back on a close aad endearing 

relationship with their fiather. Doug is a 31 year old kther of three who 

remembers a father who was available. 

First of all, a father was a provider or a care-giver, a mentor, 
someone you can t~t, have confidence in. No matter what you do 
they ace aiways that f a  you. They fotgive you. They are your life 
teach. The one thing I like about my father is that he allowed me 
to make mistakes, so long as I realized the mistake. The thing he 
wanted was to make sure I uadersaood my mistake. Instead of telling 
you what to do he o-ed pidame, letting you make the decisions. 

When I was five or six I would go to work with him. 1 would 
spend a lot of time with him. He would be fuing machinery and 
doing problem-solving. So I think 1 gained a lot of that experience 
for my job - the practical side of it at least - from him. 

Before we got married my wife was pregnant. She lived in 
Buffao at the time and we were commuting. When she had called 
me to tell me that she was pregnant, a minute later I went down 
stain to d l  my fiather. So I had no problems coming fonuard to tell 
him about it. He's the type of person that says '0. k., you've made 
a mistake. You know that you've made a mistake. Let's not dwell 
on that. Let's get on with life and see what we need to do to make 
things as best as possible. 

Doug's memories of his Mer include concrete examples of how a man can "be 

there" for hio children. His concept of fathering is broad aad positive. Most 

likely, Doug will parent h& childnn with the some even-tempered practicality that 

he experienced with his own father. 



Lata grew up in a fimily of boys Pad recalls with pride the closeness he felt 

with his parents and sisters. Lester married a w o r n  with the same experience, 

and together they pride themselves on passing that doseness onto their two 

daughters. 

On Lorraine's side and on my side, our parents were always a 
central pact of our lives, Lorraine, like myself, had parents who 
always omk her and her sister wherever they went. And my parents 
always were with us. So it was a really close family situation on 
both sides. We sort of continued that tradition. 

Whether present or absent, a father har a profound impact on how his o m  children 

approach the art of parenting. 

WHEN NATURE CALLS 

Some of the men and women I intemiewed wondered if fathering comes 

naturally fa men. Tbat is a petception that men Q not know the fint thing about 

caring for children and therefore naed the suppat and pidance of women. On the 

other hand, it is believed that mothering comes naturally to women. None of the 

men and women I interviewed even hinted that mothering did not come naturally 

for women. Fathering, it seems, is a different matter. 

Chrbtie is 25 years old and the daughter of Carlos. She suggests that it takes 

some time and practice before athering becomes natural for men. For Christie, 

fhthering b something that a man grows into. 
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He has to s t s n  when they are born. I jun think it is hard to 
change llow mar so thrn if he would have done it all dong. Then 
it would become naarral, 

Fern is 35 yarn old and the mother of two prtschoolers. She argues that 

women fa1 comfmtabIe mothering because they must fint experience pregnancy. 

Conse~uently, because men do not experience pregnancy, theu sense of 

responsibility is either delayed or absent. Fern believes this lack of prenatal 

experience is why men can be distant from or abandon theu children." 

Because the women are pregnant o m ,  the respnsibilities of 
parenting sink in. I read some interesting articles on gender 
differences, and the biologid responsibility of pregnancy make a 
big dificlerellce. Men, whedrer they consciously know it or not, have 
the freedom to walk away. There is no physical sense of 
responsibility. It has to be moral and cultural. 

Fern's comments raise the issue of what may constitute prenatal experiences and 

expectations from a man's perspective. When a man recognizes himself in his 

newborn's face, could there be some physical basis for connection and 

responsibility? Fern agreed that this wss possible, but she still insisted that men 

can walk away from heir childnn if and when they want. When I suggested that 

women also abandon theu children, give them up for adoption, or opt for abortiom 

every day, she answered: 

It is a lot harder for women to walk away. I mean, take a look 
at mwnen aRa puberty at the age of 11, 12 or 13. A w o r n  cannot 
walk away firom her biology. There b a menstrual cycle every 
month, and that is a reality that has a be fpad. From that age on 
you can b m e  pregnant. Then is a sense of adulthood. A male's 
sense of adulthood coma not necessarily through biology, but 
outside rituals. Every culture has rituals fot their young men to 
come into adulthood. A lot of cultures don't need to do that for 
women. They don't have to because biology has done it for us. I 



think in that respect when you m pregnant, physically you know 
you arc pregnant, That baby is there. It is a reality that is not 
nceaslrily 1&n fa the fiathcr. Yes, a lot of women do walk away 
from their children but a lot more don't. I would say a lot of men 
walk away b m  their children as well. 

Fern's comments represent the fean and mUtrations of many women who have 

experienced €kt-hand hoar quickly men wplL away or abandon theu children. I 

am left m wonder how @easy" it is for men to abandon their children; certainly, a 

man pays a heavy price emotionally when he disconnects himself from significant 

relationships. Fan ~c0gaize.d that women abandon children also. She suggested 

that it is the experkme of pregnancy that makes it emotionally difficult for women 

to walk away from theu children. Certainly, pregnancy is a profound experience 

cormecting mother and child. But it nad mt be the only one. Nor does pregnancy 

need to be considered the best one. So long as the meaninghlness and value of 

men's experience of the birthing process is deemed inadequate ot insufficient 

compared to women's experience, the door remains open for men to justify theu 

emotional distance from their children. 

If fathering does not come naturally, why do men have children? Lester 

suggests that men are hot-wired to procreate, that fathering is an undeniable urge 

from within. Laoer m i u t e s  thu drive to tramgenerational forces and instinctual 

drives. 

I knew from watching my M e r  that it wasn't easy being a 
parent. But there is some ldnd of a human drive that makes you 
want to be a parent. I guess it is just because you want to. That's 
not a really good answer, but I don't Lnow how else to say it. It is 
something that you want to do. It's like someone who wants to be 
a basketball player, why dots he do it? He wan4 to. He likes it. 



- 
Maybe that's what it is, maybe you like that role. Maybe it's just 
wanting to share. And probably some sort of a human instinct to 
kcepthespecicsgoing. ItgoabPcktothccommondtharG0dga.e 
Adam d Eve tbat yau should fill the earth. I think king a father. 
at least in my mimi, h a very importoat r&. You are doing one of 
the things that we were commnndcd to do: procreate. And it's 
something you can't take lightly. You have to do as good a job as 
you can because that's our €bnrrt, and your children are the people 
that actually continue to ciury the gem tbat you have given them. 
So you basically live through your children. And my ancestors live 
through my children. It's a pretty important role. 

For Lester, his children are an avenue for him to connect with the generations. 

Transgenerational forces and instinctual drives may be meaningful and profound 

experiemes fa men: however, the men I interviewed descriibed fithering in terms 

broader than instinctual drives. My interviews suggest that men do not reduce 

fathering to a mere procreative drive for posterity. I also refuse to diminish the 

significance of a man's connection to his children simply because he cannot 

become pregnant. That men cannot become pregnant is not an explanation for 

their emotional distance. Rather, it is an excuse. And this excuse is buttressed by 

societal ideologies about how men and women are created. 

WORDS CREATE WORLDS 

The words we use to describe father@ €om another building block in the 

construction of a fathering ideology. The men aad women I interviewed 

remembered with sadness how their own fathers were distant and absent. The 

present generation wants to transform fathering practices. Yet the language used 



to dtsctik fatbering continues to reintime old gender stemtypes. Fathers are 

made nspom- fa the wdd outside the home. 'Ibis creates a dilemma for men. 

Should a man give in to these gender stctrotypcs and strive for success in the 

b l u b  world, he tisb being distant from his chilbn. Should a man challenge 

fathering stemtypes and focus on the w d d  of his children, he risks under- 

employment and other forms of societal reproach. 

About half of the men and women and one third of the children I interviewed 

tended to divide W e t s  into one of tm, categories: the 'good father" and the %ad 

father." Good fathers, it followed, do what is and bad fathers do what h 

M ~ n g L  when it comes to parenting. This polarization of fathering into good and 

bad presents a second dilemma for men. Admitting that his Mering skills are 

wanting is tantamount to a man admitting that he is a bad penon. The good-bad 

dichotomy not only brands some men as bad fathers, but as bad human beings. 

This good-bad dichotomy places at1 blame with the individual and overlooks the 

role of societal ideologia in the famPtion of &king ptactices. Alan is a 55 year 

old father of two children who applies the good-bad dichotomy to himself. 

I hoped not to do anything wrong with my kids. I wanted to learn 
how to be a good dad. I've got this thing that I want to do what's right. 
I love my kids and wanted to do what's best for them. If you're being 
the best to them, then you're feeling good about yourself, too. It's 
important to know the diffirencc between right and wrong, to have a 
conscience. As a dad you start to ask yourself, Well, am I doing the 
right thing?' You struggle with that a lot: am I doing the right thing? 
But I think the mi-n thing is you have to want to do what is right, and 
not just go by the sttimu quo or lay back and say, 1 don't care." You 
have to be concerned abut them. And it comes easy if you love them. 
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Love and good intentions may not k enough. Many absent fathers love their 

children clearly. It may k l w e  that m o t b  a man to eadun 80 hour work 

weeks ad live up m ot&r unhcaldhy soeictal expectations. This dissertation is not 

about ugoodR or 'lovingR fitthem, but about good and loving fathering practices. 

We must distinguish between good fmkm and good fathering proctl'c~s.~~ 

Many of the people I interviewed d e s c n i  fathering using words like 

'sacrificeR and 'commitment." One man said a father is someone who "would do 

anything for his kids: give them a kidney if mcessary." One man described this 

commitment as life-Iong and ail-encompassing : 

A man loves his kids. They are h i  life. My children are my 
life. Everything else gets set aside. You even set your spouse aside 
because of the kids. 

Such an intense commitment is a scary reality for some men. Carol is a 50 

year old mother of two daughters who d e s m i i  her husband's fear of parental 

commitment: 

Cpks was actually afraid of babies, afiaid of the commitment. 
He could model it himself - show the emotion. It was there, but he 
was a6raid to commit. He always felt the woman was the caregiver 
and the man was the provider. 

Men are socialized to commit themselves to a job or profession outside the home, 

and they tackle this commitment with zeal. Yet the thought of a life-long 

commitment to a child seems foreign to some men. 

One woman desct r i  her husband's devotion to his grandchildren as a 

'mission that he really takes seriously." I was impressed by the idea that fkthering 

can be a mission. Men go on missions every day. They make goals and 



Ulvestmerrt~. T k y  take risks. Why mt apply this same energy to fathering? Why 

not approach fathering as a prohion or a higher d i n g ?  Lester describes his 

What keeps me from waking away f h m  b c i i  a Wet? I think 
bsdc to my parents, kausc they never gave up. They weren't quitters. 
And prdmbly the sacne is true fot their parents befa them. It is the 
Family l i m p  tbat says this is your rolc and your ctspoasibility, and you 
do it. 

Lesm is committed to Wering because his parents were committed to him. Ivan 

Boszomenyi-Nagy (1986) suggests that there is a transgenerational mandate that 

obligates the pceseat generation to are for the next generation in response to the 

inhetitame teceived frwn previous generations. Put simply, we love our children 

because out parents loved us. 

Many of the people I interviewed d e s c r r i  fathers as protector." When 

Alan's oldest daughter started hanging around with the 'wrong crowd," Alan's 

reaction seemed to be mothted by a med to protect his daughter from destructive 

influences. 

When my daughter Anat was about 13 years old, she had a 
boyfknd, ud I absolutely did mt like this kid. I heard that this kid 
did drugs. One night 1 was out with my wife, and Anne was 
supposed to be at home. But when we got home at about seven 
o'clock at night, she was gone, and we didn't know where she was. 
And boy, that's anottret time that we wen w o m d  something had 
happened. She finally came home an hour or so later. 

I think I grounded her, a d  I had to find out who this character 
was. This was a time when we had problems with Anne. She was 
very rebellious at that time. She wanted to do her own thing. She 
was banging arwmi with some wrong girls in town. I just more-or- 
less kept an eye on her. I remember a couple of times I drove 
around town because she wasn't where she was supposed to be. I 



found her with som of these ftiends. I told her, '%a in the car. 
you're going home!' 

Being a protector can be a aaumotic experkace for men, not to mention the 

frustration and embanassmtnt it brings to adolesants living under house amst. 

The trauma experienced by Alan Md his daughter does not follow from his 

being a p t o ~ d ~ t .  Mahen and Men are rightly expeaed to be protectors, both 

to the completely helpless newborn and the exploring adolescent. Rather, the 

problem arises when Alan's understanding of wprotectot" allows for reactions 

inappropriate to the contest. For example, slapping aa infant to wprotecr him fcom 

the dangers of an electrical outlet is excessive. In tht same way, violating a 

teenager's privacy is seldom the most prudent way to offer parental protection. 

Family therapists call these parental reactions hm&y Vi0Won.s. Some boundary 

violatiom aur be as simple as reading your child's d i i  A boundary violation can 

be as irritating as a parent finishing a child's sentellas and assuming he or she 

knows what a child is thinking. They can include ignoring a teenager's requests 

for personal privacy. Boundsty violations con be as extnme as physical abuse. 

The common element is the intentional or unintentional invasion of another 

penon's personal space and autonomy, robbing the person of self-control. 

When being a protector leads to inappropriate boundary violations, trust is 

placed in jeopardy. One t'ather d e s c r i i  a situation where he was carried away 

by his desire to protect his daughter's well-beingg. 

There was one time when my daughter was on the phone all the 
time, and we were having a probkm with this. So I picked up the 
phonsad I started to listen, just one time. And the other girl says, 



Would your dad listen on the phone?* And she said, 'No. My 
W s  not like tbat. He'd nmr & that." I tell you, I put that phone 
down, ad I vowed 1 would mr do tbat again. She was showing 
me thot she trusted me, a d  she didn't b w  I was on the phone. I 
put down the phone and I will never do that again. Baause I just 
betrayed k trust. A d  she Qesn't know it. And I'll never tell her. 
But I won't do that again, because she was trusting me mt to do 
something. And it was hard sometimes wanting to know things to 
do with your kids. You just want to know what is going on, and 
eventually she told us. 

A very common and equally destructive fathering ideology suggests that fathers 

must violate personal boundaries in order to protect their children. Here is where 

protection crosses the line into control. 

A common theme emerged from men's stories about sacrifice and protecting. 

A father's protection seems to be guided by a desire to prepare the child for the 

"outside world." The notion of uoutside world" is linked to a division of labour that 

places responsibility for domestic affairs with women and responsibility for paid 

employment and business affairs with men. In this sense, the uoutside world" 

become synonymous with the a ~ ~ t I d  of men." This cultural division of labour 

a s a i i  to men the responsibility fa d i n g  any bchaviour that may leave a child 

ineffective or incapable in the uoueide world." 

This obaemtion about protection illustrates Pleck's theory of unhealthy 

masculine ideologies. Role division is a masculine ideology that scripts men and 

women into separate domains or spheres of influence. Men go to work. Women 

raise children. Being mponsible for all matters related to the uoutside world," a 

fother believes he must also protect his children and Eamily fnrm outside threats. 

This is the point at which unhealthy masculine ideologies get scripted into 
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unheaIthy kbpvians or acticms. This is the point where gender-role discqancies, 

trauxnas, and dysfbctions arise. 

For example, a man m y  mt think it is any of his business to control who his 

daughter dptes a bef'riends. However, that a rks  a discrepancy betwan this fint 

inclination and the societal expectptions telling him to protect his children from 

perceived threats from the uoutside world.' What if his adolescent daughter 

becomes pregnant or kanw add*& to drugs? These bebaviours could seriously 

a f f ~  his daughter's h u e  sucass in the world of work, business. and finances. 

These actions may also bring the man embarrassment in the world of work, 

business, and lkances. So he believes he must act, whatexer the measure. The 

uaurna arises when the man Eails to adequately 'protect" or wntrol his daughter - 
he k i k ~  himself to be a Mure as a fisther and a man. Should he 'successfullyR 

protect his daughter by violating her autonomy. the daughter suffers gender-role 

trauma. Gendet-role dysfinctioa refers to the man's continued pattern of 

unhealthy control ad baudary violations. Moteover, amher level of dysfunction 

arises in the family system and society, which orgash themselves to accommodate 

and sustain chsc patterns of behaviour and theu underlying masculine ideologies. 

Shared time and activities between a father and his children are often limited 

to the 'outside world," so many men postpone rneaningtbl father-child encounters 

until their children arc old enough to explore this world outside the home. Carlos 

is a 50 year old father of'two daughters who admits that he is most comfortable 

when he can intmduce his children to the uoutside world." He spoke to me with 



enthusiasm about helping his daughter find an apprapriate place to live while 

atttnding university. 

My daughter said, IPd, I've got two a duee places to look at." 
And she lwked at them, and she said, l ' v e  picked this one here." 

I said, 'Your mother and L will be down Sunday. Make an 
appointment with the landlord, and we'll go down and get all the 
paper work done, sigu the lease and pt-drred cheques." Well I 
wanted to see basically what she was getting for her money, and 
make sure it was safi. Fire alarms, smoke alarms and stuff like that. 
So tby  weren't living in some hell hole a something like that where 
it is dangerous. 

Carlos' interest in helping his daughter tiad a home is not merely a response to her 

request for help and guidance. Carlos, like many men, intends to protect his 

daughter from an uascnrpulw landlord and ill-advised business transaction. By 

inspect& his daughter's ncw haaiag he is at one-and-the-me-time acting as her 

protector and teacher. 

la does not hesitate to speak his mind when he believes his daughters need to 

be protected &om the "world of men." 

There was a situation that happened, I think it was this week, 
where she was going over to visit a fiend - not a boyfriend, but a 
friend -- and there wen going to be five guys there and herself. 
Well I didn't like hat. Basically, I told her I didn't thi& that it was 
right, because I was looking back to when I was a teenager -- when 
there's five guys and oat girl then, you know. But there again 
times have changed. I just stated my concerns, %st keep an eye 
out. Jwt makt sure you're cartfirl." 

I Qn't want her to trust paple too much. That is one thing that 
I tried to tell her, that as hr as boys go you've got to watch them 
because they will give you any type of line that they can. Iwt 
because a boy tells you Ulat he likes you and lwei you and dl that, 
you still have to be c8tcfirl. It's funny because I don't think I was 
the greatest as a teenager. So that's why I think I have a little 
experience where I can tell my daughters to watch out. 



Again, the difficulty arises not kcPuJe bthm (or mothers) seek to be protectors 

of their children. Joe's daughter told m that she expccts and wants her father to 

be a pmtectm. The difficulty, according to gender-role saain theory, arises when 

parental protection is polarized into strict realms of protection: women protect 

children from relational pain and m n  protect children from business loss. Joe's 

worry is that his daughters will be nPhn about how boys forge relational 

'contracts." He worrieJ that such naivete will leave his daughters illequipped for 

the 'outside world. " - 

Later's sense of protectiveness for his daughters was demonstrated whenever 

a new boyfriend came wer to vish Lester descr1'bes himself as a comultant to his 

daughters. 

I always wanted to meet the guys that they dated. I always 
chatted with them. Just to see wbat kind of penon they were. I just 
wanted to get a feel fa who they were. The intention was to talk to 
my daughters and say, Well this is what I think of this guy, these 
are my impceyior~. and watch out for this or watch out for that, be 
careful here, be careful there." 

Leanne is Lester's 25 year old daughter, and she welcomes her father's protection 

and input. 

A dad is a protara. Someone who protects you ftom any harm 
that comes in any form, like a hurdul heart or a disappointing 
experience. 

There is m pmblem with a danger in Leanne descriiing her father as 'protector." 

The pmblem a r b  when thb term implies that a fgther's sde role is the protection 

of children from the 'outside world." The problem continues when women are 

restricted to protecting children from emotional harm or the inner world of the 
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fimily home. Using Pleck's language, protection becomes dyshmxional when 

made a functh of gender. Women, men, a d  c h i n  experience a d k r e p c y  

between thae geIldtr-bd asc@)ti011~ a d  their own desk to protect and mentor 

in any Pnd all areas of l i k  Trauma arises when women's protective and menturing 

voices an silenced on issues relating to the sodled uworld of men." Trauma 

Ptisa when men's voices are silenced on issues relating to the so-called 'world of 

women." Trauma arises when children are cut off fiom either of these voices. 

Pmection is just one of a series of words tbat denote traditional male authority 

and connol. Fathering was descrikd using these 'authoritariann terms by 29% of 

the fathers, 36% of the partners, and none of the children. This is not to suggest 

that these men and women advocated authorita?iaa fathering. Rather, many of 

these people recalled memories or stereotypes of authoritarian fathers fkom their 

past. Nonetheless, some perticipants advocated fithers as 'leaders of the family" 

or the 'stan" and 'strong oae" in the w i l y  'to be te~pected." Whether advocated 

or lamented, these traditional descriptions of fathering have shaped and continue 

o shape our society's fsthering ideologies. 

Another traditional term applied to fathering is that of 'provider." Roughly 

50% of fathers. 21% of partners, and 43% of children described fathers 

spcciMy as ~ m v h r . '  Fathers are expected to provide shelter, clothing, food, 

hvours, money, opportunities, stability, transportation, and a safety net. Again, 

there b nothing wrong with a man providing fa hb children. A man can derive 

great personal satisfaction from provid* f d .  shelter, and clothing for his 
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children. Htwever, I expect that even greater personal satisfkction awaits the man 

who can learn to provide his children with an emotional infrastructure. 

Our cuihue's traditional understanding of fiathering is in transition. New 

words and p h .  like *equal" and 'sharing" are creeping into discussions about 

fathaing. Fathaiag was d e s c r i i  using these 'son traditionaln terms by 14% of 

the fathers, 71 1 of the partners, and 17% of the children I interviewed. An 

overwhelming number of women spoke about fathers needing to be 'equal 

pamws," 'involved with the day-today raising of the children." This suggests 

that women want fpthering to change from the traditionalist-authoritarian model 

where men keep to the sidelines as parents. The men spoke of equal partnership 

as %elping change diapers," unurturing,w and sharing in child care responsibilities 

and disciplining. 

A popular term used by men and childnn to describe &thering is 'teacher" or 

'mentor." I found that 71 96 of fathers, 21 96 of partners, and 83 % of children 

described fathers as 'mentors." Partners focwd on mentoling as 'spiritual 

leadershipw and "character building." Fathers described themselves as 'teachers," 

ucoaches,w nadvisors,' and 'influenas on their children." All but one of the 

children I interviewed mentioned the need or desire for leadership and guidance 

from theu fathers. Words like bcher"  and 'mentor* were the ones used most 

fkpently by the children I interviewed. I suspect this trend had something to do 

with the age of the children, who were moving into the adult world 'outside" the 
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family circle. Fathers seem to come in M y  when young adult children have 

questions b u t  the 

What do fWms te&? Tht fimilies I interviewed said that fiathers teach their 

children m d  character. And moral character is taught by example. Fathering 

was d e d b d  as nquiring emoral character* by 50% of fluhers, 50% of partners, 

and 17% of children. For example, k t k m  are expected to 'never give up" and 

'laep promises." Fathers are to demonstrate wnce," 'kindness," and uwurage.n 

For many men, teaching right from wrong is a part of teaching moral 

chanrm. Many of the children and partners I interviewed agreed. Jessica is 17 

years old and describes a hther as, 'someone who teaches you morals and loves 

you.' Kim, a 42 year old mother of two daughters, agrees that fathers are to be 

teaching their children respect and 3-r values in life." George is a 5 1 year old 

father who reflects on how he tried to raise his two daughters. 

What's really important for your kids? Is it for them to grow 
exactly the way you want, or is it just for them to know right from 
wrong and to do what is right? To team to make those decisions? 
What is right in their life? 

Mark shares the same concern that his children know right from wrong. 

I know it my duty as a fiather to be an example, to try and show 
the kids what right and wmng an, to point them in the right 
direction, to give them the tools to get by on tbis earth. 

Mark's comments unlemx*e how m n  relate the teaching of character and m o d  

to preparing children for the 'outside world.' 



Fathen ye also teachen of trust. Fathers teach trust by earning it, T m t  is 

f i  a contracts and agreements m the Y ~ i d e  world." Alan believes that 

it is important to teach his children about trust. 

I believe tbat a dad has to be a good example in every way 
possible. 1 believe if you promise your W something, then do 
everything posrible to keep your promises. Keep your word with 
them. If you don't keep your word with them, you lose trust that 
way. Your word doesn't mean that much to them. You lose a lot 
of respect that way, too, if you don't keep your word. Be honest 
with them. 

Doug believes that trust builds stability, and a sable world - a stable and 

predictable reality -- is a nce~saty part of commerce. 

A father is someone you can trust, someone to have confidence 
in. Right now 1 think tbe kids trust us. Whatever we say has got to 
be right or has got to be the truth, so they don't question it. It's that 
unque~tionabk space that they have. I would say probably the one 
thing I strive for and tell Donna to strive toward is: if you tell them 
something, that's it. You don't change y w  mind. If you are telling 
them to do something or you ask them to do something, that's it. 
After they bug you b u t  it, you don't want to change your mind, 
because if you do change your mind, they get the feeling that there 
is no one real answer. If you are always consistent, and you're 
always the same, then I think they learn to trust you. If you're 
always cbanghg your mind or whatever and not sure yourself, then 
I think they get the impression of that too, and then they aren't as 
trustful of you either. 

Doug builds trust with his children because he believes it will prepare them for 

liviug in the moutside world." If his children can have confidence in their father, 

it will help them gain a sure fwting in the world. 

Work is another word used to d a a i  fhthcring. The work world is the one 

place where many men feel at home. Like work, fathering rquues energy and 

effort. Roughly 57% of the men, 36% of the partners, and 33 % of the children 
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desuibed fathuhg as an 'effort" requiring the expenditure of lots of energy. For 

example, one fuhcr said that 'fbtbring loolad pretty simple at fint" Another 

man d m b d ,  'it was batder than I expececd." One Mer compared Mering to 

motking: 'Fathering is a tough job" but 'aot as tough as mothering." I found it 

interesting that one woman suggested that fathering is k lot of worY but 'easier- 

now that more women an work&,' suggesting that earning money is a significant 

part of what it means to be a father. Now that women are working in paid 

employment, the pressure on men to bring home a pay cheque may ease. 

Sometimes words are not enough to descrlk the meaning of fathering. There 

remained for many of the men and women I interviewed a more nebulous 

dimension to fitthering. Something meaningful about fathering escaped 

description. Fathering was d c m i  as having some kind of 'meaning" -- part of 

a larger phn a mysterious purpose - by half of the fathers, 57% of the partners, 

and none of the children. Fathering was described as a place where meaning is 

made. F a  others it was vague, 'not something you can put your hands around and 

identify" but 'it means something. " 

Others invoked theological language to describe fathering as part of a divine 

plan, k God-given apportunity" or k gift and privilege." Still others invoked 

evolutionary language, describing €&thering as part of maintaining the species, a 

.rPhllPj, morala tcsponsibility. Even a 'mission." Some fhthers focused on what 

fathering meant to them experientially, calling fathering 'rewarding" and 'very 

marvellous. " 
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OvcrPU, thatwasaain,nyaboutthcwordsaad~ usedby men, women, 

a d  children to daaik fpthainO. W e  may bope for a paradigm shift in Wering, 

but our lsngupgc is not leading the wry. Language used to d t s c t l i  fiathering, for 

the most pert, still reflects strict divisions of labour, placing men outside the inner 

circle of the b i l y ,  responsible for matters related to the uoutside world.' 

Fmunroly, all hope is mt loat, "be mat promising and pmnuive phrase applied 

to positive f'attrering was the one given to the titie of this dissertation: Being There. 

FATHERING AS BEING THERE 

So fk I have documented memories, words, and definitions used to descrii 

fathering. Fathering has been characterized as emotionally distant and focused on 

the world of worlr, business, and politics. Fathem are charged with prepring their 

children for the world outside the home. Fathers are most comfortable on the 

margins of parenting. Fathers are the uother" parent. Along the way I have tried 

to remind the reader that, although these descriptions sound all too biliar, they 

do not necesdly represent reality. Rather, they are social constructions of 

reaIity. They awe what I call hthering ideologies, to borrow from Pleck's theory 

of d i n e  ideologies. 

Being social constntctiom, these Wering idwlogics can be chalknged and 

transformed. In my interviews I spent a great dtrl of time listening fa positive 

and healthy descriptions of fsmeriqg. m i t e  the pliaful childhood memories and 
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tbt difficulties with raising cbiidnn, tbae was a strong seare among those people 

that I inte~ewed that &hers shouid be present f a  their children. The phrase I 

heard over and over again signifyiag a fndm's presence was 'king there." 

Fatking was d a a i  as 'be& tkeR by 64% of the men, 86 % of the piutnen, 

a d  67% dthc  children. Fa exampk, ar man &tined a firther as usomeone who 

is thae for the children." Many of the m n  and women I interviewed said things 

like, 'my father couldn't be there for us when we were kids." One woman 

lamented, Then is a barrier there that kept my father from us." I have taken the 

phase %sing there" to be the guiding theme for my discussion of healthy fithering 

practices. 

I have come to the conclusion that this reference to 'being theren represents a 

hope that unhealthy fathering ideologies can be challenged and overcome. Men 

need not be condemned forever to parental u ~ t h e ~ . "  I want to conclude this 

chapter by making a case for the construction of an alternative Eathering ideology 

calIed 'being there." I f d  that the notion of Wing thenn extends conveniently 

into four major dimensions of hwnan behaviour: thinking, feeling, talking, and 

action. The stories presented in subsequent chapters bear this out. The ways a 

man thinks about fathering, pmcesses f e l i n e ,  communicates with his children. 

and prioritizes his time and energy have a profound impact on whether or not he 

will "be thereR for his children. Below I present some simple statistical findings 

to support my contention that 'being therea is a multi-faceted fathering concept 

understood by the men, women, and childnn of thb study. 
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The first dimemion of "being therei' b thialing. Humans are thinking beings, 

and the woy a man dljnh about fathering and his children plays an important role 

in the quality of tk relatiomhip JIG has with his children. Roughly 79% of -em, 

43 96 of partrms, a& 67% of children wd wads and phnucs signiQing thinking 

and attentiveness to descni &thering. It is not surprising that so many fathers 

referred to thinking, which can be don at a distance. Men used words like 

'concern, " 'attention, " and "suppott" to describe fithering. Truly constructive 

thinking, however, is that which brings fathers in close proximity with their 

children. 

The second dimension of "being there? is feeling. We are emotional or 

a&ctive b e i i ,  and emotional pmceses play an important role in the father-child 

relationship. Fathering was desaibed as having an "a&ctive" dimension by 86% 

of the Wen, 64% of the partners, and all of the children. However. only 50% 

of the men interviewed mentioned concrete actions of love: for example, kissing, 

hugging, having fun, laughing and crying with children, being calm or losing his 

temper, and forgiving. Men, women, and children seem certain that a man should 

love and care for his children, but what this invoives specifically remains a mystery 

for most. 

The third dimension of "being therem is talking. Language is central to being 

human, and it is diftiarlt to haghe nlationships apart from verbal and non-verbal 

communication. About 21% of fhthtrs, 29% of partmrs, and 33 % of children 

relstrd fUdwiqg to o o m m ~ n .  Communication includes listening and giving 
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advise and king approachable for taking. Most communication between fhthen 

a d  their children is mn-verbal or the exchange of the details that mnrk everyday 

living. Healthy, constructive communication, however, flows naturally from a 

balance of thinking a d  €&ling. 

The hrth and tinnl dimension of 'being theren is physical presence. We are 

embodied beings, and fathering is an embodied experience. Roughly 36% of 

fathers, 71 96 of partners, and 33 96 of children indicated that fathering involves 

physical presence. It is interesting that women were most animated when 

describing the importance of men being physically present with theu children. 

Women seem to understand what so many men do not: touch and physical 

proximity are the simplest but most profound expression of human relatedness. 

For most of the men the *physicalw sense of pnsence and the existential sense of 

"being there* were synonymous. When combined with the category 'being there," 

as many as 79% of the athers, 79% of partners, and 67 1 of children d e s c n i  

fathering in this way. This sense of fkshsnd-blood "being there" was shared, 

then. by 76.4% of the respondents, second only to the 79.4 46 of respondents who 

talked about fathers loving and caring for their children. Since 'love* and 'caren 

are ambiguous rwl o v e r 4  terms among the general population. I have chosen 

'being therew as the organizing theme for this dissertation. 



C h a p t e r  F o u r  

B E I N G  T H E R E  I N  Y O U R  M I N D  

It became clear from my interviews that the human mind is a powerful tool in 

the construction of healthy bthering ideologies and practices. Thinking is an 

important part of fathering. Too often, though, the miad is the breeding ground 

for the seeds of parental otherness. A father may be physically present with his 

children, but if his mind is off elsewhere, be it work or finances or other worries, 

his children gain nothing. Fathering requires a certain 'presence of mind." Yet 

this presence of mind is often ~mticeably absent with many men who become 

fathers. 

Thinking is such an easy task. But it can take SO much effort. When a father 

takes the time to think honestly about his hthering practices, he gains an 

opportunity to overcome the obstacles to intimacy standing between him and his 

children. When asked if my invitation to participate in this research project 

prompted men to do things differently, many said, 'Yes." Doug admitted that 



prepyotion fbr our inmview bed him to sit k t  and take an inventory of his 

fathering prpcticcs. 

Well. Iwas thinhgaboutwritingsndfdowa, but ofcourse you 
start thinking, 'Wbu things do I like that I'm doing as a fathr? 
What things don't L like." So in some ways, thinking about it does 
a f k  you It makes you think. It made m think about things that 
I like about my pamnting style, and things tbat I didn't. Things that 
I thought that I should change. Things tbat I should be doing, some 
things you don't like, but you realize that they're your responsibility 
to do them. 

I agne with Doug. I believe that fithering needs a big injection of thinking. This 

chapter will explore the simple ways that a man can turn his thinking toward "being 

there" for his children. 

WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW CAN HURT YOU 

As mentioned above, men learn so much about fathering from their own 

fathers. They learn what works and what hum. The prognosis for fathering 

would be a desperse otroit were we limkd to the model shown us by the previous 

generation of fatbcn. The good aews is that it is never too late for a man to learn 

something h u t  fathering. A man m y  turn to his partner, books, other men - 
even his own children - to leam about the art of fathering. 

Howe~, h e  Jawd chmccs P lm something about fathering may not be 

realized soon enough tq avert trauma in the b i l y .  Men Joon notice the 

diPaepPncy between their la& of parenting skills and t&hg and the expectation 



can hurt them -- and their partners and children. 

I asked (& men in this study to tell me about the expectations they brought to 

Mering. Most men entered tiuhahood without any prepamtion or parental skills. 

Even afoa their children were born, the acquisition of skills was seldom a priority. 

This has coosequeuces for men and their families. Alan is a 55 year old quality 

control oechnicii who admits being out in the dark when it came to being a fiather. 

Dad was kind of distant from the Lids. That was wrong. And 
if you b w  that's wrong why repeat it? I'm not saying that I was 
the k t  father. because there were a lot of things I knew I didn't 
know. But you haven't really got anything to draw on. And you're 
always looking to other peapk for an example. Or trying to read 
about it, Pad trying to draw some knowledge from what they had to 
say, trying to apply it to your own life. 

This desperate scramble to acquire parental skills at the last minute seems uonic 

with men who understand the importance of apprenticing and caner planning. 

What keeps men fnnn apprenticing or planning for careers as fathers? Adult 

educators will tell us that adults learn what they need to know when they need to 

know it. The question becomes: When do adult men need to know a thing or two 

about fitthering? Not only do many men enter fatherhood without a clue what to 

expect, a good number found no occasion to ponder the art of fathering prior to 

learning that their parmer was pregnant. One man remarked. 'First off, I was a 

h t k r  unplanned, so it was kind of thrown upon me." This is a telling comment, 

suggesting that men need to get their mind around the fact that conception and 

child birth are possibilities - a very real possibility - related to sexual activity. 



If men are to avoid the traumas of pacenrnl ignorance, they need to be 

sociplized tix fht&riag long kfae they ever have children. Most men. however. 

expect theu partners to do thin p- work. When Ivan was in his early 

twenties, being a fsthtr was the funbat thing from his mind. 

Well I ocver gave it much thought I suppose. Twenty-two ykus 
ago I was a lot younger. When I got married I a m r  gave kids 
much thought. At that time I was a practising alcoholic, too. And 
yet when it came time. a f k  we bought the home. we got married in 
1971 and Ian was born in 1974. So my wife probably made the 
decision, 'It's time we have children." I'm sure I didn't, I would 
have probably went on longer and made money. 

1 an still remember when we fowd out she was pregnant. I was 
very, very thrilled and proud. and of course I couldn't wait to tell 
my dad and my mother. We were doing very well. At that time I 
based everything on materialistic things. I can still remember the 
day he was born and the doctor walked into the room and shook my 
hand and said I had a son. I stamxi to cry. I was very proud. I was 
happy, everything was fine, she was fine, and I got a son. I always 
wanted a son. 1 was a hockey player, so I thought, 'I got my little 
hockey player." I went out and bought a pot of flowers with NHL 
team. Montreal Caaadian hockey players -- this is for the mom! 

My intentions were good. but then aftet I went out and got 
loaded fa a day and a half. That was my maturity at the time, this 
is what you do, you celebrate. But I was quite proud. We had the 
room all set. It wasn't scary, just great. 

Ivan was cerrain he wanted a little hockey player, but any responsibilities beyond 

early morning hockey pracrias remained a mystery. Alcohol helped maintain the 

When a man enter fatherhood without proper or adequate parenting tools, an 

unfair burden - both physical and emotional -- bemls his part.net. She must 

simultarlcously socialize her child and husband. Fern is a 35 year old mother of 



preschoolers le€k to w o e  i€ her husband would be abk to handle the 

tesponsibilities of children: 

I thought he  could pull it off, but it was going to be a lot of 
work on his part. Axxi it bar been a lot of work on his part, going 
from absolutely zero knowledge of babies. Obviously we have a 
young family, so I don't know what will happen as they get older. 
From the point of  view of young babies, he knew nothing about 
them. He thought he could kind of learn as he went along, and it 
was hPFd f k  hi to do that because he had no experience with young 
children. Being the youngest himself he never baby sat. Never had 
any experience playing with a young child other than the odd 
occasion with a niece of nephew. It was hard for him to understand 
the demands on his time and on mine. 

I was staying at home for the fint year with them full-time. I 
took a maternity leave ad then a leave of absence until they were 
both lban 16 or 17 months old. There were ths  I just wanted him 
to wafk through the door so I could say, 'Here." At f i t  he had a 
had time understanding why I would want tbat because he had this 
idyllic view of what it would be like to be at haw with babies all 
day. Not having done it. 

This 'idyllic view" adds up to more than harmless naivete. It can amount to 

parental isolation for women, which certainly has its impact on the well-being of 

the marital relationship and the untapped potential and quality of the father's 

relationship with his children. 

One myth is that women come to parenting fully equipped, giving them an 

obvious advantage over men - giving men the perfect excuse to lay back and 

depend on wornen to do what anvs ilaturolly. Howwer, many new mothen must 

educate themsclvts about children and parenting issues. Fern is employed full-time 

and made the time to educate herself. 

Once I started to read up on parenting I wanted to know what 
issues I was walking into and how to handle them. I really got 
involved in researching pnd reading about it. I had magazines and 

/ 



books and everything scattered around the house. I still have 
Today's Porort coming to the house. He will mt read them. He 
won't look at them or r e d  them unless I specifically pull out an 
article, circk it, put it in front of him, and sty *You repd this." 

WetallrsdPbwtpsrrntiqOandksaid, Well, Iwifltnutyouto 
make the decisions. Tell me what you want and I will go with it." 
I said, 1 don't want to do tht. You ace putting me in the role of 
being the sole decision-maker then." 

It i s ~ n w n e ~ w h c n a A e t e v a y t i m I m a k c a d c c i s i o n  
he  would then counter with. 'No. I don't agree. We are aot doing 
it this way.' It ties into things like disciplining the children. He 
believed in just the way that he was raised, that it would be 0.k. to 
spank the children. After reading up on it - I was spanked too as 
a child -- I said, 'No! W e  are not going to hit our children." 

What keeps some men from educating themselves as parents? As Fern suggests, 

remaining uninformed removes men from certain responsibilities and liabilities. 

When men and women nceive no positive pidance from theu own fathers 

about the art of fathering, they are left to turn to other authorities. Sometimes 

these authacities  an^ rapctable and informative. Other times, however, a couple 

is left without any criteria fa discerning who to believe about the art of fathering. 

Tmt is placrd with whomever p r o m  themselves as an authority. Gwen is a 48 

year old w~l~elyative, evangelical Christian. She and her husband admit entering 

parenthood without any positive model for what a expect from a tither. They 

tuned to their pastor for direction. 

By then 1 had a wider scope of what mature &king really was. 
I looked at the men in the church and also the role that our pastor 
had as a father. I found that he was very involved in hh family's 
lives. He was redly a wonderfkl man because he W George and 
I under his wing ad many odvr young people in the church, and he 
really invested a lot of time anti wisdom into us. And I looked 
towards him as king a spiritual fatha. He was very concerned with 
what his children were doing. They spent a lot of family time 
together. He invated time with his children. 



But I abo saw the odwr side. I remtrnbcr one Sunday when the 
pastor's wife had trouble controilhg one of their sous during the 
senri0ce. And he kept looking at the son, and the son still 
misbehaved. SO he said, =Excuse me," ad he walked right down the 
aisle and picked up the little guy and took him to the back of the 
church d gave him a spanking, dried his tears and brought him 
back out and sat him beside his mother and continued on with his 
sermon, 

Gwen let out a nervous laugh as she tinjshed telling me this story. Although she 

claims a, admire her pastor's parenting skills, her nervous laugh suggut that deep 

down she wonders if this behaviour is acceptable, especially in a man who serves 

as an influential role model. When men and women are left to wonder what 

constitutes adequate &thering, it is important that theu wonder and trust is not 

mispiaad a abused. Without alternative models of fathering available, men and 

women are lee to fall badr upon the hurdul examples shown to them by their own 

fathers and community leaders. 

FATHERING AS UF E-LONG LEARNING 

In the pmious chapter we explored how men and women learn about fathering 

from theu own fathen. Often, a man's father provides little leadership for a new 

father. Eventually, necessity dictates that fkthers leam a thing or two about 

parenting. Some of this learning is intentioaal, but most is picked up on the run. 

Nonetheless, then are qources that men can access to improve theu parenting 

skills. Fortunately, if men learned nothing from their own parents, there are 

alternative sources of learning: their pattncrs, books, adolescent and adult 



experice, kids themselves, culture, other pa@. The source of knowledge is 

hpmant, fot it must be credible. But most importantly, a man needs to adopt a 

learning stance when it comes to Wherbg. 

The men and women I infer~lkwed suggested a number of sources to which 

they Nned to fot learning about the m of fa the~g.  Many of the men reponed 

learning a great deal tiom their ppmrn about child rearing. As mentioned above, 

it places an unfair burden on women when'they are depended upon to be the 

experts on c h i  rearing. However, women do have much to teach their husbands 

about parenting, and men can access this knowledge and experience in a fair and 

equitable manner. Howard, 50, admits he needed to learn from his wife how to 

raise their two daughters. 

I'm not sure how. but as the needs arose I began to fill the void. 
Badr then as a new father, I didn't know what to do. I didn't have 
any idea how to raise a child. Fortunately my wife was pretty 
knowledgeable in k t  area. So I sort of followed her lead as far as 
raising the children were concerned. 

The Boston University Parenthood and Pregnancy Project (BUPP) conducted a 

longitudinal study of 90 coupIw, ad the study recommends that fathers accept that 

their partners hwe something to teach about nurturing children. The study found 

that effective fitthem were men who were invested in learning how to parent 

carsaly, drawing on memories of being parented themselves and observation of 

their partner's parenting style (POIlack. 1995). The study also affirms that men 

have something of value to offer parenting and complement mothering. 



Boda appear to be a common SOUCC~ of parenting information for both men 

d women. Any parent, whatever his or her level of comfort and expertise with 

parenting. can knfit limn the amtinuing education &red in books. At 49 years 

of age, Barb has raised three teenagers ard has read countless books on children 

and parenting. 

We did a lot of reading, we read a lot of boob. Baby turning 
one. Baby turning three aad four. But you kind of forget to read 
about those teenage yean. Then they're upon you and you find you 
don't know enough of what to do. 

Even with the help of books, men and women discovered that children do not 

always fit what the text boola say. Alan notes the limitations of book learning: 

Especially when they are tanagers. Alice and I did a lot of 
reading of books on teenagers. But in the end everything isn't just 
like a book, It's different! 

As many parents know, the parenting strategies pmposed by the 'experts" need to 

be taken with a grain of salt and often do not apply in the unpredictable world of 

parenting. Often, patents learn as they go, and fathers must be open to this 

unpredictable side of child-rearing. More difficult for some men is allowing theu 

children to teach them about parenting. 

Yet a man can discover so much about parenting when he assumes a learning 

posture in relation to his children. At 40 years old, Mark is discovering that his 

son is like a textbook open to being nad. 

So I think I'm learning to be a parent as much as Matt is 
learning m be a son. There's m manual. I often wish there was, but 
then again the answer b not the sarne for every situation and for 
every kid either. 



In the same way, fifCy year dd Cat106 credits his two daughters with teaching him 

how to show affection. Carlos grew up in a fjunily where hugging and kissing 

not prpaicsd. His daughters haw forced Cat105 to explore an undiscovered 

dimension of his pemnaIity. 

The women I interviewed undetstood the importance of hands-on experience 

for learning about parenting. Fern is a you* mother with two pre-school aged 

children. Her job allowed her to take a leave of absence and get that hands-on 

experience as a maher. Fern is keenly aware that the art of fathering requires the 

same hands-on experience. Moreover, she had to work at giving her husband 

Frank the space needed so that he could be alone with the kids -- without having 

the convenience of turning to his =expert" wife for problem solving. 

At times I feel I have to step in and say, 'No you are being 
unreasonable or you are being inflexible.' Even with a three year- 
old you have to pick your battles because you are not going to win 
them all. Trust m I've tried. So there are times when I tell myself 
that being quiet definitely helps him. It allows him to be a better 
father, because he has to learn the same way I did. Only he didn't 
have the same chanccs because I was the one that stayed home. 

As a parent I took the maternity leave. I took the leave of 
absence, and I got to do the parenting. There would be times when 
Frank would ask me questions and I wouldn't know the answer. 
You don't have a choice, you are on your own. 

Time alone with the children, without an expect present, allows fathen to 

formulate theu own parenting strategies and solutions rather than mindlessly 

following the illstnrctions of others. 

A few of the men interviewed said that baby sitting other people's children 

gave tbem a glimpse into tbe world of parenting. Doug reports having done a lot 



of baby sitting as a teenager. His wife Doma atttliutes his comfort with children 

to the faa that he did baby-sit be- having his own children. 

Doug has an olda brother who has children who are now just 
going into their teenage years. So a lot of yean ago when I staned 
dating Doug we would visit his braher, and I would watch him with 
his nieces and nephews. They wen the same age as our kids are 
now. Doug would play with them. 

I am not a child-like person, because I was raised with older 
parents a d  my brutbets and s b  were older I matured very early. 
I liked to sit with the adults. I like to get into adult conversations. 
Doug on the other hand would play with kids. In fen, Doug would 
rather not sit in a room full of adults. He would prefer a room N l  
of kids and their toys. So I saw then that he actually liked to play 
with children. which I didn't like to do. And when I was pregnant 
with David, it was a big concern of mine about whether I would be 
a good mother. I h e w  he would be a great father. My question 
was what kind of a mother I would be because I didn't really like 
kids. 

Baby sitting before h a . g  your own children provides hands-on experience for 

men learning about parenting responsibilities. It is important for men to realize 

that %&y sitting" ends owe you have your own children. Many men, however, 

refix to time spent alone with their own children as "baby sitting," suggesting that 

women 'pannt" a d  men %aby-sit.' Whenever I am alone with my own children 

out in public I fnquently hear comments like, 'So daddy is baby sitting today." 

I usually respond by saying, 'No, I'm the tather, I don't get paid to spend time 

with my children." 

I was pleasantly surprised to learn that some of the men I interviewed talk 

about parenting with their male co-workers. Men have always talked about their 

children at wak; however, comulting with more experienced men about parenting 

issues seems positive ad new. Glen was very distressed when om of his 



adole~eent daughters left home to live in the streets of Toronto. Glen found some 

cornfat in taking to other men about his Wlings. 

I blamed a lot of it on myself. Well, not so much blaming 
myself, but in some ways I thought, 'Why is she doing it?" I felt 
like sbe was d o i i  it to me peraollPlly. But it had nothing to do with 
that. She's doing what she wants to do. I had to work through that, 
and I'd talked to some other guys and that's how they felt, too. 
Like, since you are the head of the house, where did you let her 
down? But she just wanted to do what she wanted to do. 

Men are socialhcd to believe that they are the 'bad" of the household, and this can 

be distressing for those who must live unkr that authority. When that social 

prescription of male authority is challenged by independently-minded children, it 

can be distressing for the hther. Having a sounding board helped George deal 

with his distress, helping him a accept that h i  daughter's leaving home was not 

a personal attack. This collegial support helped motivate George to drive to 

Toconto twice a month to maintain contact with his daughter. Years later George's 

daughter thanked her dad for being there fot her through those difficult times. 

But she sent us a Ietter, and thanked us for the unconditional 
love, that m nnum wbat she did, we were going to be there for her, 
and we always have been. 

THINKING LIKE AN OUTSIDER 

If "being therew is the mock of being a fPtba, then the apposite is parenal 

'otherness." The masculine ideologies that pervade out society reinforce the 

'otherness" of fhthers and manifitst thellsse1ves as unhealthy thiaking pattern. 
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Parental u ~ t h c ~ '  becomes an infcrpretivt filter that negatively influences 

responsible Ca the world outside the home, and this thinking influences how they 

relade to theu children. A aew gcnCratian of men arc stcuggling to find their place 

b i d e  the home, opting out of a parenting model of work addictions and emotional 

d i s t a r ~ ~  Formmtomakethis leaptoanw~offhthering,  they need 

to think differently. 

A big part of the problem is that men think in terms of role division. Role 

division tends to make men resp11sible fix all things related to the "outside world." 

Women become responsible fa all things related to the 'inside world" -- inside the 

foln walls of the house and inside the complexity of emotional relatedness. From 

this division of labour comes the idea that fathers should be responsible for 

preparing their children for the 'outside world," just as women are expected to 

prepare their children for the world of falings and communicating fetlings. 

Kim has an expectation that #good fathers" prepare theu children for the 

'outside world." Kim was asked to describe what a mgood fatber" is supposed to 

be ad do. She focused on the teaching of values, relating this to preparation for 

the *outside world." 

A good fither is someone who teaches his children the proper 
values in life, and respect. You can spoil your Lids rotten and let 
them do this and let them do thu, and still your kids run all over 
you. When you take them out to somam else's house or out to a 
remurant and they can sit t&n ad they can say pleasen and uthanL 
you* and respcct an older pason or whatever, then I think tbat no 
matter how much you spoil your kids that they've got the respect. 
It doesn't lllatm haw m e n  you can spoil those kids as long as they 



arenspEdulandpoutinthcddandmrtotbersd#xnt. Then 
it doesn't hurt to spoil them. 

Tk division of paen@ mles by gcmh b cl-ly aligned with a division of d i t y  

into the world outpick the home aml the world inside the home. Men are expected 

to measur~ thtk patamPace as &them by how well theu children perform in the 

uouaide world." Inevitably, this parentid role division means that children are 

going to miss out on important parts of their father's personality and potential 

because these underdeveloped and under-utilized parts of a man's 'selP become 

irrelevant to the man's roie as father. 

Role division stifles penoaal growth and potential in men and their children 

by making tither@ a fuadiw of social comavation. That is to say, men become 

responsible for preparing their children for survival in the world, rather than 

encomging them a, challenge the s~cttrrs quo. Alice is a firty year old mother of 

two, and she descrt'bes her husband as conservative. 

Alan bas a very &I%& line in his belie& about what is right and 
what is wrong. And k ~ ' s  no grey for him. So there wasn't much 
tolerance then when our daughter Axme didn't follow in our foot 
steps as fu as Christianity and our belief stmawe went. 

Barb desctl'bes her husband in the same conservative terms: 

I'm not going to call them €&ults, I'm going to call them 
wesbrsses - be tends to k very cowrvptive and traditional. And 
he has a hard time sometimes thinking more freely and more 
broadly. 

Men are confronted with their conservative streak when fhced with the 

responsibilities of preparing a child for survival in the Moutside world. " 



The problems associated with gender-based parenting role divisions extend 

beyomi time expcrienad by fbkm and children. When men are restricted to the 

Moutside world," this role division can have an impact on the well-being of his 

partner. Kim speaks with an air of fivsmtion in her voice at the burden placed 

upon women when men remove themselves from the responsibilities of home and 

children. 

Some men think chat it's a woman's job. I guess women always 
cook but there's a lot of men out there that do a lot of cooking. 
These days when you have both p n t s  working you have to have 
equal responsibilities. But it is not changing in some households 
where both parents are working. If men think that they don't have 
to share the responsibilities, well then they are not going to share 
them. You are not going to be able to change them. I don't want to 
put men down, but some men think, 'Nope, I'm out there working, 
aad it's my wife's job to do that." 

Beyond the issue of the equal sharing of paid and domestic fesponsibilities, gender- 

based role divisions rob men of a whole range of beautiful and fulfilling 

experiences with their children. Role divisions mb men of the opportunity to 

experience new and undiscovered pam of theu personality. 

Suseined gemkr-based rok division culminates in family dysfiurction. Helen 

is a 47 year old mother of two grown daughters. She reflects on how easy it is for 

children to take advantage of this unhealthy role division, playing father and 

motha off of one another. The impression left with children is that theu parents 

live in two different worlds. 

A lot of times children will play you against each other. They 
will say, Well  mom said that I could, and you're saying that I 
can't." Whereas H o d  and I talk about these things. Our kids 
could never come and say, Well dad said I could go skating with 



my friends." Or they might soy, %om said I could,' when they 
haven't even asked mom. Howard would say, We'll talk it wer. 
Mom and I will talk it ova." I would usually say, prd and I will 
takituver.'' Sotbycouldnevcrplryusagainsteachother. Ithink 
o~ceyarget into tbatsituathbrlddr c m h  you warring against 
each other. And that's not a good environment for anybaly. 
Parents stpn to become hostile to each other. So make sure every 
decision is made together, even the ones that don't seem that 
important, 

When parents live in two separate waclds, children learn to split their own thinking 

and behaviour into gender-based categories. Children lose when they have no 

parental model for the integration of all parts of their self. 

In preparing children for the 'outside world, " men will justify certain actions 

as necessary. These 'nccesrary actions" can often alienate father and child. 

Howard justifies spankiq his children by comparing it to a more violent beating 

that some parents deliver. The non pennne justification is that spanking 

somehow teaches a child how to respect people in the 'outside world." 

I never ever beat our children. I know that some people do. I 
do think that a little slap on the butt m w  and again b a good thing 
as hr as discipline gas. I think to eliminate that from our society 
is a terrible thing, because then is no respect for people or 
possessions. 

The priorities of the Moutside world" can be used to justify most any dysfunctional 

behaviout. For many a father, the pressure to prepare his children for successful 

entry into the adult world prompts him to camider spanking and other form of 

violence as a viable parenting option. 



THINKING LIKE AN INSIDER 

To oveL#)me th# unhealthy thought palms, men. women, Pad children need 

to learn to thinlc diffkrently about fithering. We need to think of men as family 

insiders, mt outsiden. This shift in thinking is the first step to thinking like a 

hther. The men I interviewed offired a number of suggestions for how to think 

like an insider as a father. For example: take nothing for granted; recognize that 

children depend on parents to take the initiative for spending time together: and 

fathering is a state of mind, it is something you must want to do and make a 

priority in life. Lester cornpad thinking like a father to love for sports. 

I think it is something that you want to do. It's like someone 
who wants to be a basketball player, why does he do it? He wants 
to, he lika it. Maybe that's what it is, maybe you like that role. 
Maybe it's just wanting to share. 

Carlos round that changing his priorities about the importance of work and family 

needed to be backed up with action, a else he would never get around to spending 

time with his children. Fern talked about men and thei mixed-up priorities like 

one Ealks about an alcoholic. When I asked her how to go about opening a father's 

eyes to the imptame of his relationship with his children, she answered, 'I think 

they have to do it themsehra. I don't think I could or anyone could tell them how 

to do it. They just bow to do it." 

It may be difficult for men to imagine new ways of relating to theu children. 

Some of the men with whom I spoke struggled t~ think of ways to spend time with 

their children that did not involve the world outside the home. These men could 

only think like outsiders. N o ~ l c s s ,  even this concern for the world outside the 
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home m be W as a resource - a bridge, if you will - leading men to 

thinking like an insider. It is 0.k. for a fhther to introduce his child to the world 

outside tbe home. In foa. sny pare115 d d  be remiss in not adequately preparing 

a child for the struggles of adult life. The problem comes when a father ignores 

issues of the heart, leaving his parmer to address the inner world of emotions. 

However, even when this role division is operative in a father's outlook on 

parenting, there is hope. There is hope because the same sense of care, 

commitment, and conviction that goes into a man's preoccupation with the world 

outside the home can form the basis for a preoccupation with the world inside the 

home. 

Jot is pleased that his daughter is turning out to be a people-prson, sought out 

by fiiends fa advice. He bas worked hard to raise a daughter who has respect for 

the needs of others, and he believes that his hard work has paid off. His 

daughter's opinion and advice is respected by her peen, and Joe knows that this 

quality will help her find an important and useful place in the uoutside world." 

As 6u as respect for people goes. I think Jessica has a lot of 
respect for individuals. She may not turn out to be an AM Landers 
in this world. but a lot of people turn to her when they are down 
about something or depressed or need to talk about it. She's very 
good that way. 

The sarne energy and foresight that went into Joe's decision to raise a respectful 

and respected daughter is the spme energy a d  foresight that can be invested in 

other amu of his relationship with his daughter. The goal of wellness in the world 



of work and f m  can just as easily be coupled with the goal of weliness in 

intimate relationships and emoa*onaL compaency. 

This grafting of amem for domatic affrin onto the more dominant concern 

fa public afhh is a step in the dirrction of thinking like an insider. For example, 

a man's obsession with work and bringing home a pay check is difficult to 

challenge or replace with new behaviow. However, when the meaning of the 

tern uwork" and *providing for your b i l y '  are reframed to include domestic 

affairs, a change in behaviour may follow. If a man is obsessed or addicted to 

work, then convince him that spending time with his childten is honest, hard work. 

Frank speaks about the challenges of kthering like a Mt. Evenst needing to be 

climbed. He has taken his strong work ethic and applied it to the work of 

fathering. 

I didn't realize being a fiather was as much work as it is. It is 
quite a bit of work. As I grew up I didn't see much of my dad, and 
so I don't remember my dad. When I was little he was pretty busy. 
1 think the roles have changed since he was a young dad. Both my 
wife and I are working so parenting is more of a s h e d  
responsibility. You definifely have to be a participant in it. You are 
pmbably more of an active pyt ic ' i  than I initially thought. There 
is nothing bad about that. 

Reframing the meaning and boundaries of work may be the first time a rnan 

realizes that he is capable of performing the domestic responsibilities of fathering. 

1 am amszed when I talk with friends who fsnn and must shovel gallons of manure 

daily. They stand in it, they smell it, and some days they play in it. But at the 

fust hint that theu newborn has soiled a diaper, these same men run for cover. 



Men m y  cowa at the sight of a wet, crying baby, but they seldom shy away from 

the demands of good, hard work. 

A m ,  if men can enjoy work, they can enjoy parenting. Sharing intimate 

moments with children can also be a relaxing and enjoyable reward for the man 

stuck working in the 'outside world" d l  day. Doug explains why he tucks the 

children into bed when he can. 

Whcn I can I have the cesponsibility of tucking the kids into bed 
bezause Donna is with them through the day, and she likes the time 
to be away from them. She feds it's good quality time for me to be 
spending with them. At the same time she is working with our 
newborn Deryl and getting him ready Eot bed. I fa1 that I should be 
responsible for that, give her a break. But I'm also doing it because 
I enpy doing it. I know the kids like it. It b a nice time when the 
kids are going to bed and you just sit there and relax and the day is 
behind you Pnd you can read them a bodr and put them to bed. 
Tahs e n  minufes or whatever out of your life a night. It's well 
wath  it. It's a good time for you to bond with your kids. You get 
0th benefits fmm it. You're readii books with your kids. I think 
the kids benefit. They begin to read earlier, they begin to enjoy 
books themselves. I think for their educational point of view, it 
makes them better individuals. 

When men lean to think like insiders, eveybocly wins. Children beneft from 

growing up with father who is three dimensional. Partners benefit from the 

opportunity and M o m  to develop a personality uninhibited by the confines of 

gender stemtypes. And fathers benefit because they get to experience a whole 

nm dimemion in rheu relationships. When both partners can be present for their 

children, oftking parental teamwork, the fimily system benefits. Helen tells this 

story about her then adolescent daufiter. 

One timc iicather wanted to go in grade 13 to Mexico with her 
girlfiritads oi. .larch Bnek. About September she's asking about it. 



I said, 940. You're not going to Mexico.' She asked me. And she 
went and asked her dad, and Howard said, Well, mom and I have 
totalkitan' ArdsbesPid,WomsixysI'rnmtgoiag." Soherdad 

- said, Well, I'm not s u n  that you a r ~  going, but your mom and I 
will talk it out. And whPmt we dccidt together, that's what it will 
be." So Howard and I talked it all out and we came to a consensus- 
We decided that she can go, but she would pay her whole trip by 
herself, that we didn't agree with it, kguse we felt, hen we were 
married all those yean and we had never ken to Mexico, and we 
said to her, Fine by the two of us." 

We really hashed it over. we tried to come to a tair decision. I 
was ready to say. 'No! NO! She's not going. She's only 18 years 
old!" But the two of us talked it out together away from Heather. 

When -em learn to think like family insiden. rigid role divisions are paced away 

and the family system develops the fluidity to meet difficult challenges without 

selfdestructing or scapegoating individuals. 

DREAMS INTO NIGHTMARES 

Men invest heavily in their expectations for their children. Men have hopes 

and dreams for their children, and sometimes they can't help but want to control 

their child's funm. It is no surprise that men are so often disappointed in their 

children and themselves when theu children fail to meet these expectations. Too 

o&n, m r  and child are alienated fkom one another when fathers refuse to let go 

of the future. 

AU fhthen want the best f a  their childten. A man hopes that his children will 

grow up to be happy and secure. Carlos speaks for many fMhm when he 

describes his dream for his children: 



To watch yaa kids grow and do wdl and get some place in life. 
Now the rewards are coming. Both of my kids have doae real well 
at schooi. It worked out just the wry I had anticipated, the way I 
wanted. 

As one father d e s c r i i  it, Mers want their children to live successfiri lives and 

have fhmiIies of theu owa, to continue on whexe the previous generation left off. 

When childnu grow up to fulN their parents' expectations. Wen have a sense 

of accomplishment. 

Sometimes a man's expectations for his children are more complex and 

d e d i n g .  Sometimes they are unrealistic and have more to do with what a father 

wished f a  his own life. This is when the expectations men have for theu children 

become barriers to a fulfilling relationship. When a father does not see his child 

succeeding in the moutside world." the pressure builds both for the child and the 

father. 

Alan has a son in his early twenties who is still living at home. His son Aaron 

is wabhg his way up the ladder in a job at WalMart, but he is not yet able to be 

pelf-support@. Alan wonks about his son's futurr in the Mowside world." Alan's 

wife Alice describes the tension between father and son. 

Our son hurt his shouIder and has been off work for a bit, and 
therefore we're not getting any room and baud money from him. 
And Alan is getting really antsy about Aaron not making enough 
money. A h  figures Aaron should be doing something more. So 
Alan was talking to him the other day about this, and yesterday 
Aaron went out d cleaned all the yard to show his dad that 'I'm 
not a bum. I wilt do this." 

Dipapproval, however subtle, is a powerful consequence for the child who has not 

yet arrived to the place in life where his or her father's expectations are fulfilled. 



explicit. This is also the time when children start to assert their autonomy 

forge their own dreams. Bob and Barb hnve been married for 27 years and they 

have raised three children. When tbtu children became reenagers, things changed. 

When they got to their teen years they were very independent- 
All of a sudden they're mt doing wbat you think they should do. 
They're making their own choices. You might not want them to do 
that, but they will do that anyhow. 

This is when fkthers must struggle with letting go of theu expectations that their 

son or daughter become a lawyer or doctor or tab over the family business or 

farm. This is easier said than done for some fathers. 

- Bob hints at his aaxiety that his son will be stuck in a dead-end job for the rest 

of his life. Although his son is capable of getting good marh in school, Bob is 

troubled by his son's lack of motivation. Bob tries to be supportive of his son's 

desire to be a musician -- so long as it can put food on the table and clothes on the 

back. 

And he was the ow. that by rights through school should have 
been the achiever. He is the oot tbat in hb early years at school was 
getting really good marks. He bas the potential of really going on 
and doing something, if he d l y  wanted to do it. But his motivation 
is not in that dhection. And that's fine. I wish you'd do something 
soon [laughing]. Your twenty-three years old, get the heck out of 
the house! Move on. Lam McDonald's and go make some money 
in the music business! 

Men ofkn expect their children to s b a n  the same values they hold. In the teen 

years, children okn go h search of their own values, and father and child can 

lock horm, bringing tension to the relationship. Men have strong opinions about 



what att i tub and bdraviouft lead to success in the Itoutside world." Norm speak 

with fiusaation about his adolescent s t c p - ~ n  who does not share Norm's strong 

work ethic. 

Nathan was always getting into stuff and into trouble. We 
locked homs a lot, Nathan and I. Of all four kids, Nathan was the 
one I had the most trouble with. Nancy has trouble with him, too. 
I don't t h i i  it was our relationship. It was just his attitude. 1 think 
it was his aotitude that he wanted to do what he wanted to do, and he 
didn't want to do what anybody else said he had to do. If then was 
any household chores a any kind of work at all that had to be done, 
he was the fint one to find a way out of it and steex clear. His 
mother hated that, arni so did I. Because we're both f'airfy ambitious 
m e .  We work hard. We expect everybody to have their chores 
and to do things. He was gone. Getting into trouble. 

Like many disappointing children, Nathan was pushed out of the house when he 

failed to live up to panntal expectations. 

DREAM MIDWIFERY 

Many of the men I interviewed spoke of reaching a point in their lives when 

they mwesd their parenmi enpccrations for their chiidren. Many of the men said 

that their expectations 'dowed" as they aged. Whea parents are jw starting out, 

they seem to hove an endless supply of dreams and expectations for their growing 

children. A father's dreams are invested in his children's firture status and well- 

being, such as going @ university, finding a successfirl job, and marrying. But as 

a man ages, he fhds that he can let go of some of his mote rigid expectations and 

exchange them f a  a simple hope that hb children will be happy in life - however 



that l ik may be structured. With this shift in expecmtions, hthers find they can 

hand over responsibility for dreaming and expectations to their children, shifting 

to a more supportive role as their children pursue their own dreams. 

The older men I interviewed were able to descri'be a *mellowing' process that 

many men experience later in life. What mellows are a man's expectations for 

himself and his children. Rather than controlling his child's firture and dreams, 

men relax and let go, offering themselves as a support to their growing children. 

Men trade in expedtations that their children will be 'successesn for a hope that 

their children will at least be m p y "  in work and relationships. When a man can 

let go of his rigid expectations for his children, he becomes a midwife for his 

children's dreams. No longer does he seek to control his child's dreams and 

accomplishments from conception to hition; rather, he offers his guidance and 

support fa what is a very natural process for growing children, teens, and young 

adults: punuing a dream. 

Bob descr1'bes himself as a father who has mellowed his expectations for his 

children. Bob remembers raising his fitst child with rigid expectations. 

I t e W  with the first one to be more set in what I wanted to do. 
I hoped 1 would guide my kids to where I wanted to go. With the 
second one, however, I mellowed out a little bit. Cause we're 
getting older as we go through. Of course our desk is to always see 
the lcids do better a maybe get a higher education than what we got. 
You sort of mellow out those desires as you get older. I think you 
have a mind-set that you want to see your kids excel. 1 never went 
to university. Financially it would have been difficult, and my 
marks weren't that gnat, but I think you want to see your kids make 
that achievement, getting uniwnity degrees or bettering their 
education level. It gives them a better chance at a successful life or 
a more fmmially rewarding lifk. But I think as we get older, we sit 



back and say, i s  it really that important?" It would be nice if they 
had successfirl careers, but it's mom important that they are really 
content with their awn lives. My oldest son didn't finish university, 
and we were somewhat concetllcd when he decided not to, but we 
recognized that it was his choke. We conveyed that to him, 
supported him. We didn't lay on the heavy guilt trip on him and 
say, YGea you've got to p b d c  to scbod." Rather we said, 7f you 
want to go to university you go, and we'll help you.' But when he 
decided to pull the plug, we said, '0.K. That's your choice. It's 
your decision to tah a year off or whatever you want to do and go 
look onwards." And he did tbat. I still wish he would have finished 
his university. But I recognize that it is his decision not to do that 
and procad on, and he got married, and he has a family. I think 
you change your values as to what's important to you. 

Bob's words about mellowing expcaations may be more easily said than done. 

His son has chosen to pursue the life of a musician. 

My middle son Bett, wfioee not made a auca decision in his life 
yet, wants to play music and be a musician. I guess that is a career 
decision, to be a musician. But when he was in high school, he had 
a lot of problems with school itself. He didn't like it. Didn't feel 
it was providing him with what he treeded, I think. He had a little 
absenteeism problem, a studying problem. One time 1 was taking 
him to school. He had something to do with careers, and he was 
doing a survey about the expectations of parents. What do parents 
want of their children? What do they want him to be when they 
grow up? And I said, 1 don't care what you do, you can do what 
you want. What I want you to do is be happy." Bert was seventeen 
at that point, and I said, 'I don't aue if you go to university. I 
prekr you do, but I don't care if you go on. But I think I want you 
to develop a life that you're content and happy with. So you can 
la& back and say, 'O.K. I'm happy with what I'm doing. I'm not 
doing this because 1 have to. '" 

Bob bas waktd a lik-timt at a factay job that he does not enjoy, and he does not 

want to push his son into taking a job he is not happy with. Even as Bob tries to 

let go and support his son's decisions in life, he can't help but slip in a word for 

university, the road Bob believes will open up possibilities for his son. Reading 



between the lines it is apparent that Bob sti11 fiads it hard to accept the life of a 

musician as a legithate career decision. 

Nonethticss, age seems to bring a mellowing to men's expectations for their 

children. I asked Joe what he expected his children's lives to be like ten years 

from now. la d e s c t i  this n w  expectation as a desire for his children's 

happiness in life. 

I hope that they are both happy with whatever they are doing. 
1 would think that Jessica would be married in ten years. They don't 
need to be rich financially, but rich in happiness with whoever they 
end up with and in whatever they are doing. Jessica likes 
materialistic things to some degree, but money doesn't mean that 
much to ha. One thing she wants to do is go work with people who 
are in need So I hope that she's happy with that way. With Julia, 
I think she's still at a kids age. So I'm not sure what she's thinking 
asfarasrenyausftanaow. -Maybeshewillbethefirst 
female basketball player, I don't know. 

Alice has some great advice for parents about the destructiveness of 

expectations. Expectations may very well be unavoidable with parents wanting 

their childnn a, grow up to imitate their matom. Alice has hsed an adoptive son 

and daughter, and she reflects on how she never had the luxury of those 

biological ly-based expectations. 

I think a lot of it has to be with the idea of your expectations. 
You have to be more flexible. You can't bave any precottceived idea 
of who these childnn are. You have no preconceived idea of what 
their cbc tcr  is going to be like. So if you don't hnve a flexibility 
to you, you have a problem because you're expecting them to behove 
such as what you have been used tr, with your family line. Whereas 
with an adoptive child you don't have that. You just have to get to 
I w w  them fix who they are. You can't have a preconceived idea of 
who they will be. You can say, well the son, he's just like his dad, 
he looks like him, he acts like him, but you can't say that with 
adoptive children. 



WHEN DEATH COMES A! KNOCKING 

Death gets people thinking. More specifically, death gets the people left 

behind thinking. Death points the mind awoy fnw the concerns of everyday to 

more ultimate concetlls. The men I interviewed nponed that following the death 

of a colleague or loved one - even a brush with their own mortality - theu 

priorities in life changed. Family becomes wn important. Work is moved down 

the list of things to accomplish. Death gets men thinking about fithering. 

When Bob's parents died, he became aware of his own mortality. He realized 

that he was not going to live fixever. With the passing of his parents, Bob moved 

to the front lines of the generational battle with death. Bob had to re-think his 

priorities. 

I M y  dida't find a tim when we wae abnormally close, other 
then the death of a member of the family. Those are the times when 
we tend to draw mgethet. aad ofla comfort to each other. I lost both 
my parents, close together, within two years of each other, and we 
wing to sigh] drew together as a tsmily. My father died in '86. 
My mother passed away in '88. So the kids were still fairly young. 
So Bobbi-loe was young when my dnd and mom passed away. And 
likewise the boys were in their teens. 

It puts life in perspective when you lose your parents. They 
were still in their sixties, they weren't really old. It kind of puts a 
focus in your life, that you are 40 years of age. 1 thought to myself, 
'Let's get realistic here, what's more important in your life, you 
know?* It put me back on track with my fpmily, rather thaa career 
or outside social functions. Put me back in that orientation. And I 
concluded that the kids were more important. My fpmily is more 
imponam to me than the job at anything else. 

Death is the ultimstt 'othansr" that distanm $then from theu children. Perhaps 

having to look this ultimate, unforgiving uothetnessb square in the eyes is enough 

to convince men that they want more in their relationships. 



Even growiqe older puts men in oarh with their mortality. Norm told me that 

his attitudes about fithering h v e  changed with age. He has watched people his 

age die, and it got him thinking about what b most important in his life. 

If 1 was to tell him how to be a good father, I would tell him to 
have more patieme then 1 had. And to listen better to what the kids 
are saying. You pick up a lot more tbat way. When you're young 
and yar'n stciving a, get ahead and you're working as much as you 
can and the kids are d n g  around, you don't have as much 
patience then. And you tend to make wn snap decisions and 
sometimes you're losing your tempr a you're getting short with the 
kids, when really they're not doing that much that needs to be 
disciplined. But as you gmw older you get out of that. You become 
more patient. 

I think that I'm a better hthet m w  then when I was young. Just 
because of the EM that I will listen more intently, and I have more 
patience. Now I believe you grow into that. I just calm down more. 
I guess you learn that life needs to be enjoyed more, and it's not all 
work, and f'amily becomes wn important as you get older. I think 
it d m .  Family has always been important, I just didn't realize it. 
I think you reaiize as you get older drat family is more important 
than your job and other things. So as you get older I think you're 
perspective on life changes, and you learn that you value different 
things in differem ways. 

Through the past few years, you see different people that you 
know, not necesarily related to you, and they die. People die. 
Some of them are young. Some of them are old. Some of them 
were right in the middle of their productive life, and they're cut 
s k  You see this happening, and you think that you could die any 
time. And you change your perspective on life. The stuff that you 
are doing doesn't seem as important as the stuff that you should be 
doing. There's k e n  a few people from work that have died. 
Nobody in particular, just d i f b n t  paple, d you see it as you go. 
A d  they are people my age, too. My age or just slightly older. I 
know some people where money b their drive, and that's all they 
think of. And family pretty much comes second. Money is a big 
drive when yar are young. You have to acquire things, you have to 
buy your house, your firrniturt, and get all this stuff that everybody 
has. But af*r a whik all this stuff doesn't mean anything if there b 
nothing else out dun. I don't know. I d l y  don't know why other 
people don't change. I think it's just when theu drive is, where 
theu mind is. 



When Carlos' father died, his priorities were t u r d  upside d m .  Carlos 

nslipd that he was mt going to live forever. Money became less imponant, and 

family bccPme a priority. Certainly, Carlos' age and years of employment 

guamted the finurial security to allow him to f a w  less on money. However, 

it was his awareness of his own mortality that motivated him to spend the money 

necessary to be with his children. 

The f ina~ial  part of l a  is now secondary. Family is now more 
important to me than it was maybe twenty year ago. It really started 
when my father passed away in 1976. I changed my mind about 
money. I believe we should enjoy ourselves while we are here. Do 
things with your family now. We've gone to Florida nine years 
running at Christmas, all together, the four of us. The kids still 
want to go and one's twenty-five. 

However, (3ar10st wife Carol sees the impact of his father's death differently. 

He seems to hold bpclr his softer side. Maybe because his father 
was taken away from him. His fatbet died twenty yean ago. He 
kind of held back a little bit more. As he thought that if he didn't 
love so much then he wouldn't get hurt so much. I could be wrong. 
It's his way to keep safe. 

Carlos may have been rnotivahed to change his priorities and spend more time with 

his family. However, time and physical presence are not enough. His family 

needs to know intimately that their husband and father is dive. 

Canca gets a man thinking. Joe's encounter with cancer got him thinking in 

a whole new way about life and what it means to be alive. 

Years ago. if I were to prioritize things, work was number one. 
Back then my b i l y  was number two, I guess. Now my kids and 
my wife are number om, I'm number two, and work's number 
t h e .  So my priorities in life have changed over the years. I think 
years ago I was trying to build a career. The reason for the change 
is that s u  yean ago I had an illness that scared the heck out of me. 



I had cancer. I'm not saying tbst I I m w  I had any reason to think 
I was going to die, but it Qcs make y a ~  pasPCdives in life change. 
So nrw it's cbanged the m y  I view things. And now my Wily is 
first. My outlook on life is a lot dif&ttnt. 

For example, Esh this intmkw. Sir or s m n  years ago, if 
somwuc asked me m do it, I wouldn't have done it. I would have 
thaught, Pon't babe?." hving cancer mack me d l y  appreciate 
lift, Anather example b my career. If I could do it all over again, 
I would hove stayed in the position I hiad when my kids were young. 
But I cbanged careers and went into supply and quality, which meant 
I did a lot of travelling. I missed those times when the kids were 
small. 1 missed a lot of the things when they were small, and you 
can't get that back. 

Martin Heidegger once asked. What calls for thinking?" (1954). I would answer 

that from out of the shadows of Y~theness," fathering calls for thinking. 

CHANGE YOUR MIND 

Parental otherness is reinforced by the ways men think about the world and 

their place in it. If a man is to #down the othemss.'' he needs to consider the 

following changes in thinking patterns: 

1. Fa- can approach parenting as an exercise in life-long learning. 

2. Fathers can learn about parenting from many sources: theu partners, 
experts, books, parents, from experience, and heir own children. 

3. Fathers can learn to think like h i l y  insiders, not as someone looking in 
b m  the sidelines. 

4. Fathus can fowcr flexale expctations fot their children, allowing children 
to take ownership of theu own dreams. 

5. Fathers can think about their own mortality and how they prioritize family 
a d  caner aspirations. 



C h a p t e r  F i v e  

B E I N G  T H E R E  I N  Y O U R  H E A R T  

EMOTIONAL HELPLESSNESS 

Men have a hard time dealing with helplessness. From infancy, men an 

taught to control theu environment. So when they encounter a situation where 

things are out of their control, men tend to over-react. This tendency has 

collsequem for Wring. As discussed in the previous chapter. men soon learn 

that they have irmeasingly less control over the destiny of their growing children. 

Fathering and helpiasmss go hand-in-hand. The problem is that fathers who feel 

helpless oRcn get out-of-hand. This is when feelings can be hurt, and sometimes 

bones may be broken. 

The problem for men is cornpundl by their difficulty processing 

helplessness. Like many fkelings, helplessness is a hard emotion for men to 

swallow. When a man is unable to process primary feelings like helplessness, he 

substitutes them for secondary or nplaccment feelings with which he is h i l i a r .  
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A common secondary feeling is anget. Many men have grown up to exprience 

anger as an *effiectivem way to regain conmI of a situation. Anger bulldozes 

through obsEac1es by scaring off whoever or whatever stands between a hutrated 

boy and his goal. Boys and the men they grow into soon come to believe that 

anger is the ody woy to pmcess u~yx)mfi,rtable a d  unwanted feelings that arise in 

their relationships. 

Another way that men try to process helplessness is by becoming overly 

intellectual or hyper-rational. Being a fkther is an encounter of the heart. 

Fathering mam r e s p o d i  intimaDely to the emotional needs of children, helping 

teach children how to process their own uncomfortable and unwanted feelings. 

When a man is paralyzed by his own waves of faling, chances are he is going to 

respond with helplessness to his children's emotional needs. Perhaps he will react 

with intellectualizing about the situation. ignoring the falings. Perhaps he will 

react with anger as a way of numbing the uncomfortable fefings. Perhaps he will 

move from anger to violence in an effort to gain an unauthentic semblance of 

control. 

Franlr is a 37 year old father of two preschoolers. As an engineer, he prides 

himself in king able to control and predict. It is not so predictable when 

e m  children. I asked Frank to Wi a low point in his parenting career. 

I would have to say discipline would be the low point. No 
matter how old you arc you don't like getting heck. and you don't 
like giving heck. When kids arc two or three, maybe 
unintentionally, they test you to see what they can get away with. 
There often coma a limit where you arc run down Pad you don't 
have the patience you should haw. You can lose control a little. 



Thu's the low point. Once you realin you have doae something 
that you shouldn't have done, you fcel a m .  

For-, IccaUygotllpsetifmydaughter threw her foodon 
thefloa,aadIpickedit Jlupmdsheduewitbadcdownagoia. 
When I a l l  her to go for a time-out, she doesn't go. There is only 
so much that you can do. You have to wonder why she doesn't 
obey. Yar have to try and understand why she is doing what she is 
doing. You would like to think that king a father you can tell her 
why she shouldn't be d o i i  what she is doing and expct her to listen 
to you. You k l  like you are not getting it mass to her somehow. 

If parentai helplessness is coupled with a sense ofpowerIessness at work, anger and 

fivstration are hard for a man to avoid. If a man loses control at work, blowing 

up and getting with a boss or coworkers, he may very well be fired. Afraid 

to give voice to his anger and b t r a t i o n  at work, a man may choose to bring it 

home. This leaves his children to bear a double dose of their father's anger and 

frustration. 

It is hard for a child to f ~ e  his or her father. Instead, children are rebellious 

or oppositional. George found it very difficult to deal with his daughter's 

rebelliousness. He did everything he could think of a bring Georgia under 

parental control, but nothing seemed to work. Eventually, Georgia left home to 

live in the streets of Detroit. George's wife Gwen describes her husband's sense 

of helplessness at his daughter's rebellion. 

I think at fmt when Georgia was rebelling he had to struggle 
with "What did I do wrong?' Not that he ever voiced it to her, but 
he had asked me, 'Honey, did I eva do anything that hurt Georgia?" 
It was a time of nol soul-searching on his part. He felt, What 
happened here?" He couldn't make sense of it. I think it was a 
deeper srmggle for him spiritually and emotionally than it was for 
me. Georgia being a strong-willed child, I knew that she had to 
push all the buttons and pull all the strings for her to try to be in 
charge. m, I think, had a bigger struggle with that, voicing to 



me 'Honey b there anything else I can do? What can I do? How 
canInschout?* Inaewoyk&o~bt iagherbeckinhb 
arms. and it was a struggle for him. Even though his heart was 
bmkhg be was a i w a .  paaive of his kids. There was always the 
f= of: "What i f s a d h g  t~ her?' So she was out of his 
wall of pcoaon. He a m r ,  evct held it against her for what she 
had done. He continued to extend iove to her. 

It is difficult to let go of a child, to relinquish control of her bebaviour and well- 

being. George's first reaction to his parental heiplessaess was to try assigning 

blame with himself. At least then he could be in control of knowing why his 

daughter was so out of control. With blame comes the opportunity to be in control 

of punishment. When his wife assured him that he was not to blame, George 

moved from trying to assign blame to searching for a way to fix the situation. 

Fixing is a way of regaining control. Finding solutions can be very healing. 

However, men need to be reminded that situations, not falings, get fixed or 

solved. Feelings like helplessness nced to be experienced, not fixed. 

Years after his daughter mumd from living in the streets, George reflects on 

how he reacted to his sense of helplessness. George has learned to let go of the 

need to control his children's destiny. 

There is a bafance in everything that you do with your kids. 
Like weighing out how to react. Now I lock back on some of the 
things that my kids did, and I rdize they didn't really hurt anybody. 
At the tim I thought it was lnsLing me look bad, but it really didn't 
mean anything. In the light of eternity some of the things that you 
do isn't going to mean nothing either. It's not going to keep them 
out of heaven. It's not going to put a black mark on their ncord. 
Sometimes it is chtming what you d l y  want from your kids. Is it 
important? What's d l y  important for your Lids? Is it to grow 
exactly the way you want or is it just for them to know right ftom 
wrong and to do what is right? To learn to make those decisions. 
What is right in their lifc? That b some of the things I think I would 



do diftkntiy now that I look back. I think fathers sometimes tend 
to go m much onr b o d  in what we think we didn't hove when we 
were a kid. W e  try to over emphasize that instead of a balance. 
And oat thing I would tell chose fu&n is: love these kids. And let 
them know that they are lwcd. 

Growing m a point where he can ecccpt that he will f k l  helpless with his child is 

a struggle for many men. George offen a theological soiution to accepting his 

helplessness in relationships: 1 had realize that I'm not responsible for the 

decisions they make. They make up their fke choice that God gave them so I have 

to nspeet that. I don't like it, but I have to respect that." 

Sometimes fithers exaggerate their fean and sense of helplessness. This 

exaggeration leads to a false sense of urgency, that a situation neads to be 

addressed immdietely or the world will fall apart. Because he was divorced and 

did ad have custody of hi5 children, Ivan felt helpless as a father daily. Because 

he did aot get a, see his children everyday, because he could wt be there to look 

into their eyes and gauge their well-being, he was left to the mercy of his 

imagination. And he imagined that his children were struggling to get by day-to- 

day. Ivan felt helpless to do anything about it. 

1 remember one spring, it rained like crazy. I knew my kids had 
to walk from school to Market Ave. through the dikes. And I 
wand to go and pick them up. If I did. there'd be no problem, but 
the thing is it would mess them up. They're used to being in that 
wald  with their mother, and w I d d n ' t  interfen. So I would feel 
bad. So I said to them one day, 'Hey I really feel bad I couldn't 
pick you guys up the other day." 

They said, Why?" I said, Well, it's redly rainy, it's 
thundering." They said, Well, we all wak together! There's all 
kinds of kids who waik home, Dad. We're not the only ones who 
waked.' You see, that was just me. 'Iheae guys get dong real well. 



of their emotional and physical distanet €tom their children. There is a strange 

irony when divorced men fkl they brve lost something, even when after divorce 

they may spend more quality time with their children. Separation and divorce 

suffering. 

Fathers ace Oathered when they are the center of theu child's life. Fathers like 

a, think that they are the primacy male influence in their daughter's life. Perhaps 

that is why fathers feel they ace losing control when their daughter's start to date. 

Suddenly another man rivals the hther's place as his daughter's primary male 

influence. Joe felt fine so long as his daughter was dating a boy he knew well. 

But recently she started dating someone else, leaving her father to worry that things 

were increasingly out of his control. 

My daughter has dated. Up until Christmas she had a steady 
boyfriend for a couple of years now. Actually the boy was a nice 
guy. He had been over and hc was very polite and that, but then she 
broke up with him. Now you don't brow who she's going to go out 
with. It's so diffirent. 

Adolescence is often a time when daughters and fathers grow funher apart. 

Daughters experience new feelings that fathers are helpless and reluctant to 

interpret. So the parental role division iacnares, with fathers being called on to 

interpret the uoutside worldw of work and bwincss, and, if anyone, mothers are 

called on to help intefpmt the inner world of emotions and nlatiorrPl intimacy. 



Even with sons, fkhcts like to drink they arc influential male role models. 

When boys gmw up, they discover that their €&her is not the ultimate authority in 

life. Mark descrii his grow@ sense of helplessness as his son approaches 

adolescence. Mark is fiighteaed by this parental helplessness. 

I'm realizing hat I hm vay little control over the way my kids 
tum out, And that is just a realization that has come to me as Matt 
is a p p m  his teen years. I gwss I can see his need for wanting 
to be a lMe more independent a m n h g  my authority. I mean, 
there was a time when he didn't question me. He didn't like it, but 
he didn't question it. But now he is questioning it, and I find that 
hard rn deal with, too. I'm used to saying, Watt do this," and it was 
done. And now I don't know why that should frighten me. I guess 
maybe because I want it all my way or something. I'm not used to 
letting him have his way. I'm not comfortable yet with the fact that 
he's growing up. 

I once heard it said that when a boy is a child, he believes there is nothing his 

fatha cannot do. He can fix a broken bicycle. He knows the answers to difficult 

questions. But when a boy grows up and becomes a teenager, suddenly his father 

can do nothing right, suddenly his father not know a damned thing." If 

faling helpless is difficult fur men, then being perceived as helpless is unbearable. 

When M e n  fkel out of control, they oRen scramble to regain that control. 

When helplessnesr turns to anger and violence, the damage can be irrevocable. A 

high tolerance for helplessness is a definite asset in the art of fathering. When that 

tolerance is exceeded, faders sometimes over-react. Joe is a rnanager who 

commands respect and discipline from his workers. His wife Jane recalls when 

their daughters were little and Joe lost it. 

I remember a time when Julia war five ycan old. She had a 
hard time going to kd. She wouldn't stay in bed. She had every 



excuse togetoutofbed, I'm hungry. I need a drinkof wafer. I've 
got a bd&c. L can't tind my bunny. BIah, blah, blah." We went 
through this f k  a long time. 

Here's the little one y e l l i i  out, 'Mom!" a d  finally Joe bad had 
emu@. He went and told her. 'YOU sit in that bed and you stay in 
thnt bed a you arc going to be punished.' He put her to bed, and 
she gets into bed. When he gets down two flights of stairs to the 
basement when we are watching feltvision, she scpm her pathetic 
cry. HejustsatofW~andht~~nt~pstairSdhettlltledonthe 
cold shower. He picked her up and put her in the shower. 

I think at that time Joe was going through a period where he 
didn't like his job. He wasn't happy in his job, I know that. And, 
I think he also bad some health problems at that time, too. He's 
pretty easy-going for the most part, but he can only take so much 
and you know he's angry. That night he had taken all that he could. 
This had gone for so many nights. And she was keeping her sister 
awake. and her sister had to go to s c h d  in the morning. I think he 
just broke, and he had a lot of stress at the time. 

Learning to tolerate helplessness goes a long way. But learning to befriend 

helplessness gas ever firrtbet. Like a fiend. helplessness presents us with an 

opportunity to dbawer new things about ourselves, and so we grow. Feelings of 

helplessnss will always visit us. We can choost to 'tolerateR these visits or, better 

still, we can befkiend them. 

When h t b s  cannot rap their fedisgs of helplessness, family members can 

suffer the consequences. Reactions to helplessness get in the way of fathers 

reading what theiu children are Wing. When Joe shocked his daughter with a cold 

shower, he was not hearing her emotional needs. He could only feel his own 

helpla~aey ead haation at how life was treating him. Jane d e s c r i i  how she 

felt when Joe punished Julh with a cold shower. 

Well, she stayed in bed! I swear to you she did. She might 
have whined a little bit. 1 was upset when he did it. I remember 
being upset. I just coulda't believe he did that. I thought that was 



so cruel and so mean. He told her if she didn't go to bed he was 
going to do that every night. It worked! I don't think it left any 
scars. S W s m r ~ o f ~ o r a n y t h i n g [ s h e l a u g h s ] .  Atthe 
time all I felt was that she was a little tiny for her age. I mean she 
was getting on my ncnns, tm. But 1 just thought that putting her in 
t h e ~ w a s c x ~ ~ ~ e a t t h e t i m t .  NowIlookbackandithinkit  
worb and he didn't hurt ha. He fkightened her maybe. You could 
tell by tbe look on her free. I'm sure it scared her. She probably 
thought, What b Mong with this man? Why is he doing this?" 

Unable to ptoccsr helplessness. fathers may become insensitive to theu 

children's emotional needs, and this reinCoras distance in their relationship. Mark 

describes how his sense of helplessness in some parenting situations keeps him 

from identifying how his children are feeling. 

I know there's been times I have just been overcome with guilt 
and ashamed of myself. I I thought I nad the situation and toally 
missed the mark when I aune to a problem or seeing Matt's point of 
view. I've been totally out in left 6eld and reacted quite violently - 
I mean by yelling. mt by hitting a anything. Or I have given some 
God-awful punishment: That's it you are in your room for a 
month.' I'm exaggerating the point, but it's something like that. 

Then I realize afterwards, when I am sitting back a d  taking a 
look at the situation, that the kid was hurt and there had to be 
aaother muoa for his b e h a . .  He might not be the p e w  Leave 
it to Bdaver kid like you see on television, but I've got to learn how 
to handle the situation. I've noticed this lately especially with Maa 
getting older. I've really got to sit back and try to understand where 
he is coming from as a teenager. h he is getting older I have to 
leam not to ma. By react, I mean yell. Unformnately, I tend to 
react. If I don't like what I'm seeing I'll react. 

Mark wondaJ how a &her can keep fmm nactiag mgathely to his children, The 

family therapy l i t e r a m  descri'bes this ability as 'non-anxious presence." People 

react when overwhelmed by anxiety. To be n o n - d v e  or a 'non-anxious 

presencen is to become comforeabk with anxiety and the feelings and experiences 

that prompt the anxiety. Because mea have been socialind to strive for control in 
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their envbnmcnt, including relationships, feelings of helplessness can seem 

ov#whelm.ing and, t f retcb, anxicty-ptovoking. Rogroms for violent men faw 

on teaching men that they will not be consumed by their fctlings of helplessness 

(Pence & Paymer, 1993). Men arc taught that Wing helpless and being helpless 

are two different things. When men fmget this, they forget that they must be 

responsible for the power they do have. When men lose sight of their power, 

abuse can happen. 

EMOTIONAL l LtlTERACY 

What men med is an education of the heart. The more fluent they become in 

the language of*, disappointment, hope, and joy, the more they can eater the 

world of their children and help interpret it. Unfortunately, for many men the 

language of the heart is a foreign language. Of these men, many have no 

inclination toward learning how to interpret and express theu feelings. And when 

a man is uncomfortable with his own feelings, he is unlikely to feel comfortable 

dealing with his child's emotions. Instead, they leave the world of emotions for 

their partners to interpnt and manage. 

Mark is the father of a 12 year old son snda 10 year old daughter. When 

comparing himself to his wife, he becomes aware of some strange ability she has 

to perceive what is going on in the heats ofchildrcn. 

I think she thinks of their beart fhr more than I do. I think I can 
cane off with an imeUectual answer to a problem or a question, but 



she can see the hurt, she can see beyond the fice of the problem. 
She can see deeper. L think she's just a more open person and more 
loving as a paens, Moyk because sbe's a mother, I don't know [he 
laughs]. Mayk because this is nlotively new to me. I wasn't 
brought up in a houscbId whae thae types of things were fostered. 

This mysl#iaa fhmiliarity with the Mderworld of feelings gives women a definite 

advantage with the children, eccotding to Mark. For other men, this mysterious 

realm of emotions is also a tyrant that emerges unexpectantly to overwhelm and 

defeat men. 

With his four young children, Everett wonders why emotions can so quickly 

cloud his judgment. 

Generally, how I fetl I missed the mark with the kids is that I 
feel that I allow my emotions to play too big of a part in my reaction 
to whatever is happening that I'm not pleased with. If it's getting 
into an area of having to discipline someone, I think I sometimes 
react too strongly. M a .  mat out of anger than out of the need to 
discipline them. I find that my pendulum swings fairly far both 
ways. 

Lack of patience h one thing. Maybe my expectations are 
bigger than my kids are able to provide? They are only kids after 
all. To some degree pressures of work get in the way of being 
patient. I think also pethaps it is something 1 don't spend enough 
time on trying to control. At the time I'm not saying, '0. k. I see a 
potential for me to overreact, I need to step back or do whatever." 
It's all relative, but I k l  sometimes that I over-react. I don't know 
if pressure at work will ever change. I think that is something that 
I am going to have to learn to deal with. 

Like many men, Evemt struggles to control his emotions by trying to control his 

children's displays of emotion. For Everett, feelings are something to fix. This 

need to fix things gets in the way of king there emoti01181ly. Carlos reports that 

he is at a loss when it comes to dealing with his daughters' tears. 



h e  daughter always aid. They cy over nothing in my eyes. 
I couldn't get into their heads. As soon as dry  start crying they 
would tighten right up so you couldn't get any information out of 
them. And that just aoally frustrated me. I want them to talk. But 
if they're Cryiog, they tighten right up. I wanted to get h i d e  of 
theu minds. Crying isn't going to solve it! Tell me why you are 
crying, and I will try c give you some skills, and maybe we can get 
beyond this. I could mra e x m p o b  that infamoton. But they go 
to theu mother, and they arc closer to their mother in that respect 
than they are to me. 

When they start to cry I shut right up. If we're having a 
conversation and 1 can see I'm going in a wrong direction and I can 
see tean corning to theu eyes, then 1 stop. I cannot entertain the 
thought, I can't deai with the thought of them crying. Still to this 
day, that is one of the things that bas really bothered me. Not being 
able to do anything with them. I can fix it if they let me. I want to 
keep harmony in the family. Not argue with her all the time. 

What Carlos' daughten need at that moment is not a problem solver, as though 

emotions nad to be solved. Yet m y  men are uacomfortable with and unsealed 

by emotions. Ernorions suggest problems, and problems must be fined so that we 

can get on with the business at had. 

Carlos' wife Card and theii oldest daughter Cluistie wish that he would learn 

that not everything nads to be fixed. This mother and daughter had obviously 

talked be& about Carlos' ncd to tix things, and as they spoke they were able to 

finish each other's sentences. 

Carol: A father should listen and care just as much about the 
everyday things in life.. . 
W e . -  But dad b always abcad rather than fuming on today. His 
mind is always on other things.. . 
&vk ... and he would get so much more satishction if he was part 
of aow ad not just king tbe me&. He would get the satisfaction 
out of.. . 
ChMi: ... he wouldn't always fa1 like fixing things aftu it 
happened or after the W. 



Their wirh is thg Carlos would tkd comfbttab!e even when things are unresolved. 

They wish be could stand being in the mess of emotions without needing to clean 

it up right away. 

Frank b a 37 year old hther of two who depends on his wife to read their 

children's emotions and needs. 

We have the kids in daycart very early in the morning, and we 
like to get them out early in the ahemon.  My wife always picks 
them up early in the afternoon. When she can't pick them up I end 
up picking them up. I tend to work l a~r .  I'm always getting there 
late. i don't know if the kids mird but I know my wife minds. I am 
getting the message that it is my responsibility to get there on time 
and that it should be a higher priority than work. 

For Frank his wife's thee is the window to the world of emotions. His wife 

assesses a situation and formulates an emotional respoase. Rather than doing this 

himself, Frank bas contracted out the processing of emotions to his wife. She does 

the emot iod  research and development, and all Frank has to do is read the final 

report and recommendatioa printed on her €ace. 

This 'contracting out" of emotional work places an unfair burden on a man's 

partner and children, since they have to take responsibility for the fhther's side of 

the emotional contract. A child is left to wonder if his or her father cares. When 

Isabelle told her hwbarui Ivan that she thought he should start taking more of an 

interest in theu childnn, he became angry. 

I was downstairs in the laundry room last week, and I told him 
he should start taking wxe of an interest in what the kids are doing. 
Because I om always the one that does the homework, and I do 
everything. He lost it. He said, 'You are telling me that I'm a bad 
father." I think he felt guilty because maybe he figured that i was 
right. 
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Everyone has feelings, including children. Childnn hurt, are excited, are 

disappoimted, arc coafurcd, and arc oveioycd. When a man does not know how 

to join his childrrn in the realm of faIings. he misses a significant part of their 

reality. The men and women I inawiewed confirmed that men's emotional 

d i s m  brings pain and confirsion to everyone in the family. The main stumbling 

block seems to be the propensity for men to #do." The skills that men have for 

fuing and solving and planning oftcn miss the needs of theu children who must 

first process affect before moving on to action. 

AN EYE FOR EMOTIONS 

When men are able to read their children's emotions, they can draw close. 

When they draw close. the feelings of fulfilment for men are moving. Men shared 

with me stories about how they noticed their child's emotional needs and were able 

to fespod. Onc of tbe children I interviewed suggested that her ather would learn 

a la about how she was iceling if he would just obamre her moods. It would be 

ideal for men if their children were able to voice their inner emotional processes. 

However, children are still developing these skills and will always rely on the 

mature ad& in their lifb to re& their faoes and help them interpret their emotional 

reality. 

But many men have difficulty dealing with aon-verbal expressions of faling, 

such as crying. Carlos remarks: 'I want them to talk. If they're crying and they 



tighten right up, I'm lost. Crying isn't going to solve it!" But crying often does 

solve a resolve things, since it is a basic human nsponse to emotional pain. 

When children can see their W e t  expressing sorrow, not just typical anger and 

joy, that child leam bow to process his or her own internal experiences. Christie 

is Carlos' 25 year old daughter, and she appreciates the few times when she can 

see her fiather's pain. 

I feel d l y  close to my fither when I see his emotional side. 
My aunt died a couple of years ago. You see a di&rent side of him. 
He becvne upset And I can relate to that. He's more emotional, 
tears. I can hug him and feel close to him. He's really sincere. 

The question is, how do men get in touch with what their children are feeling? 

The first step is for a mpn to get in touch with his own feelings. Mark is able to 

cornfat his grieving son by drawing on hi own memories and experiences of not 

making the team as a child. 

I can remember one time when Matt came home ftom school in 
grade four or five and he didn't make one of the teams. And all of 
a sudden he jut broh down crying. He WAS so hurt. That moment 
stands out as one when I was able to console him a d  comfort him 
and of& words of emamgernent. I said, 'Matt, I'm proud of you 
jut  for trying. A lot of times I wouldn't even try out for teams 
because 1 was too scaeed that I wouldn't make it. And I don't know 
if I could handle the embarrassment of not making it. At least you 
had the courage a, try even if you didn't make it this time. There 
will be other times. As far as I am concerned you're a great kid." 
We started talking and the tean went away, and he seemed pretty 
happy afkmds. I try now to be encouraging because I never had 
pi t ive  s(rohs very &n w&n I was a Lid It made me fa1 whole. 
It made me feel that there was a teal need. I could see the need as 
a parent, that I am not just there m put food on the table and put a 
roof aver their heads and be there for other pruposcs. It is nice to 
be supportive and offer some positive encouragement. 



Mark was successful in this encounter bexause he was able to empathize with his 

son's pain, Mark was able to put himself ie bis son's shoes and recall memories 

of what it feels like to be mjected. 

The more time Wers spend with their children, the more opportunities they 

have to build empathy a d  relate emotionaily. Children's emotions are very 

accessible for a parent to read and respond. An important step in empathy is 

stopping to lock at your child's fhce. Children are pretty much open books when 

it comes to emotional pnrxss, yet the simplicity of tracking their emotional process 

is lost on many men. 

When a fither takes the time to read his child's non-verbal and verbal cues, 

when he places himself in that child's shoes and imagines how he or she must be 

feeling, a Eadw gains a valuable opportunity to %e there* for his child. Being in 

touch with his child's emotions, he can choose an appropriate response rather than 

an out-of-hand reaction. When he takes the time to respond in a meaningfbl and 

compassionate way, there is intimacy and even healing. Nancy is Norm's second 

wife, and they have been married for seven years. Nancy tells how Norm reacted 

the day his teenaged daughter came home and told him she was pregnant. 

When Nicok came home and told him that she was pregnant, he 
was very, very calm. Very ml and collected. 1 was in shock! He 
handles stresshrl situations very, very well. By being calm. He 
asked the right questious. He asked, sHow do you feel about this?' 

You have to know something, I went through this situation 
myself. I was pregnant when I got marckd the fint time. And my 
parents didn't W e  it so well. When I heard this fiom Nicole I 
was shocked. I don't think I had a lot to say, I was just 
flabbergasted. Nom doesn't get ta, excited. That's in his nature. 



Norm could undascpnd what his daughter was feeling at that moment. Norm was 

in the same sihlption be- he was msrried, when his first wife was pregnant with 

Nicole. Rem- this helped him to respond to his daughter's news in a calm 

and measured way, which helped to reduce emotional reactivity in theu 

nlatiomhip, giving all @CS the space to process their feelings without 

j e n p a d i i  the relationship. Norm's response affirmed his daughter's pain. By 

his actions, he told her that he cared for her well-being, and that it was 0.k. to be 

afraid and confwd. Without this affirmation, his daughter would be left with 

feelings of shame and a sense that her &her rejected her pain. 

Men are often critichd for 'living in their heads," for being too rational and 

therefore unfeeling. Thue is nothing wrong with being rational or thinking 

straight in a distressing situation. There is nothing wrong with being calm, cool. 

and mllected, so long as it does not stifle emotions. Psychotherapist Murray 

Bowen believed that all actions lredcd a, be guided by a balancing of thinking and 

feeling. Bowen called this uselfdifferentiation." When a man can use his 

propensity to being calm and rational, he can help his children process theu 

feelings in times of distress. Ivan recalls with pride the time he was able a, 

comfort and calm his upset son. 

My son played a lot of hockey. I remember one time I felt so 
bad for him, he w h  imrolved in hockey, he d l y  worked hard to 
get on the 'A' team. He worked his butt off, and he succeeded and 
he gat on the team. And then he got cut just before Christmas. He 
was devastated. worked his butt off. 

I go to pick him up at his mom's on a Friday night ard hens 
crying. His mother told me what happened. We praised him for 
what he did and told him, 'Hey, we can hun this into a positive 



situation.' Ard W s  w k  he did. Ht was vuy quick to pick up on 
things, and he still is today. He's a d positive type of guy, young 
man,. gentleman. We said, 'You made the 'A' team, you worked 
your butt off. you didn't hil, you're just a little young right now ad 
you're irrtxprknad. Tb coreh has a chance of bringing in a more 
expriermi playa. You go down to the 'Bs' and you'll hrve more 
&nmW And that's wbat he did. He went down to the 'B' league. 

Although he didn't believe us at the time - and we've talked 
about this since - he went down to the 'B' league, which is a step 
down, Pad be gat mae ice time, played more hockey, leaned more 
things. So he reaily grew with that experience. It's just something 
that he lauasd at that time. So we calmed down the situation, very 
easily at that time, but it could have gotten worse. We were at a 
point in the relationship when we auld share things about what we 
felt. We supported him. It's a situation that we handled real well. 

Indeed, Ivan should be very proud of how well he handled the situation. Rather 

than chastising his son fa crying, rather than reinfacing his son's sense of failure, 

Ivan helped his son put words to his experience. Ivan interpreted his son's tears 

as a call for affirmation, and he found a wondefiI opportunity to build his son's 

self esteem. 

When men develop an eye for emotions. they s t a n  to see things they never 

noticed befm. Ken is a 44 year old father of two school-aged children. One day 

he stopped to notice that his children were going to their mother exclusively when 

they had acrdr. Ken realized that his absence from home was a f f ' n g  his ability 

to participate emotionally with his children. 

There was a time a few yeam ago when I put my work life way 
ahead of my whole family, my wife included. At the time it wasn't 
fpir to my wife to have to take on all the responsibility, doing what 
it took to keep up with the kids. Obviously it wasn't fkir to them 
that sometimes they wouldn't see me for two or three days. It 
definitely wasn't fair to me. Now in hindsight I think that was a big 
mistake. 



I remember one tiw I thought they were going to their mother 
too much. So I hPd a Wing that t&y wen more dependent on their 
mother - nat that I wun't approscbsbk, but I guess they were more 
comfiorcabk phg to their mothtr. Whether it was because I wasn't 
there enough and it was ju,rt a habit or whatever, I don't know. I 
remember tbat it bothered me that they weren't coming to me with 
whatever issues they had. 

Ken was troubled by this dysfunaonal pattern. By paying attention to his 

falings and judging his children's emotional nee& by their non-verbal actions, 

Ken created an opportunity to make some stnrctural changes in his life. 

Well, I changed. When I stopped working so much and I 
realized what 1 was missing, it made me stop and think. There were 
circumstances tbat happened at work that basically told me to smp 
banging my head against the wall. So I changed positions in the 
company again and moved back to town, so I was closer to home. 
The working atmosphere was totally different too, so I could work 
less. 

After that, I could go if they had school activities and they 
wanted a parent there. When I go I can see that they are really 
pleased because obviously not too many W e r s  go to these affaits 
because of work and all that stuff. I notice that when I go to these 
things that they seem to be quite excited and quite happy with the 
fact that I am tbat. Even though I know their mother does ten times 
more than I do for their school activities. In my mind, anyway, they 
seem to be quite excited about it, over and above what would be 
normal stuff. 

Ken does nut stop at one structural change. He realizes that it is important to 

make assessment an ongoing part of his fithering strategy. Ken continues to assess 

how he feels about his fathering. He continues to read his children's falings to 

assess the well-being of their relationship. 

Obviously dwn am times when I have put my work ahead of the 
kids. I do have a certain work ethic that sometimes makes me make 
the wrong decision. I make s u n  that I take care of the important 
things with the kids, but sometimes when you are working late you 
think, 1 could be at home watching TV and spending time with the 



kids.* SOMtimCS 1 q y d o n  that. I don't know if it's because they 
are gating ddcc and more responsible, but now is the time. I seem 
mbemacawrnoftbcmilow,PndIrpp~~someoftbethings 
they &. Whcn they arc babies md up to a amin point the change 
irmpFpmnl,butnowchecbragtramso~besogrr~twi&tbenuo 
of &ern. I think now is the time that I feel clme. I think 
subcmciously I tcy harder to give them everything that I can give. 
I give them not n#xssuily in a material seosc, but my time. Now 
you kDw i€ it is Sunday afternoon and you are laying on the couch 
aftcralongw&lrdyarQa'twantto&rorhing, well now Irhink 
I work harder at it if the kids want to go skating or tobogganing or 
something. I'll do it even if I may not want to at that particular 
time. I think now I try harder. 

When a father pays attention to emotions - both his and his children's - he gains 

access to a valuable source of i n f o d o n  abut his personal and relational well- 

being. Infixmation is power, and in the case of fathering, emotional idomtion 

brings the power to challenge unhealthy fathering ideologies. When men nurture 

theii emotions, they challenge the ideology that men aeed only live in the 'outside 

worldn of work and business. Men do need to live in the inner world of emotions. 

And they need to be there with theu children. 

ENJOY YOUR KIDS! 

The men tbat I obsave on a daily basis tend a, enjoy the material comforts of 

life, such as food and drink and utoys.' Men's ability to enjoy can m e  as a 

starting point far leuning how to enjoy their children. Ulifortunatcly many of the 

men that I observe on a daily basis do not demonstrate publicly this same 

enjoyment fot their children. 



Parents hove thew children at horn or clme by for a limited number of years, 

& dun dry move off to jabs and liva of their own. There is very litde time for 

a man to enjoy his children, so he has to mrlrc the most of each moment. One 

woman told me that she strongly believes that the mare a father invests in his 

children, the more joy he will get out of the relationship. 1 agne. The men I 

interviewed reported enjoying their children, and they all wished they took more 

opportunities to multiply that joy. 

The men I interviewed provided no magical formula for enjoying children. 

Any opporPlnity for time together can be enjoyed, so long as a tather allows room 

for h. Carlos not only enjoys the idea of having children, he enjoys being able 

to help them with homework - and Carlos hates homework. 

I wanted to get married ad have a family for the rewards down 
the road, to have companionship when you get older, something you 
can look back on. It makes you feel good and proud, hopefully. 
There an probably two different occasions when they began school 
that I felt really close to the kids. When 1 helped them with theu 
problems, like their math problems and stuff like that. When they 
had pmjeas to do, they got good marks. That made you fcel good. 
You're helping your kids progress. 

Fathering should be an addiction. Howard is addicted to his children, and 

can't imagine life without them. 

I just thank tbanlr tbat 1 have had the qpomity to be a fiather 
ad have two healthy children. I could teach them the things that I 
wanted to. And see them grow and become bright individuals and 
able to stpnd on theu own. I just k l  so sary for people that have 
no children. I hDw sometimes you want to pull your hair out when 
things go wrong. It is such a c e d i n g  experience. I would never 
want to go through life without tbat. 



Children h v e  the ability to make a fadw forget alI that troubles him. They 

something new to be discovered around every -. Joe's children are a 

refteshing antidote to the poisons of the work world. 

It was nice when 1 came home at the end of the day. There is 
nothing nicer in the world than coming home fmm a business trip 
and your kids come running up to you. 

Ken agrees: 

It's a funny thing, when your kids are happy and excited it just 
seems to be a natural flow. If they are happy and excited it just 
seew to lift you up that much. You can have your worst day but it 
seems to bring you up a notch. 

Even afat children grow up and move out of the house, their company enhances 

the quaiity of theu parents' life. Alan still vacations with his grown children. 

Well it makes you fa1 really good that they want to be around 
you. Not now that they're adults. But even now when Alice and [ 
go on vacation up mrth and the kids would cow, it was a lot of 
fun. You see them enjoying themselves. 

Children enjoy themselves, and it is infdous.  Fathen have the opportunity to 

catch some of this joy. Aad this joy can be a foundation for the sharing of a whole 

range of emotions between father Pnd child. 

I want to end this chapter with a stark reminder that men and their children 

miss out on so much when Wets are emotionally absent. When men fail to 

challenge the fitthering ideologies that script m n  into emotional otherness, a whole 

dimension of lie with chilkn b lost. When men succumb to parental otherness, 

they suffer and children suffer. Ivan and his fim wife divorced when theu 



children were young, and Ivan lost custody of his children. The pain that Ivan 

expxienced in his from his children is a very poignant example of the 

depth of suffering expetienccd every day in fh i l ies  where then is no formal 

separation or divorce, but an emotionslly distant father aonccheIess. 

I was drinkhg and the most devastating thing for me was when 
I bd to ten my kids that Wdy was going to move out. Daddy was 
sleeping downstairs on the couch, and they would come down and 
say, 'Why are you sleeping downstain and not sleeping with 
mommy?" 

'Well, mommy and daddy aren't getting along.' Even after I 
got sober again for a few months, things still weren't working out 
for us. So I had to move out and give my wife time to henelf. Oh, 
I had to tell the kids the bad m. can just remember telling them. 
They both remember and they were very young. Ian was just six 
and Irma was just four. But they remember the night it happened. 
I left the house after I had told them, and I went out into the garage 
to cry. Ian said that h a  didn't understand where Daddy was. Ian 
says he told her that dad is out in the garage, and I think he is 
probably crying. That is what Ian told me anyway. So that was 
probably a very, very hard thing for them. 

I just felt that I had Wed them. Obviously I had because I 
thought our family was fin. As an alcoboiic, you are the last penon 
to know that things aren't that great- You think your whole world 
is just perf&. We put the kids to bed and say their prayers, we did 
everything as a family. We had hockey, we had baseball, we went 
on picnics. We hPd a circle of €iie&. But there is obviously 
something wrong in one area. 

Ian and Irma were troopers. I cau remember, and this is the sad 
part of it, how it hurt the kids. I can stand rejection from a woman 
because of a marriage breakdown muse I know we both failed. 
But the hard part about all of that is the children suffer. They love 
both of us. Both of us love them, so we can't tear them apart. 
Fortunately when we separated that didn't happen. 

After we broke up. I think some of the highlights were the 
weekends. I cherished them. I lived for them. And they lived to 
come with me and spend time with me. So I would say they were 
strong. I can remember Irma, when 1 used to drop her off on 
Sunday. Sunday nights were bad, because that's when I dmpped 
them off. They used to live in an apartment building on Market 
R d  on the second floor. Aad beface we got to it we'd always stop 



at the Market Marint and we'd look at boats. In summers 
especially. We I d  at au big boorr . We'd look around and try 
to take the edge off of saying good bye. Finally, I'd bring her 
home. Whea I'd Iewe, much to my amazement, she tells me now, 
she's 19, she used to cry dl Sunday night And Lotr of times I'd 
be... [pauses to clear duort]... 1 would cry as soon as I got in the 
truck. Oh! I spent every S W y  night at an A.A. meeting! Ya, I 
needed those meetings Sunday nights. 

N w  with littk Itcnt and Ina I fa1 like I'm there pretty well all 
the time. E i r  riding the bike or playing baseball. We go on 
family trips. camping. we've got a pool in the back yard. Lots of 
time in the pool. I come home from work, and we're in the pool 
together. I don't take that for granted, because I lost a family 
before. 

CHANGE OF HEART 

Parental otherness is reinforced by the ways men process and express their 

feelings. If a man is to *down the otherness," he seeds to consider the following 

changes in emotional pmass: 

6. Fathas can be wmtixtable with the feelings of helpkssness that come with 
having children, and this helplessness will mt destroy a man. 

7. Fathers can learn a, be at home with their falings so they can help their 
children interpret the world of emotions. 

8. Fathers can pay attention to their children's emotional signals so they can 
rrspond in times of crisis and pain. 

9. Fethas can enjoy their children. making the most of each encounter, while 
the children are still living at home. 



C h o p t e r  S i x  

B E I N G  T H E R E  W I T H  W O R D S  

DID YOU SAY SOMETHING? 

A chief complaint of the partners and children I interviewed is that fathers do 

not say much. When a man cha#s to say very little about what he is thinking and 

feeling, it becomes hard to kep a two-way conversation going, let alone a deep, 

meanin@, and intimate conversation. These intimate conversations are crucial 

to the health and survival of a fiather's relationship with his growing child. 

Unfortunately, rnany men choose instead to use anger or mu-verbal actions to 

wmmunicate their thoughts md falings. The over-reliance on non-verbal 

comm unicatan places a burden on a man's pprtaa and their children. Rather than 

the fkthet interpreting his own thoughts and falings into words, family members 

are left to guess his intended meaning and message. 

Jane d e s c r i i  how her husband has a hard time expressing his deepest 

feelings. Rather than communicate the sense of loss he will feel when his 
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daughters move out to Iive on their own, he coven over these falings with 

humour. 

He has a bard time sometimes expressing how he fkls. I don't 
know if the kids truly understand how he fels deep inside. And 
many tima he will joke 00 Itssica and Julia about how in two years 
they will be gooe and stuff like that. He'll say, They are not going 
a be amund hem when they an 25. No way am I supporting them!" 

Ratha than saying, 1 will miss you when you are gone," Joe says instead. 'I can't 

wait until you are gone." It is ex- that his daughters will note the irony in his 

waQ and understand that they will really be missed. Uncertain what to do with 

his tender feelings of loss and longing, a fither masks and even numbs these 

primary feelings with the secondary falings of levity. Joe finds some sense of 

safety in this approach to disclosing his feelings. He is protected from those 

difficult feelings that may overwhelm him and disclose his emotional 

vulnerabilities. However, what appears a d e n  to the father becomes dyshurctional 

for the family system: everyone else but the father is left to do the work of 

interpreting his thoughts and feelings. One consequence is the panntification of 

the children, scripting them into the role of custodians or guardians of the father's 

emotional tenderness. Patentifiation becomes destructive for a child when he or 

she becomes so burdened with meeting the parents needs that there is little or no 

room left to tend to the child's own needs (Nagy, 1986). A second consequence 

is the tendency f a  childnn UI imitate their fatha's aversion to verbalizing feelings. 

When I asked la to explain how his kids communicate their pain and 

disappointment to him, he described the following: 'facial expressions, not 



sOePLing to me, you know, it gets very cold in the house.' A third consequence 

h the tendency fix childsen to play an these dysfirnctional kbaviours in theu own 

add t relations hips. 

A child wants a d  aecdr to hear his or her father's voice. When all they hear 

is sikaee, children learn to be silent in return. Doam m a l l s  when her own father 

finally wanted to establish a talking relationship, but by then it was too late. 

D o ~ a ' s  father paid the price for putting communication off until he was ready to 

carve out some time for his daughter. 

I was away in college, and I would call home. My dad might 
answer the phone, and I'd say, 'Hi, how are you? t'm fine. Is mom 
there?" And he resented that in later life. He had no relationship 
with us. And he blamed us for having nothing to talk about. He 
says, 'Why don't you call and ask to talk to me once in a while? 
Why don't we just sit down and play a game tugether?" Well this 
was when I was 20 yean old. And I'm thinking, 7kd, you never 
came P any of my basketball games. You never watched me play 
volleyball. You didn't see me in the school play. You didn't come 
to any of my music recitals. Naw yoti want a relationship with me?" 

CommunjcatiOn qu i res  time. It takes time to talk. Even letten and phone calls 

require time frwn a fkther. Talking quires physical presence, it requires a father 

to stop whatever work he is doing and attend to thoughts and feelings. 

ComunicatiOn flourishes when people have shared experiences. Donna's father 

never attended his daughter's basketball games or music recitals, and so it is no 

wonder that they had nothing to talk about. Conversations about shared 

experiences become the s-wping stones for conversations about shared emotions 

and thoughts. Unfortunately, too m y  &hers take for granted their relationship 



last m e  is enough to sustain a relationship. 

In the final analysis, however, living together is not enough to sustain a 

relationship between a f a t k  and his children. Fathers must engage their children 

in meaningful conveWos .  Ironically, fathers who are separated from theu 

children because of divorce often built strong, intimate relationships with their 

children. Divorce often drives home to men the fragility of the relationships they 

have taken for granted. Ivan is one father who chose to build a strong, open line 

of communication with his children despite the E M i l y ' s  separation. His oldest 

daughter, now off to school and busy with her own life, misses the time they were 

able to spend together. Ivan explains: 

I have a good understanding a d  a good communication thing 
going with my kids. My oldest daughter, Irma, always says we 
don't do as many things together as we used to when she was a kid. 
She makes me kl real good when she says to me, 'You know Dad. 
some of my friends whose parents are still together don't even talk 
to their parents. They Qn't even know what they are about. But we 
can talk about anything." So that's important. They know when I 
am hurting, and I guas the best thing that couM happen in all this is 
that I love them and I aied to support them in everything. 

When many men lose custody of theu children because of divorce, they become 

acutely aware that the rebaship cannot be taken for granted. They cannot a n t  

on seeing their children every day f a  d i m  or bed time. They cannot count on 

seeing their children mry day awl saying. WeUom and 'Oood night." At the same 

time, these fatbets arc not likely to be lulled into a complacency about the 

relationship. When they do visit with heir children these fathers often try to make 
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the wrst of the enwunta. By rrmLiag the most of the elicoutlttr, these fathers 

create s h a r d  experiences with their children. A d  these shared experiences 

become the fimnckh for c o m m M n  about the *outside worldw and the "inner 

worldu of thoughts and feelings. 

Ivan's response his divorce and scpPtation from h i  children supports my 

own belief that it is not a man's genetic make up that limits him from putting his 

thoughts and feelings into words. One woman suggested to me that there is a 

biological reason for men preferring actions to words: '...socially, maybe 

biologically, men just have a harder time expressing how they feel, so they try to 

find other ways of expressing it rather tban verbally." Yet, when Ivan lost custody 

of his children and stopped hiding his &lings, it was not because his genetic make 

up suddenly changed. Rather, his priorities in life changed. Ivan had to challenge 

the domimnt -ring ideologies that convince men that providing foai and shelter 

will be sufficient to communicate his love to his children. 

MAKE WORDS NOT WAR 

Men oAcn fail to communicate their perceptions ad falings because they are 

not a&pt at processing these emotions. Because the world of emotions is a scary 

place for mami men, they react with misty when these emotions threaten to 

overwhelm. 1 have mentioned above that some men try to anesthetize their 

difficult falings with humour. Amther more problematic response is when men 
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anger and physical violtnce to address their emotionai anxiety. Like humour, 

4qga is a secondary a masking emation that a man will use to avoid dealing with 

primary ewtiom like fhr, d i s a p p i i  a loneliness. The problem with using 

anger to mask mr feelings is dut anger SO easily erupts into violence. When men 

ma with auger and violence in anxiety-filled situations, bruises and scars become 

a very real and f?ightening po~sibility. In the end m one is served when words are 

eclipsed by anger and violence. 

Some children grow up experiencing nothing but anger and violence from theu 

father. Lost is the opportunity to build a relationship based on words and caring 

behaviours. Lost is the opportunity for a child to learn how to negotiate 

oompromise and win-win encounters, because anger and violence create winners 

and losers and leave no room for working at mom complex and just solutions to 

i n ~ a p e m d  conflict. Madc recails that his relationship with his parents was built 

on anger, and he hopes to avoid this mistake with his own children. 

I remember having a fight with my mom and telling her when I 
b m e  a parent I'm going to be a f r i e d  to my kids. I'm going m 
sit down and talk to them, I'm not going to yell at them, I'm going 
to be able to understand them. 1 would hope that my o m  children 
would say that I was somebody that they could talk to if they had 
problems, somebody they could turn to. 

Children want to be undentood by their parents, but anger shuts down the 

communication process needed to build understanding and empathy. Anger 

polarizes people by casting blame and rdhing to hear both sides of a story. 

Anxiety is a key ingredient in anger and violence. When a person feels 

threatened or out of control in a situation, reactivity replaces well thought-out 
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decisions and behaviours. When what a man believes to be true about the world 

is threatened, he reacts in whatever ways he thinks ratore balance in his 

world. Barb recalls haw her husband Bob rcfuJed to discuss his son's request to 

get his ear pierced. Communication war shut down by Bob's anxiety about and 

reactivity to his son's behpviour. Bob's reaction seems irrational. 

Sometimes I think dw mybe it's a good thing to let Ben 
express his own personality. Bat has long hair. When he started to 
grow it long that was against the norm. Then Ben wanted to have 
an earring. Bob absolutely tefirsed to talk about it and he just forbid 
it. He said, if you get one you can't live here. " I thought, It's just 
an earring. So don't worry about it." 

Anxiety is triggered by disappointed expectations, and Bob apparently had some 

expectations about what constitutes masculine behaviour. In Bob's eyes, getting 

an earring is unacceptable behaviour for his son. These expectations about 

behaviour point back u, those social ideologies that inform the way we think about 

masculine and feminine bchviour. Before Bob's anxiety and reactivity in this 

situation can be addnssed, he fim needs to address and challenge the masculine 

ideologies that are iafaming his reaction to his son. Since anger and violence are 

behavioural exptessiom of anxiety, these can be oddrcsPed by challenging fathering 

and other masculine ideologies. 

For the most pan, Bob is able to kap his anxiety in check. He becomes most 

anxiow when he sees something threatening his children's well-being in the 

You~ide world.' ard Bob believes that a son with an earring is setting himself up 

for wnfiontation and Mure in the conservative worid of work and business. 

Nonethele~~, anxiety Qes litde to sdve a parcntdild wnflict. Even less effective 



bfabicklingateenagertodoararin pctivitics. Bob's 20 year old daughter agnd 

hat being odd what she couM and could mt do had little impact on her behaviour. 

In the end, these anxiety-based communication habits do more to alienate father 

and child than anything else. 

Lester is an articulate a d  composed marketing specialist who bas done an 

excellent job Rising two daughters. The oldest daughter Leame is 25 years old 

and adores her father. She admires his calm, rationd and loving personality. 

However, she recalls being surprised one day by her father's over-protectiveness. 

Lester kcam anxious at what he  saw to be an injustice against his daughter. His 

usually even-tempered thinking was overwhelmed by his need to protect, and his 

words and actions upset his daughter who he was trying to help. Leanne wonders 

if her father would have gone so far as to be violent to protect his daughter. 

We were going to my oo11vocation last spring, and I was having 
some troubles with the rental house that I had been living in for two 
years. The landlord was forcing us to pay so much extra money on 
the hydro bill. He and his wife had moved into the house, we had 
moved out, and we had actually paid an extra month, and he was 
keeping ail this money from us. Dod was really, really upset. We 
had to stop by the house to pick up our mail or something. 

I was going to write a letter or speak to this man petsonaily, and 
dad got really upset with me. I was just a little embarmssed that he 
was treating me like a kid, I thought, 'Dad, I can handle this!' I 
guess I was just a little embamssd. 

I kmw he was just locking out f a  me, the protector was shining 
through that day. But he was ready to jump out of the truck and go 
to the landlord's door, and I don't know what he would do. He was 
really upset at this other person. Maybe he could have been a little 
catmet. 

Rather than 'being theren for his daughter, Lesw's anger got in the way of her 

proassing her own anger d problem solving. By attempting to intervene, Lester 



hoped to express conarn for his daughter's well-being. However, Leanne would 

have settled fk the same concern and suppat expressed in words rather than 

action. 

When men fhil to address their unhealthy and unreasonable expectations, they 

will be easily disappointed by their children's behavioun. When this 

disappointment leads to feelings of loss of control, a fhther runs the risk of acting 

out his anger as violence. Some of the men that I interviewed told me about the 

times that they acted out their anger violently. I thank the men for being 

vulnerable enough to admit these stories to a stranger. Norm recalls when his 

daughter was an infant and refiued to eat the food he put before her. 

Nicde was very young, she was only a few yean old, and I was 
young. She was supposed ro be eating her supper. She had this bad 
habit of not eating anything. A d  I'd sit her down, and I'd want her 
to eat, And she wouldn't w a ~ t  to eat. You know how kids are. So 
I slapped her because she didn't want to eat. I hardly ever spank my 
kids. I spanked them a couple of times, and they deserved it when 
they did, and aft# that I never had to spank them again. But at this 
time, I don't know, I was shon with her, and I slapped her on the 
back of the head. Just enough that it hun a liale bit for her, but not 
real bad. And she said, 'No, " she didn't want to eat, and she took 
her h a d  and she slapped herself in the head. I looked at that and I 
thought, 'Norm, what are you doing! This is stupid." For her to 
think that she had to do that to herself so she didn't have to eat what 
was in front of her! I thought, Wasn't worth it. Forget it." So that 
never happened again. 

Norm had accepted the notion that a father should be respected by his child, and 

that this rrspea should be a%ed out as obedience. When his daughter's behaviour 

did mt fit his expcaption, be was disappointed and his derstanding of the world 

was being challenged or threatened. Rather tban thinking rationally about his 



Filings of disappointment and powerlessness. Nonn becacne anxious and rashly 

attempted to regain cowoi of the situation by wbatcver means were available to 

him. In this case he used his hand to regain some semblance of control. 

If Norm would have taken the time to think clearly about his situation, he 

could have reminded h b l f  that, although he felt disappointment, he was not 

powerless with this mt. In f4a, he would have concluded that he was the more 

mature and resource&l adult who had options. An important option available to 

Norm was talkiag about his f'nrstrations. If his child was too young to understand 

his concerns, certainly another adult could be sought out. At least Norm saw the 

impact of his actions and rethought the effectiveness and morality of slapping his 

daughter. Norm recognized that he was teaching his daughter to use destructive 

actions instead of words. 

Hitting a child is one way to pass on unhealthy social ideologies to the next 

generation. Refraining fiom hitting a child is one way to stop an unhealthy 

ideology from being transmitted to the ntxt g e d o a .  Carlos tells a similar story 

of how he decided never to hit the kids agn: 

I lose my cool when they are disobedient and don't obey 
immediately. I was in the front and I was having a bad day, and 
they were fighting, and I went and took the back of m y  hand and 
caught my oldest one right acrm the cheek. And I mud see m y  
had print 1&n. She started crying of course, and my wife gave me 
that little look. My wife was in the sert beside me. And that's the 
last time I ever laid a hand on them. Oh, I felt terrible! Felt 
terrible. I never did it again. I said to myself, 'You're not going to 
do that again ever!" And I never laid a hand on them from that day 
forth. 

If I'm having a bad day, I don't believe in passing it on to 
someom else. And I was having a bad day, and d l y  I wouldn't 



have reacted like tbat. But I did. And I felt so bad about it, a d  I 
won't do it again. 

It took a hand print and an angry wifb fm Cariocs to dentand that his use of 

action imted of wads was destructive. Certainly, cefkaining from hitting a child 

is one way to stop unhealthy ~ocial ideologies from being transmitted to the next 

generation. But %fraining from hitting' is not enough. Hitting and anger need 

to be replaced with verbal communication. Frank descni his own commitment 

to not spanking.. .using words instead. 

Compand to my dad who used force to discipline, we have 
taken the approach where we don't use force. There are times when 
you would definitely like to use i t  From that respect the world has 
evolved, I would consider it evolution. 

Times are changing, and men are drawing new conclusions about the consequences 

of physical force and the needs of theu children. Children need to be taught to 

make words and not war. 

INTERPRETING WORLDS 

Communication breaks down when one party fails to recognize that there are 

om, sides to a story. Tbere is m single reality; rather, there is my reality and there 

is your reality. There is the Wet's perception of the world and the child's 

perception of the world. Fathers need to be aware of this multiplicity of 

perceptions and realities when they talk with their children. Fathers need to help 

their chiidnn explore and discover the world on the child's own terms. What is 
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important in a father's word may not be important in a child's world. When a 

fatber S l s  to mak room fa a child's peraptions and conarm, when a father's 

perception of reality crowds out ail otber petaptions of reality in the family, 

children are once again parentifid. Children can not be expected to fully 

understand and interpret adult reality. A child's only job is to explore the adult 

world. Children do this through play, a d  to do this they need the guidance of a 

mature aduit. 

It is the father's job to understand the world of his child. Before a father can 

adequately understand his child's world and perceptions of reality, he must fust 

walk around in that world. He must spend time playing with his children and 

listening to their fean and htasies. Before a father can open his mouth to talk to 

his children, he needs to understand their world. Whenever a father opens his 

mouth to talk, he is in effect inwrpreting reality, and his children are the 

beneficiaries - or the prisoners - of this interpretation of reality. When tathen 

open their mouths to speak, they run the risk of invalidating a child's perception 

of d i ty .  At this point, open and honest communication can break down and be 

replaced with mistnut. 

Men sometimes struggle with the multiplicity of reality. For many men, then 

is one reality, theirs, and all other family members must share this reality, or else 

comm-n is not pcssible. Men need to struggle with the fact that children an 

not always going to see &world in the same way as their father. Mark d e s c r i i  

this struggle: 



I'm not comfortable yet with the k t  that's he's gmwing up. 
He'sg~iagmhiweopiniom~ Iguamteeyouthattheyannotping 
to be like mince I. shouldn't say. uguacantce," but I'm sun we are 
going to hnve some differem of opinion. I've got to grow to the 
pointwbereIcanlermtoaccqttbat. Larntrytbbe~peatohim 
aadliraatowbatheissayingandunders~e Iauraytogoback 
to w b  I was his age and see things from his perspective. Instead, 
even though I might hnve bctn wmng, I think that I am always 100 
percent right. I guess I've got to allow him to make his mistakes, 
and that is bard OD do. I've got to allow him to grow up. I've really 
got to sit back and try to understand when he h coming from as a 
teenager and not react. 

Learning how to wak in his chidren's shoes, a father earns the trust and the right 

to be an interpreter of his children's world. When children say to their father, 

"What is that?R they Q not want to hear back. "That is nothing, it does not exist." 

In thei world that 9hingR does exist and it is meaningfbl and important. What a 

child needs to hear back fiom his or her fatber is an imitation to explore the 

meaning and importance of this uthing." A child needs to have his or her world 

validated so the child can learn to trust his or her own perceptions. 

When Mark learned how to walk in his daughter's shoes, he f o d  a unique 

opportunity to w n t  and help her interpret her world. 

I knew what it was like to grow up being scared. By that I 
mean, I remember the W& cf Or when I was a kid. I would 
watch that movie every year, and it would scare the hell out of me 
every yew. Still, I kept going back for more. My daughter goes 
through that. My wife doesn't know what it is like to be scared like 
that. I do. I think that is something unique I can bring to our 
situation - maybe understanding some of the fean that the kids 
have. More so than my wife. 

Because MsrL u w k t a d s  what it ma4m to toy with fear, he is less apt to discount 

the signikarm of his own daughter's flirting with f a .  Mark's empathy validates 



will nat dmmy her. It becomes possible for WK to help his daughter put words 

to her expaicacc of fiar, and aad tiic h i t i o n  o€ words, his daughter will learn 

that she is not powerless over her h. 

It is easy fa a parent to kamw wrPppal up in the worries of the adult world. 

Will there be enough money to pay the bills? Is my job secure? How can I save 

mae money for retirement? It is also easy for children to pick up on these adult 

worries aad make them their own. Being worried about money and job security 

can quickly paralyze a child's ability to have €hn and be careftee. Rather than 

being concerned about how to ride a bike or learning to swim, children wonder if 

they will have a mofover their head tomorrow. Bob oells a s r g r  of how his own 

preoccupation with finvres blinded him to his son's needs for attention. 

One son was in university and we were strapped for money, as 
most b i l k s  are. You start dwelling on 0 0 6 ~ ~  and money. Becomes 
the key topic around the house, payment and bills, and I think it hit 
Ben kind of hard. I do remember we were having some problems 
with money. He was @te upset with us, but we didn't realize how 
upset until we came home one day and he wasn't there. A little 
note: 'You can stop worrying about money now. I'm not here for 
you to have to worry h u t  it." He took off. That hits home. I 
think we kind of blew this somewhere out of proportion. 

We called everyone under the sun and talked to everyone trying 
to find him. And kids an pretty secretive, they hide things pretty 
g d .  Butweimwwhohisfiiends~ndsoIjwtgotinthecar 
and drove over to the house. I thought he might be at the house of 
the kid be was hanging out with at the time. And they hadn't seen 
him, but his friend's parents are about our age and they understood 
where I was ooming fran ad b y  wa in a similar situation. They 
told me that if he did show up they would let me know. I knew he 
hPd been there, so I just waited around little bit, and he cam down 
drsma. SoIwaitcdandhccameupudwesatdownand(alL#L 
it out. Sitting on the side of the street on the curb in front of this 



guy's house. I didn't tzy to fime him into the car. I just said, 
'Case on la's talk about your We did it right there, sat 
down on the curb. 

I think we both had a good cry and sat on the curb and hugged 
each oiher and got it back into perspective, and he came home and 
we've been paty good with it since. You know then tbat you really 
made a mistake, and it kid of puts things out of proportion. He 
came home and he hasn't had that problem since. And I've maybe 
changed my outlook a littit bit, too. I don't know if it was the teats 
we shared. We twed down the pressure on the f i i a l  situation to 
some degree. We explained thu it wasn't his problem. He had no 
control over the finances. Our financial problems are not his 
problems. I think we both just matured a bit as we grew older, and 
we accepted that. 

Bob ~ 8 f  SO wrapped up in his own world, that he forgot how important it was to 

pay attention to his child's world. Rather than working at helping his son explore 

the world, Bob expected his son to understand and deal with parental concerns. 

This left his son feeling a dircrepsncy between his need for ageappropriate dreams 

and desires, and the d i t y  of the all-consuming concerns pushed on him by his 

parents. This discrepancy erupted in emotional pain and actingout behaviour, 

which, if left unaddressed, could easily escalate into a pattern of dysfunctional 

behaviour. Fortunately, Bob hrmr enough to sit down with his son, in his son's 

world and at his son's level, and engage his son in conversation. 

THE DOOR IS ALWAYS OPEN 

Children will tell almost anything to an approachable father. When men can 

balance their calm, rational demeanour with an awareness of their emotions, the 

result is a aon-anxious presence. When men learn bow not to fly off the handle, 



they maLC it saf& for children to talk about private thoughts. When children can 

approach their hk, apgarunitig arise h c  fothas to k there in their child's hour 

of nad. When children know that the door is open for conversation with their 

father, they can app~ioacb their Wet with aust and honesty. 

Fathm need a, do mae than just be appcOBcbabIe. Tbey need to back up their 

apprmchability with a willingness to be flexible. When fathen are approachable, 

they gain the opportunity to hear their children's private dreams and desires. An 

approachable father is going to hear some things that he may find hard to deal 

with, such as confessions of wrongdoing and questions or stories about sexuality. 

If a father is going to respond to these confessions and questions with rigid 

moralizing and prohibitions, he is slamming that open door in his child's face. 

A d  no matter how often he advertises himself as approachable, his children will 

know better than to risk talking about theu private world. 

The simplest fonn of inflemiility comes when fathers meet their child's every 

rrquest with 'No!" Fern descn'bes her h a a t i o n  with her husband's tendency to 

overuse the word 'Non with the children. 

In a general senst, there are times when I f a 1  Frank is being 
inflexible, particularly with Felicia. She is a rather independent and 
socially aaive three-and-a-half year old child. A lot of times I will 
say, '0. k., Iet her go and see w&at she can do." Whereas he thinks 
that she shouldn't be doing this. She shouldn't try this. I have to 
say, 'No, no. let her try it." Or if she h insisting on having things 
a certain way, he will just say no. Saying no is an automatic reflex, 
and he doesn't think about it. I will challenge him and say, Well, 
why not?" There must be a reason for saying 'No." We kind of 
talked about it, and I tell Frank that you have to pick what you are 
going to say 'No" to, otherwise you an saying 'No" fat too much. 
Try to pick your battles. Since we talked about it, he is stopping to 



think kfae be says 'No." I can actually watch him stop himself and 
think about it and say, k. Felicia, give this a try yourself." 

Rather than constructing a wall of 'No," fathers can use words that keep the 

cowersation going. Asking more questions helps elicit more informtion, which 

helps a child discover his or her own solutions to life's problems. 

Children soon learn what topics of conversation are off limits and touch off 

anxiety in a parent. Approaching a fhther with a difficult thought or feeling may 

already be difficult enough. Fathers have to work bard at not making it any harder 

than it already is. Ken's commitment a being approachable underscores how 

important it is fm f'athers to MLue open and honest communication in their parent- 

child relationships. 

Well they ace wmfowble because they can cow to me anytime 
they want and ask for anything or talk about anything. Obviously at 
their age it isn't anything too serious yet. I'm hoping that this will 
continue as they grow. At least if we can talk about it then we can 
work on it. 1 would be devastated if my kids couldn't approach me. 
I'm haping that they warld tnut my judgment, or that they wouldn't 
be afraid to tell me what was on theu minds. 

Children can tell when their W e t  is not listening or is not interested in what they 

have to say. One of the simplest things a hther can do to encourage 

communication is to learn how m enjoy talking with his children. One of the 

parmen I interviewed noted that it was easy for her young daughter to talk to her 

father because 'he just likes to listen to her stories." Children know when they 

have a captive audieucc, @ fathers need to leam how to be captured. 

Many men arc calm and rational to a fault, but these qualities can also make 

a man approachable. A calm and rational demeanour can help reduce a child's 



aaxiety about talking. Being d m  ami cPlLiag things through in a rational manner 

gives children a chaace to process falings ud col l~e~uel l~e~ of actions. Helen 

talks about how her husband's calm demanour makes him approachable. 

Even now, when the girls need advice or they have a concern it 
is usually Howard that choy want to talk to. They'll say, 'You know 
Dad, I gat this tax bill, aad what do I do with it?" I think that I am 
probably important in their lives, but I think he's very important. 
He has always been very rational, iuui 1 drink they felt that they 
could talk to him. S u n ,  sometimes he's agitated. too. But most of 
time he says. 'Let's just sit down and talk about it. Howard is very 
good at that. He's a good listener. I'm not always a good listener. 
I always want to get my side across, but he'll let you talk. I think 
the girls appreciate that. I think they think he has the answers. 
They think that if he doesn't know them he'll find out for them. I 
think they look at their dad as being very intelligent. 

By taking the time to listen and misting the temptation to dominate the 

conversation, Howard is abk to welcome his children into conversations. Having 

earned the trust of his children by taking the time to listen in a non-judgmental 

manner, Howard has arrived at the place where his children invite him to offer 

commentary and possible solutions. 

This calm and rational sense can be an asset to a family in times of crisis. 

Barb d e s c r ~ k  how her husbands' calm, rational demeanour diffused what could 

have been a deadly evening. 

We had a couple of c rks  with our middle son. He had a friend 
show up o n  night at the house with a lolife threatening our son and 
a giri. It d y  stonds out how Bob dook a hold of that situation. He 
calmed everybody down, talked everybody through. Made them 
look at all the consequet~xs of what would happen if you used this 
knife. We a d d  bave p r d  chrga on the W, but we did call the 
kid's pattnts and explained to them what happened. And we called 
the girl's parents and mode sure that they knew what had happened 
so they could come and take her to the hospital and get her stitches. 



Again, words proved more e€fk&t than violence. With a calm, rational 

demeanour, Bob was able to influence how his son's knife wielding e e n d  

approached him. 

A calm response to a highly cbargai aa i  anxious situation can lead to learning 

experieryxs Ca children, again giving them valuable tools for adult life. Howard's 

response to his daughter's shoplifting amst helped teach her the importance of 

owning up to mistakes. Howard's wife Helen tells how he calmly handled their 

daughter's trouble with the law. 

When Holly was in gradt 8 she had shoplifted a ninety-nine cent 
bottle of nail polish. She was wish two of her friends and one of the 
girls said, "I do this every once in a while, why don't you two try it 
with me?" It was one girl's birthday, so they did it. Of course the 
two girls got caught. The other girl didn't get caught. Actually she 
didn't take anything that time. But these two girls did. 

Well. Holly was devastated. I was angry, I was so angry. 
H o d  was devastated and diipointed. I was disappointed, too. 
But I mu really mad. Instead of yelling at her, which would be 
something I would do, Howard had the four of us -- including our 
otha daughter Heather -- stand together and sort of hug each other 
and talk. 

Everybody was upset. All of w wen upset. I thought, Why 
would you do something stupid like that.' Howard said, 'Come 
here, we need a group hug." He was very upset, but he was 
controlling his emotions. He said, 'Come here, we need to talk 
standing close. You need 10 b, Holly, that we still love you and 
tht m IWW this was a mistake." Instead of ranting and raving and 
screaming, there was the four of us and we were still a unit. 

And then he said, 'Holly, you hpve to take responsibility for 
this. Tomorrow we will go in and you will pay the manager the 
ninty-nine cents. Ynu are still going to be charged. You have k e n  
charged. You have to go fiee-tolfkc with the store manager, nnd 
we'll go with you.' 

A d  we did. 'Ibe tbrec of us went to the manager's office, and 
Holly had to give him the money. She was so upset. Then, of 
course, we got a lawyer and went to court. Howard felt it was 
imparPat to be sllppativc. So did I, but he was kind of leading the 



way. I think I was sott of lettiag my anger fakc over. Howard was 
angry, be was disappointed, but he buw she was sorry that she bad 
ever done it. 

Holly said, 1'11 m r  do anything to bun my dad like that 
again.' [Crying] That was a d l y  difficult situation. It was a 
difkdt time, but I think it was the m y  that he handled it that rnade 
the dii3brence. If I hd been a single parent I would have probably 
forced that child to steal You know what 1 mean? I would 
have been so angry and she would have said, 'It dasn't matter. 
mom's mad anyway." Sometimes I say things and I think, W h y  
didn't I think before I said that!" Whereas Howard thinks and then 
he tab. 

Opening the door to communication helped Howard make the best of a difficult 

family situation. By calmly responding to his daughter's indiscretion with words 

instead of violent actions, he modeled to her that she has choices in life and does 

not need to be pressured into behaviour that is destructive. The door is always 

open to talk. 

Children will talk to theu parents if they believe it will be a safe, noa- 

threatening encounter. How many children would feel comfortable telling theu 

parents they were at a party where drugs were being used? Lester tells how his 

daughter told him just this, and he was d m  enough to hear that his daughter 

shared his own disgust for this l i f w k .  

Leanne went to a friends house last night, a girlhiend from 
school, and they were having a lingerie party. And half way through 
the evening, everyone pulled out a cigarette of whatever, I don't 
know, marijuana, whatever they were smoking. But Leanne was 
quite alarmed, she says, *Oh gosh, what arc these people doing?" 
She had m e t  been exposed to that at all because all of her friends 
so far have k e n  pretty conservative. 

We just sort of rallad about why would someone do that. I told 
her, "It's probably the same reason why peaple take a drink. 
Probably nothing m serious, but I guess people do that to 
themselves hr whaOcvcr reason." We were just wing to understand 



why they would do t k  So we came to the conclusion tbot it's 
basically the same reason why people take one QinL and they take 
two or thnt ta, many. When you h a .  a sip of wine you just sit 
there a d  enjoy it, maybe these people get the some d o n  out of 
having a marijuana cigarette. I don't know. I've never done it. so 
I have m id= 

I guess SWS pmty open. She doesn't mind talking about what 
happens in her lifb, and tbat's probably because we've always stayed 
close, we've always talked about things -- what about this, what 
about that? We've always t a k d  about what implications this has in 
people's lives or that has in people's lives. How people are sort of 
motivand to do one thing a the other. It says to me that she doesn't 
mind having a convetsation with dad. Looking back on it, that's the 
same way my parents raised us. They wen very apen. and we could 
talk freely. 

This approachability gives Lester a chance to give his input into his daughter's 

construction of values and morals. His approachability makes him privy to 

information that most parents will never hear. 

A most difficult thing is for a teenager to tell his parents that he has 

impregnated a girlftiend. The fear of disappointing your father and the risk of 

being rejected are great. Doug describes how easy it was for him to approach his 

father with this important information. Essentially, the work that Doug's father 

put into being calm and approachable paid off. making it possible for him to 'be 

there" in his son's hour of need. 

Before we got married my wife was pregnant. She lived in 
Buff'alo at the time. and we were commuting. When she bad called 
me to tell me that she was pregnant, a minute later I went down 
stairs to tell my &kt. So I hid m pproblems coming forward to tell 
him about it. He's the type of pmon who says, "0.k. you've made 
a mistake. You know that you've made a mistake. Let's not dwell 
on that. Let's get on with life and see what we need to do to make 
things as best as they can be" 



It is equally difficult for a daughter to tell her father about a teenage 

pregnancy. When George was told by his daughter that she was pregnant, he 

responded with wntinuai m f a n a  and unconditional lwe. Gwen recalls the 

encounter between her daughter and husband. 

I thidctheonethingthatnsllystandsout inmy mind was when 
Georgia got pregnant. She was fifteen years old. We had talked 
about it first, Georgia and I. ;lid then we told George. Then he 
turned around and he taok her in his arms and held her and said, 
'You will always be my little girl no maner what." That was pretty 
awesome because I know h e  was really hurting for her. He was 
really hurting for her, and I didn't see any selfsh thoughts in a 
situation where he could hnn flew off the handle. It was amazing. 

Georgia and I went to prenatal classes for single moms. I was 
the only mother that was there of 18 girls. But the girls were dl 
sitting around during the break talking about when they told their 
parents about when tbcy were pregmn~ Oat girl said her fhthet just 
took her clothes ud threw them out in the yard. So different ones 
went through the things that they experienced telling their parents. 
And they Matd to Georgia and asked her, What did your old man 
do about it?" Oeagia lwked at them and she had tears in her eyes, 
she said, #My Daddy just wrapped me in his arms and he held me 
close.' That's the time 1 thought, Wow.' Especially when you 
hpve that comparison with other fithers. 

Even though George was accepting, it is interesting that Georgia felt comfortable 

telling her mother fmt before they broke the news to father. It seems typical of 

family life that more times then not a daughter can approach her mother with 

difficuit news, and together they decide how to "break the newsn to an 

unpredictabk father. In Georgia's case, she found love and compassion with her 
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A WORD IN EDGEWISE 

Certainly it is important fbr a Eathct to listen to his children and to be 

approechabIe. But there ace times when a W t r  aads to be the one approaching 

his children to speak his mind. Sometimes a parent has to have the guts to step in 

and say some difficult things to a child. This does not mean being a rigid 

disciplinarian. According to Barbara Coloeoso (1994) all parents need to have a 

backbone, they need to discipline their children with a balance of flexibility and 

stnrchnc. Fathers bave a parentaI respoasibility to teach their children how to set 

b o a  and develop an inner source of discipline. Even when everyone is on 

edge, when emotional tension is running high and children will respond with 

disappointment or anger, a father needs to step forward and speak his mind on 

issues drat involve the well being of his children. Helen explains that a balance is 

indeed oecessuy: 

I think keeping a redly open relationship with your children is 
important. The kids always knew that they could talk to their dad 
any time. That he wouldn't fly off the bandle at them. So I think 
that dads need to be approachable. They can't be that stern father 
figure. Kids need to know that there are limits. They definitely 
need to know that dad's not always going to be my buddy-buddy, 
dad is still my dad. And if there's something that's really off the 
wall, he's going to say, 'No, this is when I'm the parent and I'm 
making that decision." So he's got be an authority figure, but he's 
also got to bc open and approachable. And that's a hard thing 
sometimes to balance. 

Setting boundaries is important to the development ofa child, and words, rather 

than violent actions, are a useful strategy toward this g d .  Communication is not 

simply a oae way street where a father listens witbut saying anything about his 



own values and feelings. A father's values can k exprased without being stern 

and unbclldisg* At the s ~ m c  time, a fhtht  need mt be a push-om. afkid to offer 

his growing childnn any mod fibre. 

Whm a father does have a concern for his child, it helps to be forthright and 

comtnrtive. Children can become very anxious and defeasive when they believe 

they are being critic'& or negatively judged by a p n t .  What a W e r  thinks is 

important to a child. When Joe noticed that his daughter was letting her school 

marks slide, he chtm to tell his daughter about his concern. His wife Jane 

described the encounter to me as their 17 year old daughter nodded her head in 

agreement. 

Jessica had promised that she would buckle down this year. 
She's always been a g d  student, but she kind of lost focus the last 
couple of yaw. D o  Jessica] He tried to tell you that you've got to 
buclcie down. Which she did, and she promised us both this year 
would be different, and we thought she was studying, because she 
told us she was studying. In her mind she was, but we knew she 
could put more into it. We're trying not to push. we want to push, 
but not  ax^ much. And her grades came back and she didn't get her 
math, and her dad sat her down and told her, 'You know, it's not a 
game any more, Jessica. This is serious.' And that he was 
disspeointed end he wished she could do better. This term Jessica's 
marks have improved drastically, and that was her decision. So he 
let her know that he was really proud of her when she got her last 
marks in, [to Jessica] when you brought your last test home. 

Joe could have yelled and berated his daughter for letting her marks slip. Then 

again, he could have cared less how she paformed in school. Instead he had a 

b&cbne, firm enough co state his concern, flexible enough to take her emotional 

needs into consideration. Seventeen year old Jessica spoke affectionately of her 

father's concern that her school grades were not what they should be. She 



recogniaed tbpt % he wps upset he ~ ~ 1 1 4  me to do something with my life." 

She is t)lankfitl that he took the time to tell her about his coacems. 

Sometimes dl a W e t  can do is state his cwarn aad step out of the way. 

Children  can^ be p d  b m  evay danger that lurks out in the world. There 

arma a point wkre  a fjuber's p ~ ~ l c s s  its& beoornes destructive for a child. 

When Joe's daughter wanted to spend an evening with four boys, he was against 

it, but he knew drat imprisoning his daughter was no solution. He had to mt that 

the wads of caution he sent with his daughter would be sufficient to help her make 

responsibk decisions. J a n e  descfl'bes this encounter between father and daughter. 

Jessica was going to a friend's house. There's a p u p  of kids 
that they hang around with, and she asked if she auld go to this 
boy's house after suppa fa a few horn. la said, 'Ya, as long as 
you're home by elevea." 

While she's sitting waiting for a ride, her dad ask her, Well  
who's all going to be there? Are the parents going to be home? 
Whose going to be there?" Jessica named herself and three other 
boys which are fiiends of hers. And of course Joe -- he has to ease 
up a l i ak  on his fePn - didn't agree with that. He didn't fetl that 
it was right that she put hcrself in that position alone with three bop, 
even though their parents were going to be there. 

They weren't yelling a anything, but she let him know that she 
didn't agree with his opinion. I kind of mediated and told him. 1 
think she's going to be fine tonight." 1 talked to him and reminded 
him lfiPf these are her Wnds. ond he knows that they're her friends. 

It is important to teach children that differences can k talked out. Violeace is not 

the only response to difference. Children need to know cognitively and 

experientially through parental examples that thm am alternatives to violence 

when settling differences. Recognizing options is a basic ingredient in the 

prevention of violence. In the stating of diffiretlcts, talking bccomes the vehicle 
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for negotiation and compromise and win-win politics. With violence, there is a 

short-term wirmer and loser. In the long term, all pam'es are losen. 

 hum^ i m effstive way to d i m  anxiety while setting limits for children. 

Humuur is usually non-cnnhntational, allowing children enough space to hear a 

parent's concern without becoming defensive. Alan desaibes how he let his teens 

know they had to respect curfew. 

When the kids were teenagers, I had this thing about when they 
would go out at night. They felt they didn't have to be home by 
curfew time. so I would tell them mughing], Well, you didn't 
have to be home by midnight, but I want that car home by then." 

However a htk chooses to set limits with his children, he needs to remember that 

his words or actions should allow his children to retain their dignity. Words can 

be spoken in a d m ,  inviting manner, explaining to children the consequences that 

relate to their actions. 

SPEAKERS' CORNER 

So far I have addnssed the hprtame of what is said in conversation. I have 

desxibed the role of thinking and emotions in communication. But conversation 

is not all content and style. Conversation requires an environment. A number of 

the men I talhd to mentioned that they have a specific place where they go to talk 

intimately with their children. Finding a Wng space may help a man find his 

children. 
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Everett descriks what seems to be a c b i c  place for men to have a 

conversation. In my therapy practice, one of my concerns is that couples 

understand that everyone has a different comfort zone when talking, especially 

when the commation is inhate. When I ask men to arrange the office chairs to 

suit their comfort zone, most set up what I call the 'driving position." That is, 

most men like to sit shoulder to shoulder when taking to their partner, as though 

they are sitting in the fcom seat of a car looking at the road and talking. The 

''driving positionR protects men from the intensity of sustained eye-meye contact, 

which  see^ to be the prefkte~l~e of mvly of the women with whom I have spoken. 

It was not surprising to learn that many men use the car as a place to talk to theu 

children. Everett descni his drives with the children. 

In the van say there is just the tm, of us. One of the girls or 
myself a whatever. You will find us quite o k n  singing. The van 
is a place where we get to spend some quality time with the kids 
because m sped a fair amount of time driving. I enjoy driving, so 
I'm not tense when I'm driving and talking. We can have an 
enjoyable time in the car. We enjoy drives in the country, we'll 
drive up to Sarnia along the river. Just something to do. I guess it 
plays a big role in our family. The fact that it handles all of us, so 
we use it often. 

When a man is driving, he also feels like he is in control. He can control the 

directions of the ar just as he can conad the direction of the conversation. For 

children, the ciu is a place where they can talk to their father without him ruming 

away to work or other adult responsibilities. 



Ma& cbosc to explain tbc 'birds and the bas' to his son while driving in their 

car. The adriving pasition* offed many distractions during those long, uneasy 

silences. 

WedmvcQmr(~Trmao~becsuscmyaum~~~p~tinanming 
home, so that was some fittnitwe that I was going to pick up. I 
rented a truck and Matt and I went down to get it. I explained to 
Matt about the birds and the bees. It was private. I think if it was 
at the supper table, Matt would fed embamused. I don't think Maa 
would have been as open in front of a group as he was oneonsae. 
I felt more comfortable probably talking to him one-on-one than I 
would have in fiont of his sister. 

Perhaps the car offered Mark a place where his son would not escape the 

embarrassment of talking about sexuality. For both fathers and children, the car 

anchors a conversation in one location while giving the illusion that it is going 

somewhere. 

Not all men like to taik in the car. I asked Bob if he found the car to be great 

for talking, and he thought not. 

We've done a lot of long drives! No. I'm not a great 
conversationalist, and I'm not one for long discussions. When I 
drive I don't normally talk. I'm kind of a quiet person. I 
concentrate on what I'm doing. Any place is as good a place as any 
when I need to talk. In the house. Wherever it has to be done. I 
prefix to sit in the living room where it is a comfortable environment 
to talk about it. 

Howard has two daughters. and he finds that each child needs a different 

environment lor talking. Mma~t, one daughter is more talkative than the other, 

so the expectations about what is and is not a conversation changes depending on 

which chitd he is with. 



Do I have a attain place to Ealk one-onone? Just to 
communicate? At the supper table. Things are quite busy when 
everybobl is d. Everybody is talking. Who did this, who did 
that Wknyoupjrafoll~laaacyoubrveacbancetoask, What 
is going on at school? How do you like Mr. B m ? '  and that sort 
of thing. The n i a  thing is to really see the difference in your 
childmn. Bcauae you get to see how their personality is developing. 
And the biggest example I can think of is when I got Heather up in 
Guelph ad brought her home, just the two of us. We might go the 
whole way home and she w d d n ' t  say a word. We would listen to 
the radio and that would be about it. But if you picked Holly up in 
the car, look out. Hdly took gymnastics in town. so a lot of times 
I would pick her up at night. She would get in and shut the door and 
she wouldn't stop taking umil we opened the door at home. Just a 
chatter-box. 'And that was the difference in the two. You still see 
those di€fkrences today. Headref will call from school and it will be 
a very shon comrsation. She will tell you what is going on and the 
important things during the week. Just the facts. 'What are you 
doing? 'Nothing" 'What? you spend the whole week doing 
nothing?" You have to kind of pry it out of her. With Holly: 
'Holly, we have been on here half an hour long-distance. I think that 
is just about enough for tonight." You have to shut her off. 

Some children, like Holly, do not seem to need a specific place to talk. They are 

naturally talkative and have no trouble putting their thoughts and feelings into 

words. Other children like Heather require the right time and place. 

'Ibe phone seems to be anod# place like the car that is safe for men. Yet for 

other men, phone conversations are difficult b#we they conceal the non-verbal 

cues needed to interpret meaning. However, with children living great distances 

from home, the phone m y  be all that b available for oagoing conversations. 

Georp uses the phone to keep in touch with hh daughter. 

I talk on the phone with Gillian usually once a week. We talk 
for P little while. I talk a lot. With Gillian, we talk about her job 
ad with the kids. Same for Georgia. Some of the dreams she has 
about findiag-a g a d  jab, because Georgia's on Maher's Allomuw, 
and she'd just love to get off of it. So Georgia just accomplished 



getting her grsdt 12 a f k  all those years of not doing anything. Both 
girls have got their grade 12 cause they dropped out of school. But 
they went back and got their schooling, and they know that theu 
dod'sgrad,cpuscIlllrhsudktbmnlolowit. ItnlLabouttheu 
drams, and I share wit4 them. 

Whether it is the telephone, the car, the supper table, sitting in the stairway, 

me- over d i m  at a remama, oc sipping cof f i  in the kitchen, a father needs 

to take his coltVersati011~ with his children somewhere. Any place can be a talking 

space, so long as it is conducive to open, safe, and meaningful conversation for 

father and child, 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

Parental otherness is reinforced by the ways men communicate to their 

children. If a man is to mdown the otherness,' he needs to consider the following 

wrnmunication issues: 

10. Fathers can take responsibility for their communication, putting their 
thoughts and feelings into words so their children are not left guessing their 
intended meaning and message. 

11. Fvhas can express their fkelhgs with words instead of maslcing them with 
anger and violence. 

12. Fathers can use words to help their children interpret the world around 
them. 

13. Fathen can devdop a mnanxious presence that k i t e s  children into 
conversation that b safc and intimate. 

14. Fathen can set boundaries and limits for their growing children without 
being rigid or chaotic. 

15. Fathen can create environments or space that is cornforcable for talking 
and ibtening. 



C h a p t e r  S e v e n  

B E I N G  T H E R E  I N  P E R S O N  

WELCOME TO MY WORK ADDICTION 

Men lament that they work mo much. Women lament that their partners work 

too much. Children lament that their fathers work too much. But even though 

everyone complains that men spend too much time working and too little time with 

their children, nothing seems to change. Addiction to work is not only destructive 

to men, but their families suffer as well.2' Work seems to be the area of men's 

liws that most clearly demonstram the problems of rigid role divisions. Gender- 

based role divisions script men into responsibility for activities outside the family 

home. Men must focus all their energy on bringing home a pay cheque, and this 

narrow understanding of fathering contri.butes to the emotional and physical 

distance between fhther and children. 

Most men want -1y a, sped quality time with their children, but work 

gets in the way. Men fiad they must make psychological and lifestyle adjustments 



in ordu to deal with this discrepancy between desire for parentchild contact and 

the demands of full-time employment. Moreover, fathers are called on to be 

tender and vulnerable with their children, while survival in the world of work 

demands that the same fhther discount his emotional needs and vulnerabilities. 

Men resolve these dbaepaacies by telling themselves that the demands of work are 

a necessary evil, ncassary so that a loving f'athet can put food on the table and a 

roof over his children's heads. 

Howard wanted to attend his daughter's school play, but the life of a farmer 

dictates that you have to plant when the weather allows. Even so, the 

disappointment that Howard and his daughter felt cannot be ignored. Howard 

dispassionately explained a, me the responsibilities placed on him as a farmer, but 

the disappointment he felt as a father hung behind every word. 

Holly was in a school play. We farm, so the spring time is a 
very, very busy time, planting time. And this play was coming up. 
I don't know if the weatk  was bad, but we wae behind in planting. 
I tuld her I couldn't go to the play. She was crushed that I wasn't 
there. I was tom up. On the other hand I figured if I don't get the 
crop planted then maybe she won't eat next winter. It was a small 
price to pay. 

It is hard tbc a child to understand that the work that makes men absent is the same 

work that puts fPod on du table and a loof overhead. For many men, work is their 

contniution to their children's well-being. It is their way of nurturing. 

Unfortunately, for many men, work becomes the only way to show their love to 

their children. Work &comes the only way to cope with the demands of 



fatbemood. Like any addiction, work becomes the answer to all the problems and 

demands faced by a father. 

Work Pad Wering arc so intimately reload, that many people have a hard 

time thinking of one without the other -just like an alcoholic annot think of a 

social gathering without thinking of a drink. Moim told me her thoughts on the 

responsibilities of fktherhoad. 

It's haruier for Mark because he works more hours than I do. I 
think it's easier for men to be fathers now, because women are also 
working outside the home, more than they did when I was growing 
up. This giva fithers mne time with the kids, because there is less 
pressure to be the sole bread-winner. Of course Lids want more 
today @aughingJ, so we need even more money. For example, this 
week the kids were off on March break and Mark took time off, 
which he normally doesn't do. Lately he seems to be really job- 
oriented. I've noticed that when Mark has the time without the 
waries of work, he can relate to the kids and give them the time that 
he wants to. But a lot of time he just doesn't have the time, so he 
just puts his relationship with the kids on the back burner. Work 
becomes the number one thing. His Eamily is his number one 
priority, but if be wams oo hep that family he has to have a job. So 
the job has to be up there also. He is a very family-oriented man. 
I really see a job as being a big thing with fathers. 

The boundaries between work and fathering are so illdefined that I worry if our 

society considers an unemployed man to be an adequate father. A friend told me 

how he accompanied his son on a school field trip as a chaperon. His job allowed 

him the flexibility to make h i  own work schedule. He ended up being the only 

fither atttding the schod trip, the rest king mothers of the children. Weeks later 

it was reported to him that one of the women remarked, 'Paul seems like a Rice 

father; too bad he's unemployed." Certainly, labour is an essential dimension of 

human living. But to reduce fathering to paid employment seems destructive. 



'Lhis reduction of Wering to paid employment places unhealthy expectasions 

on a mpn rad his m y .  This singu&r focus on work draws men away from 

oppocnrnities to be dun 6a hit children emotionally. Lester and his 25 year old 

daughter reflect on the same event, a time when Lester was busy with work 

pnssuns a d  was not there fbr his daughter as usual. Lester recalls: 

Leame memiomd to me that dwughout her years in high school 
1 was doing a lot of overtime at work. She said, Well dad you 
weren't really at home very often when I was in high school." I 
don't think it hurt her. Probably just the fsct that we were always 
so close and v k  always did everything together that she noticed that 
I msn't there. To me, it just meant that she noticed when I wasn't 
there. So thnt kind of gives me a faling that.. . it gives you son of 
a good feeling in a way, Brad, that she notices when I'm not there. 
It matters to her lhat I am there. It wasn't negative. You have to go 
a, wak when you have a, go 00 work. That's just the way life was. 
M l y  still is today, because they still do give us a lot of extra 
hours. I think she can understand that, now that she's in university 
and has ta work a lot of extra horn because of her projects. So she 
understands. 

Lester seems certain that his daughter understands the reasons for his emotional 

distame during those years of overtime work. He seems certain that because she 

understands the reaiities and responsibilities of paid employment therefore her 

sense of loss or abandonment will be soothed. 

However, Lester's daughter Leanne recalls being hun by her father's 

preoccupation with work. She recalls one time when her father's prroccupation 

with work robbed her of the support she needed as she considered her fuaue. 

While I was in high school my dad did a lot of overtime. We 
didn't see him a la. I knew that he was always coming home, and 
he never missed out on anything, even sometimes when I'm sure that 
he had-other things to do. But 1 remember once, it was the middle 



of tbe sexnester, and he said, Well what classes are you taking?' I 
was floored tbat he didn't know what I was taking. 

ThmwutaIktbatwemighthavetomo~, and that wasabig 
igUt tQ a month and a balf. Everything was lcind of up in the air. 
I had o lot of decisions to mslrt about what I was going to do with 
my life. whether to apply to college or unimsity. 

My impression from our iaDavicw was tbat Lester was a lwing and caring fither. 

I was imptessad with the close rrlationship he had built with his daughter. And I 

have no doubts in my mind that Lester did the best he could to be there for his 

children while meeting the demands of work. Nonetheless, both he and his 

daughter have feelings of pain about the distance between them because of his 

work. These feelings need to be addressed, even if there is no solution to the 

demands of paid employment. The freliags of disappointment and fiusmtion need 

to be discussed so that father and child are clear where they stand in relationship 

to one another. 

An addiction is a preoccupation that crowds out all other dimensions of living. 

Everything else in life becomes enslaved to keeping the addiction alive. Life 

becomes organized around the addiction m the point that relationships become 

dysfunctional. Family members adjust their khaviour to accommodate this 

addiction. Ovawork can be an addiction. Nancy describes her husband's work 

addiction. 

He works m much. He could spend more time with the kids. 
He does work through the day, but he's also working on the house 
right mw, so he's got more wark. In the summer he's got fenning, 
and right now he's got the house. We work too much. 



All of thb b on top of a full tiw €kcmy job. Naocy and her daughter suggested 

that Norm needs to wak, and when then is no work to do, he goes in search of 

some. 

Many men do not know what to do with themselves unless they are working. 

On their days off they find odd jobs to do around the house. Even the i  hobbies 

are labours of love that keep them away k m  the children they love. Alan 

desctl'bes the men he knows who are addicted to work. 

When I got home 1 didn't have a second job like some dads did. 
Some dads spend thei h e  time with their hobbies and stuff like 
that. I didn't do that. Usually the kids were included in the things 
that we did. like if we were cutting the grass. 

Some men go directly to the beer refrigeratot as soon as they get home from work. 

Other men go dindly to work as soon as they get home from work. Either way, 

their children wait in the background wondering what they have to do to get their 

father's attention. 

Some men get to the point where the only sew of reward and accomplishment 

they receive comes fmrn paid employment. The bigger the pay cheque. the bigger 

the Jense of self worth. Moira believes her husband is addicted to the money. 
- 

I Wink he walrs too much. There are points where I think that 
he doan't have to work. He just does it for the money. You get in 
then and then you get that money. He's afraid. He sometimes gets 
it in his head that he tias to have that money. He gets used to the 
overtime pay, so he has to have it. I think that just takes over with 
him sometimes. We've got to have the money because we an used 
to it, but we don't really need it. Tbat's what I keep telling him, 
"The money is not mae impom% You get your forty hours in and 
you know what we can do with that. The extra money is just for all 
the extras which we can do without. 



The pnoccupation with w o k  fot men is tied a, their a n e r  ambitions and jab 

KCUfilY. Rewards and job security go to those workers who demonstrate to their 

employen that they are willing to go the extra mile and sacrifie their personal 

lives to meet the needs of the company. 

For many men, their entire idcntQ is wrapped up in what they do for a living. 

A man's job title can easily become his identity. And if he loses his job, he loses 

his identity. Therefore, men will do whatever it takes to keep there jobs, even if 

it means being a stranger to their chitdren. Carlos descrr'bes the price he continues 

to pay for investing his identity in nothing but his work. 

Not long ago, my time was all moneydriven. If they asked me 
to waL seven days a week. I'd work seven days a week. I thought 
that was my job. and the mother would just nurture the kids. But I 
looked back and saw all the things I miaed, which I can't cecapture. 

Now I look back and 1 think I missed a lot of things with m y  
kids, because I was always trying to provide by working the regular 
40 haun plus ova time. Plus maybe working some place else trying 
to get ahead. I missed a lot of fimtbns. Maybe I should have tried 
to bond at an earlier age when they wen infhts. ~ a y b e . .  . I wish 
I would have spent more time with them from age one to six, until 
they went to school. I think I would like to have participated a little 
more in their life than I did. I realized 1 missed something when 
they were all done school, when they left the house. I've missed a 
little bit more of their life. Maybe we're not as close as I would 
have liked to have been. In ntrospect, you always look back and 
could have done things differently. And yes I could have. 
Hopetblly, my kids will never hold that against me. 

Carlos cannot turn back the clock and do things differently. But as we talked, it 

became clear that Carlos was telling his story as a warning to fathers just starting 

out. His message was clk: spend time with your children while you can. 



A consequence of overnorking is that a man becomes a stranger to his 

chiidnn. At bat, he b m c s  an in6Rqucnt visitor, like a relative who comes over 

for holidays. A child leams to depead on his or her mother for the concerns of 

every &y living. Frank noticed how close and involved his children were with 

their modher, a d  he wanted to exprk~lce tbat same ~Ioseness. Unfortunately, his 

absence taught the childna mt to depend on him. Hi work taught the children not 

to bother with &her. It was not until his wife went back to work that Frank 

noticed a change in the children's behaviour. 

I guess a lot of it has to do with how the child respects you and 
how much time you spend with the child. Fern was off for a year 
when the children were young. She spent a lot of time with them. 
The kids tended to move away from me, and they always wanted 
mother. Whereas now that she has been back to work for a while 
tbings are difkrent. There are times when she wants mom and there 
are times when she wants dad over mom. They come to me now 
almgt as often as they go to mom. I like to think that they respect 
me simply because I walk in the door and theu hid expressions 
say, Wow! Daddy's home." When I lie on the living room floor 
and they are jumping all over me, that's good for both of us. It 
mahs us all feel great. 

Fern reported that her husband was noticeably jealous and envious that she was 

able to take a maternity leave and stay home with the new born children. She 

wondered whether most m n  would like to take a parental leave to spend time with 

their childnn. I wwda whether most men believe parental leave is truly an option 

for them. In many jurisdictions and companies, it is not. 

When men's lives orbit around paid employment, women are lefi to pick up 

the responsibilities at home. When women add paid employment to their 

respomibilitia, they quickly bum out if their partner does not adjust his domestic 



fesponsibilitia. Kim expressa the ~ I I S  of many working women who must 

balance wok and child care demands, 

My husband just has to get ready and go to work and come 
home. Whereas I haw to get the kids ready, and I have to drop 
th#noffatthesiHen, ad then1 hove togo to wak, and then I have 
to Mh a d  get tbcm from the sitters afar work. He has time on his 
way home from work to unwind, whereas I just nuh, rush, rush. 
I'm busier with the kids in getting them to their lessons or whatever. 
It's just because of how our work schedules are that it works out that 
way. That's just the way it is. I have a set schedule where he 
doesn't. So it's basically me. I mean if the kids an sick he can call 
and say, 'I'm taking a holiday. " While if the kids are sick I have to 
call and say, "I can't come to work today." Well it doesn't really 
work the best for me. Just having that holiday clause written in his 
contract makes a big difference on his ability to be there if he is 
needed with the kids. 

Kim wishes she bad a flexible work schedule like her husband. Unfortunately, the 

business world has shaped itself around the meds of profit margins and men's 

needs. 

GOOD GUILT 

When a man works too much, a little voice inside his head wams him that he 

better do something about it. If a man feels guilty for working too much and 

spending too little time with his children because of work, maybe he should pay 

attention. Maybe a little guilt is a good thing. Sometimes men do pay attention 

to these feelings of guilt. They get a rme that something is not right in their Life, 

that they are addictEd to work, and they set out to make changes. Joe reaiized that 

he missed his first child's preschool years because he was doing so much travelling 



with waL. With his second daughter he is making an effort to attend her special 

events. 

I thintcthatifIwamgo bPclrwhmihywtxe younger. I would 
change things. I did a lot of tnvelling, and I missed that. I missed 
their childhood. Mac so Juh's, because Jessica was getting a little 
older. But now I try to make the the. Whether it's a pi l t  trip 
from when they were younger, I missed those things. So with Julia 
I'm making it up. kssicr hd a k ofdame cecitslr and other things 
that I attended, and I tried to mrLe time for it. But there again, I 
was on the road a lot. 

Many men feel guilty that they miss so much of their children's lives. If a man 

chooses to ignore that sense of guilt, if he chooses to sustain his addiction to work, 

his guilt returns yean later as regret. By then, there m y  be little a man can do to 

salvage a relationship with his children. 

Men will go to great lengths to quell their pilt. Rather than make structural 

changes in his lifestyle, a busy &her will shower his child with gifts to make up 

fot his absence. For the woman who must nurture all facets of her child's life, a 

father's lavish spending leaves her looking and fccling like a second class parent. 

Many men fsil to ncognize. befae it is too late, that their child is a gift very much 

worth opening and discovering. 

When a baba stops and listens to his parental pilt, he creates an opportunity 

mala Caanges in h i  life. Even simple changes in attitude and priorities can lead 

to creative ways to balance work and children. Ivan realizes every now and then 

that he is working too much overtime. He n a l h  that something has to change. 

His pilt  kick in. 



I take these children more for granted, they're with me every 
day. I take them for granted. If I work a lot of overtime today, 
which I do, I think some &ys, 'Gees, I haven't spent much time 
with the kids, this is crazy.' Don't see them on the weekends. If I 
work on Saturday. I f#l guilty about that sometimes. 

Guilt is mt a bad thing if it firncdons as a warning signal for fathers 

that they are slowly losing precious time with theu children. 

Even though he finds it increasingly difficult to find quality time for his 

family, Mack finds little ways to keep in contact with his childten. 

I tell you, in the last two years it's been tough to balance the 
kids and w o k  kcPuse of the changes going on at work. I've put in 
500 hours of overtime in the last two years just because of the plant 
move and things like that. Whenever the kids have something going 
on I try and be there for them, whether it be intramural sports or 
summer spom that both kids play. Whenever they've got something 
going on at school I try m be a part of it. Like the parent-teacher 
thing. If I can't be there I just apologize. 

As a matter of k t ,  there were times when I was on afternoons 
when I made the kids - I can remember it specifically - we've got 
a d o u r  printer at work and I made them a little card saying. 'I'm 
sorry I can't be there for your game tomorrow night. Good luck." 
Or I left them notes. When I'm on aftemus I make a point of 
always calling to talk to thwL Because when you are on afternoons, 
by the time they get up to go to school, you are still sleeping. And 
by the time you go to work at 3:00, they are still at school. There 
is very little time that you get to see them. The odd times we play 
games and that as a family. I also try to get movies and sit down 
with them and watch it. I've got to tell you. it's getting harder and 
harder to tind a movie that you can sit with the kids and watch. It's 
next to impossible. 

Some jobs allow mae flexibility than ahen for calling home to talk to the kids or 

writing letters. Whatever the case. it b up to the man to carve out opportunities 

to stay connected with his children. If work will not allow a man to maintain an 

ackqmc relatiomhip with his children, then pahaqs it is t h e  for that man to stand 



up and challenge the smm quo. kchaps emplayas DEed to facl some guilt wound 

how they organize theu employees' lives. 

When a fad# can spend dm doing t h i i  cogabet with his children. when he 

can arve out some time from work, the rewards are great -- bah for father and 

child. Finding the time to attend his daughter's basketball games is hard for Joe, 

but he tries his best to make the time. Being there at hb daughter's games is 

important to him. and even though she may not admit it, Joe's daughter loves to 

see him here. I ashd foe what it means to his daughter that he makes the time to 

be there. 

I think she likes it. There's been times when we haven't been 
able to make it, and she's shown that she's disappointed. Then there 
are other times when we do go, ad she seems llmost displeased that 
we're there. But I think in reality she's glad. There was a game a 
week or two ago that I didn't think I would be able to make, but I 
did. I did make it, and she looked over and she saw me and she 
waved, 

Soon Joe's daughter will be grown up and living on her own, most likely in a city 

hours away from her father. What he does with his time now, how he balances 

work and time with his children, will determine if he will have fond memories or 

be overwhelmed with regret the day afw she moves out. 

TAKE THE REST OF THE DAY OFF 

If work is the culprit &ing men hrn spending t h e  with theu children, then 

men need to take some-time off of work every now and then. And when they do 



have some tne time, men nccd to use it doing activities with theu children. 

George believes tbat it is u1vt8sonable for a man to be taking time off work for 

every little event his Lids are in. But he also believes that his civic holidays and 

long wahndc must be used for h i l y  time. 

If it was clearly a special day € 4 ~  the kids, I would not go into 
work that day. If you don't force the issue it nmr  really came 
about. But if there was something special planned I wouldn't 
disappoint the kids. We get quite a few holidays at work like 
Mondays. That's tbe days we would take off with the kids. I 
wouldn't take a day off from work, because it would be kind of 
irresponsible in a way to. The issue was never forced that way. I 
never let it get to the point where it was a choice between the kids 
and work. It wasn't ever put that way. If it was a holiday I had no 
problem doing something with the kids. I wouldn't do something 
special with the kids all the time. If there were things I had to do 
around the home, we just wouldn't plan to go away. 

There seems to be a wnwct at work with George and his children. So long as he 

uses his time off work to spend quality time with the family, they respect his work 

commitments ud tesponsibilities. 

Deciding to spend time off with the chiklren becomes easier when a man takes 

an inventory of his priorities. Men like [van realize that 'it doesn't matter whether 

you give your children millions of dollars, you've got to give them time. " Mark 

boils his priorities down to one question: Which is more important, money or my 

children? 

1 think fomily b pretty special. The kids bring us a lot of 
hpppims. Ya, kmw it's m y ,  we were talking about money one 
day and my daughter Michelle asked, Would you trade us for 
money?" Thae isn't a bone in my body that would trade my kids 
for ail the money or good health in the world. I knew in my heart 
that that was the truth. I was convicted by that statement before. 



Back in my drinldag days I might question something like that you 
know. 

Wben the value of children and relstloaships are considered against the benefits of 

overtime pay, men Ehd their children to be a wise investment of time and energy. 

Ken suggested to me that unless he makes a conscious efiort to plan his days 

off, they are lost. it is not enough for a man to schedule his holidays. He meds 

to schdule family time during his days off. Ken explains how he is always on the 

look out for family time: 

I would take time off work to go to the kids' school events. I 
would plan a vacation day off. If it happened to be a day when I 
was not too busy at work, I cwld take half a day off. 

Having a firture orientation guards against last minute events interfering with 

family time. In my own life I have leamed that I need to schedule h i l y  time in 

my day planner or it is quickly booked with work-related activities. 

Even shift work can have its aclvantages for hthers. Helen is a school teacher 

who mtices that men who work shift work bave an oppahunity to be part of school 

~T@s. School is an imponant part of a child's world, and tiithers would do well to 

familiarize themselves with this world. 

You see dads bringing their children to school or going on our 
trips with us, and that's so important, that the little kids know that 
dad is very much a part of this growing up. And 1 know it's not 
always feasible because of jobs, the time limits, but some dads are 
on shift work and they will come in and drive little kids to skating 
or to the pet ston for the trip. And I think that is really important 
for children to see that. 



The goal is for men a, take the time nccessvy m explore all of the areas of a 

chid's life. Whcrha it is school, sports, clubs, fiends, or play, a child has many 

mworIdsw where he or she lives and grows. 

Doug e n m  having a day off built into his work week. He is guaranteed time 

at least once a week to k with his children. However. when Doug has to work 

overtime, it becomes a challenge to see his young childnn through the week. 

My boss has kids himself. Being in this community I think 
everyone is pretty well hnily-oriented. I think they realize that we 
have kids, and they aren't putting too much pressure on us. For sure 
I would not be working Sundays. That is not a day to be working. 
Never worked Sundays, never will. I've been away from home 
because of work for a wcek or so at a time, but I don't enjoy that. 
I miss the kids, and I feel I should be there for them. I €&el 
responsible. I miss that time. When they are that young there are 
a lot of things they are going through. I want to be a part of that. 

Doug wanto to see his children enough that he is willing to & some extra travelling 

to see them before they go to bed, even when overtime is required. 

Then was a period when I was getting too much work that I had 
to work a lot of overtime. I would be home at 4:30 and I would 
play with the kids Pnd be there for Donna to help her with supper 
and whatever she needed. I would put the kids to bed, and then I 
would go back to work at 9:00 till 12:W or whatever. So I would 
spend the time with the fmily, and then after they were in bed 1 
would go back a, work. 

Doug's job Q not strictly nine to five, so he is able to take advantage of flexible 

work hours, even when overtime is expected. So long as he gets his work 

accomplished, hb boss is happy. Kwwing this, Doug is able to use it to his 

advantage to maximize time with his children. 



Not everyone ha the he of tIerdble work haw that Doug enjoys. However. 

in this i n f i i o n  age of home offices, there are new qprtmities to balance 

work and family. Bob uses his job flexibility to attend his children's special 

evcna. Barb explains why she appreciates how her husband can leave work when 

needed at home. 

T k e  was one tim when I didn't really lmow how to handle the 
siruption. It was the day when the police showed up at the house for 
Bert again. Ben had been to a party where his fkiends had trashed 
the house. And tbey had taken certain items. Although Ben hadn't 
himself taken any jewellery, someone gave him one piece to wear 
afferwiuds. So he had it on him. So the police came and said, W e  
know you were at the party. Do you have any of the jewellery?" 
They wanted him to tell them who else was at the party. They told 
him that if he didn't tell them, they were going to arrest him. This 
was all happening at eight o'clock in the morning, and we had just 
gotten up. So I quiddy called Bob at work and he came home. We 
spent the better part of the morning talking with Bert about things. 
He felt he would be more or less ratting on his friends. We wanted 
him to make the right choices. 1 would say that Bob was the one that 
turned Bert around. 

Many of the men I interviewed said they appreciated having the freedom to step 

away from their work in emeqe~~~ies. However, the men I interviewed all had job 

security guaranteed by unions. Unless a man is selfcmployed. it is increasingly 

likely that he will fscc consequences at work for leaving to address family issues 

at home. 

In the 'olden days,' time away from work and time with family was so 

important tht  the state legislated it. Not only was work prohibited on Sundays, 

there were a number of civic holidays throughout the year. Today, holidays are 

no longer a right, they are a privilege for an increasingly smaller number of 



Sunday off from work was m institution that was not o p n  for negotiation. 

I really remember my W e t ,  how he wodad hard six days a 
week. But on S h y  he aiways took us - and this always sticks in 
my memay - he always took us out in the summer time to the lake. 
W e  would p ad pIay smund in the water. We didn't always swim, 
but we were there. It was always fun, at least one day a weekend. 
Of course during the week, we grew up on a fium, and during the 
week we worked along with him as well. He would always be the 
leader in that nspct. Na just in work ethic and things like that, but 
also in morality and that sort of leadership. We never missed 
church, there was always church on Sundays. That's the kind of 
thing that he taught me. 

Then a@, any amount of time off from work is meaningless if a man insists on 

taking his work home with him. Work, whether paid employment or chores 

around the house, demands a man's attention. When a man is preoccupied with 

work, there is little attention left for his children. If a maa refwes to empty his 

mind of work concerns while he is spending time with his children, his children 

will notice. One of the daughters I interviewed notices a change in her father's 

persoaality during those infrequent times when he is not p m u p i e d  with work: 

'He'll joke around more when he's not working." Children desewe their father's 

full attention, €ree of the exhausting worries of work. In fact, children are a 

father's opportunity to get in touch with his careftee side. 

Men and their families benefit when men can work at jobs that have flexible 

work hours or make allowances for family emergencies. Unfortunately this is a 

1- available to fewer a;d ftwa employees. Nonetheless, a family cannot live 
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by work alone, and politicians who shape social policy will have to rewgnk this 

kt. 

GET OFF THE COUCH 

Throughout this essay I have argued that social forces impose on a man's 

freedom to spend time with his children. The ideologies that our culture has about 

masculinity and fathering put a lot of pressure on men to conform to gender-based 

prescriptions for behaviour. However, the human will should never be 

underestimated. Men have the power to challenge these unheaIthy ideologies that 

script us into parental otherness. Cat105 summed things up in our interview when 

he said, 'You have to prioritize. You have to make that decision. " A change in 

priorities med not come as late as mid-life for men. Change is a possibility here 

and now* 

Some men use their days off work to do more chores and hobbies. Other men 

get home from work and head straight for the couch to watch TV or read the 

newspapa. Claiming they are tm exhausted to be with the kids, they sink deeper 

and deeper into the sofa chair, slipping funher and funher away from their 

children. Sometimes all a man needs to do is tell himself to get up off the couch 

and find the children. Ken's been getting up off the couch recently. 

I think subconsciously I try harder to give them everything that 
I can give. I give them not aecessarily in a material sense but my 
time. If it is Sunday afternoon and I'm lying on the couch after a 
long week, I don't really want to do mything. Well now I think I 
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w o r k h n r d c t a t ~ o f f t h c ~  ifthekids want to go skating or 
-asodiqg.  I'll&itevcnifImaymtwauttoatthat 
panicular time. I think now L try harder. 

Aaitudt can makc the difkf~nce as to whether a msn spends his free time on the 

couch watching TV or with his children doing something constructive. 

Most men come home from work tired and impatient. W-g through the 

door and being greeted by a gang of boisterous children can be a shock to the 

system. Most men cannot handle the demands and energy of their children after 

w&. Instead, many working men want to lay down and relax with the television 

or newspaper. Ken's advice is to get off the much anyway and be with the kids. 

Behe you know it, you forget how tind you an. Doug has learned that brushing 

the kids off just because he is tired leaves them disappointed. 

There are those days at  work where things don't seem to go 
right, when you might come home tind because of it. And then all 
you want to do b awe to your secure place, you find your chair and 
you just want to relax for just a half hour or whatever. And before 
you know it, the Lids are asking you to play, and you tell them, uOh, 
in a few minutes." And before you know it, an hour has gone by, 
and you still haven't done it. 

You get to that point and say, 'In a few minutes." Then at that 
point you're hoping he'll go away and won't come back. The kids 
an disappointed because they'll come up to me and say, 'Dad, you 
said you were going to play with me.' David is to the age that he's 
a little too stniut to do that. I guess it makes me realize what I' m 
doing a, him, ancl that's why I'm trying to look at ways to change 
that. 

I'm starting to read a book on the changing world and what you 
should do to change your job. You've got to sped up, and you have 
to do t h i i  better - quidar and that. And I want to have the same 
type of attitude toward my family. I know that on a Sunday 
a h e m n ,  even if you're not timi, when you start laying on the 
couch, you soon get W. So if I come homt from work and I'm 
pumped up and going, maybe I shouldn't sit down. 
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When children f&l all excited to scc &ir &her but arc met with only apathy, they 

ase more than disappointed. They learn that Eu&n serve only one purpose: 

bringing home a pay chquc. When it comes to play or discipline or the day-to- 

day problems of living, firthem are useless. Children learn that hthers are the 

=other parent." 

WINDOW TO THE WORLD 

The men I talked with all seemed to be at their best when they could introduce 

their children to the world. Above I have argued that it is unhealthy to reduce 

men's parental functioning to mere concern for the uoutside world." This narrow 

view of fathering limits t& ways that a fhther can experience his children, leaving 

him to be nothing more than the parent. However, there is an opportunity 

to teach men how to take advantage of their expertise in the world outside the 

home. If a man can get excited about introducing his child to the mysteries of the 

'anside world,' then he m y  also learn to find excitement and fulfilment spending 

time with his child in new, non-traditional ways. When men luun to put the 

emphasis on spending time with theu children, they will discover that there are 

many opportunities for intimacy inside the home also. Rigid role divisions must 

be overcome so men and women can meet their children in all areas of living. 

This call to challenge rigid role divisions need not be itself rigid. The 

traditional skills that men offa to parenting can be celebrated. Men have spent so 



much energy focusing on pfepanfepanng children for nrrvivaI in the uoutside world," 

and we w d d  do very well to learn something from men about this area of 

parenting. If we can leam something about how men can for their children's 

sllrvival in the 'outside world," we can find ways to invite men into new areas of 

parenting, with hope that they will Pddrrss these areas with a$ much zeal and 

commitment. 

Many of the men 1 talked to en- being with their children in the outdoors. 

It a m s  lhat this focus on the outdoors is a result of rigid role divisions that place 

women in chaqe of domestic issues and men in charge of the "outside world. "= 

Not only do fathers spend time with their children outside the walls of the home, 

they seek to equip theu childnn with skills for survival in that 'outside world." 

Doug thought it was important to introduce his children to rural life. 

I grew up in the country, ad I like the country a lot, and I'm a 
firm believer in living in the country. I live in the city right now. 
Right now in the back yard I've built them a swing. I plan on 
building a fm other things like a deck a d  that. I like them to spend 
man time outside. Those are the things I enjoy doing. So David's 
getting m the age naw when he can probably start to understand and 
learn skills and building things. I think he would enjoy doing that, 
so I'm going to be building a shed this summer so I can get him 
involved and get him outside more, because he lilas to be inside. 
We have a computer. That kid can play all day on the computer. It 
seems to be getting a link one-sided. He's got that computer 
thought pattern where every thing is step-by-step. He's very good 
analytically, but I'd l i h  to get him to the other side. To where he's 
learning a little wne skills and getting involved with things outside. 
Bemuse I really enjoyed that when I was younger, having the room 
to do things outside. We had dogs, cats, and horses. 

landscape in his own back yard. He knows that it will be important for his 



children to have a command of computer skills when they grow into adulthood. 

H~wevtt,  Doug wants to make sure his children's computer competence is backed 

up with some wilderness wit. 

Homes are created to be safk places. But the world outside the home can be 

a deqBenna ad risky place. When men descnk their interactions with children. 

there is oftcn an element of risk built into the encounter. Having the self- 

confideme and courage to take risks is a definite plus in the struggle to make it in 

the world of work and bushss. Fern notices that her husband will take risks with 

the children, intraiucing them to new experiews. Fern describes herself as being 

more cautious. 

He is less cautious that I am. I think that is good for the 
children. He is more of a risk-taker, which can be a very good 
thing. It is tough with a three-and-a-half year old knowing what 
kind of risks you can let them take. Cooking supper may be a risk. 
Frank is the first to invite her up on a kitchen chair in the sink next 
to him and gave her little chores to do. And help with the dishes. 
Letting her dry while he washed. Whereas I would tend to say, 'No, 
I've got to get this dom. It's going to be a lot f8stet if I do it." I 
would just do it myself. They learn to try things that they might not 
odremisc try. A cautious person like myself would sit back and sort 
of say, 'Well, no. I don't think I will try that.' Whereas he will 
jump right in and give it a shot. And that is actually a very strong 
point of Frank's personality. Jumping right in and saying? 'Well, 
how do you know you can't do it if you haven't tried it?" 

Ivan seea himself as a bird nudging his newborn children over the edge of the 

nest so that they will come to trust their own abilities. 

The kids didq't want to play ball. I registered them for ball 
anyway. They're crying, and hne was bawling on the way to 
registration, 1 don't want to play! I don't want to play!" But I 
said, 'Come on, you've got to try it. Come on, be positive." But 
they were saying, We're sand. * But after they got playing ball 



they ciune up to me and soid, 1 had a great time, I love it." It's 
great! Now we'll p to the bail games and we'll play ball in the 
back yard. 

Ivan does not approach his chiIdren's fesn with gentleness. He gives them little 

choice about whether or not they will try a strange, new activity, trusting that his 

children will eventually come around. Perhaps Ivan's children would have come 

around P playing baseball on their own, without king pushed into it. Then again, 

maybe unmxesaq fw would have kept Ivan's children from enjoying the 

interpersonal and recreational benefits of organized spom. Ivan took a risk and 

it payed off. 

Howard remembers with pride how he helped his daughters learn to ride a 

bike. LearniDg to ride a bike can be a very scvy experience for children, but the 

rewards are self-esteem and new-found frredom. Howard found it very rewarding 

to offer his daughters the time and support that went into teaching them this new 

skill. 

I remember when they learned to ride a bike. It was probably 
one of the highlights. Holly especially. Heather was always a quick 
leamr at evecythihg. You showed her once and she was gone. And 
riding a bike was no exception. I just showed her if you turn the 
wheels this way you fPLl this way and consequeatly the other way. 
She learned it like that. Holly was a little more difficult to teach. 
We had mining wheels on the bike, of course. I had them set quite 
low. Of course she mQ this thing around like a car. very stable. 
Then one day I moved them up. She said, 'Dad, I can't ride it!' I 
told her, 'Yes, you can. Common' let's go, we are going to go ride 
it." So I wlould run beside her, ofoourse for half an hour. It seemed 
like hal€ a day, but I did it anyway. She kept saying, 'Dad, I can't. 
I can't do this. I can't" I Lept saying, 'Yes, you can. You're 
going to do l" Finally I took tht training wheds right off. I said, 
W e  are going to do it today." It was several attempts and a couple 
of fklls. Finally, she was gone. That was really rewarding. 



Howard knew that one day those training wheels would have to come off the 

bicycle, and the longer he waied, the longer his daughter would miss out on the 

rewards and tiwdms of masmhg ha bicycle. Howard, like Ivan, did not nudge 

his children to rislr acw things without tint building a bw of trust. A father must 

earn the trust of his child kfac ht can to successfirlIy launch him or her into 

new worlds. 

The skills learned in childhood are prerecpisites to skills launed in adulthood. 

Howard taught hisdaughters how to balance on a bicycle, and when they grew up 

he taught them how co balsnr a budget. Riding a bike helped them to explore the 

neighbouthood. As they reached adolescence and young adulthood, other skills 

were needed to explore an ever-growing world. 

I think I tried to teach them some business skills to live on a 
budget. Hekn has taught them more their interpersonal skiils. I see 
a lot of young people in their twenties getting married and having a 
family, living on that liak piece of plastic. I don't know if they will 
ever get out of debt. I don't want my children to live like that, so 
I like them to leam to live according a their means. Put a little 
something away for a rainy day. It will give me peace of mind for 
one thing. As well as male their life more rewarding. I thought 
that o m  we get them educated and in their own apartments and on 
their own, why, then I could start enjoying things in our lives. But 
people told me 'No, you won't stop, it gas  on and on." 1 think it 
is going to. Now worrying might be the wrong -way to put it. I 
think co~yxtned. I won't lay awake at n i g h  I think that as far as 
I am co~locrned I've got the groundwork laid so that they can do the 
worrying. 

I imagine Ivan will always be concerned for his children's well-being. As he 

grows older, his fana will likely shift from financial to emotional well-being. As 



Ivan grows older, hb childrcu will teach him what it means to risk himself 

emotionaf ly. 

TWO items-boushgPadcan-werearecurring theme whenIasked men to 

describe how they were involved in theu children's lives. When children go to 

purchase a car or rent an apartment, they often tum to their Wers for advice. The 

fathen 1 spoke with seemed happy, if not honoured, to be of assistance. Howard 

was pleased when his daughter Holly tumed to him for advice about her 

condominium. 

1 guess my rok mw is just being an advisor or coach. supplying 
some monetary help where possible and as needed. Not to overdo 
it w they know they hove to still work for themselves. I think you 
appreciate things more when you eam them. I think they share my 
values about that. My younger daughter Holly lives in London. She 
called me the other night. Previous to that they just purchased a 
condominium and everything was included in the premium: taxes, 
interest and principle. She d c d  m the other night and said, 'Dad, 
I got this tax bill in the mail, what will I do with it?' I said, Well, 
don't worry about it. Things haven't got all caught up yet in the 
paper work. So just take it into the bank and they'll r d v e  it for 
you. They'll tell you what should be done.' So she called me the 
next night and said, 'Yep Dad, I took it to the banlc and they were 
very helpful and they told me it was already in my payment. The 
paperwork hadn't just all caught up. They said it was a mistake." 
So that sort of thing. When troubles arise a little bit of experience 
helps. It seems that over time I h a .  kcn the business contact in the 
M i y .  Helen is just not as bwimss-oriented as I like to be. I look 
after paying all the bills and paying the taxes and preparing the 
income tax. 

Fathers can be wounded with they arc left out of their children's important 

decisions, especially when it involves some area of the father's expertise. When 

Holly went ahead ad purchased a car without consulting her father, Howard was 

initially disappointed. 



There was a small incident that dimrrkd me. Holly had 
purchased a car without even hinting to me that she was doing it. 
Just all of a sudden calls up and says, I)ad, I have bought a car.' 
I was quite smpriced at tbat. If she lid been buying a dishwasher or 
something, well I would expect her to do that on her own. I guess 
because it is what we call a major purchase, same as a home. A 
home and a car are the two main purchases, t&e big ticket items I 
guess. But she did rrol well! I was proud of her that she did that. 

Howard's @st reaction to being left out of such an important event in his 

daughter's life was disappointment. But this disappointment is short lived. 

Privately, H d  credits himself with raising a daughter with the wisdom to make 

a good business deal. 

The time fathem spend with their younger children was descrii primarily as 

play. This texxlency for play is not surprising, since play is how children explore 

the adult world and men see it as their job to prepare their children to the adult 

world. Tbe problem arises when play becomes the predominant or only mode of 

interaction between father and child. 'Play* with children becomes dysfunctional 

when it leaves the mother to address all the difficult and mundane aspects of 

parenting. 

Gender-based divisions of labour scripts women into the role of full-time, 

primary caregiver. As pprimPry caregiver, women are left to be the parent who sets 

limits with the children. Women are left to organize their children's bathing, 

clothing, eating, sleeping, leisure, and schooling. When a father has the freedom 

to drop in and play with a child, offering fun and freedom. the mother can easily 

become the cruel taskmaster in the child's world. 



Nonetheless, children need to play, and both fitthem and mothers would do 

well P remember that w e  meaus more tban mamging a child's day. Playing 

with chifdrcn reminds adults that lifi need not be all toil and labow. Donna was 

positive about her husband's ability to play with the children. She wished she 

could do the same. 

I would soy he taught me active involvement. You have to take 
the time to sit down with them aad play with them. You have to 
play their games, you have to read them that book. You have to sit 
down and play that computer game. David is into computers now, 
and so we bought one. Where I would like to just get caught up in 
my housework and that kind of stuff, Doug reminds me by his 
example that I have to take the time to just be with the kids. My 
laundry may not get done, but I've done the most important job of 
the day because I've spent time with my children. 

Play is hporbnt because it allows the child to organize the parent's activity. Play 

is an opportunity for adults to temporarily hand power and control over a, their 

children, forcing parents to enter the child's world on the child's terms. 

Another limitation h associated with men's tendency to uplay' with their 

children. Play requires a certain level of motor and cognitive ability that is not 

pnsent in newtmu aml infants. The kinds of play in which fathers engage is lost 

on infants. Therefore, fathers tend to wait until their children are older and able 

to follow verbal imbNCtions and nspoad to cause-and-effect thinking characteristic 

of adult phy. Carol dgnibcs how her husband seemed unsure what to do with the 

kids until they reached age ten. It was at that point that Carlos found he could 

offer his skills and knowl;dge to the children. 

That's when be got really good with the girls, once they got past 
grade five. From grade five on when he could carry on a 



conversation with them. Oace high school hit he couid actuaily 
communicate and be on the same level with them. 

Carlos's daughter codkmd her mother's story. Christie can recall m memories 

of spending time alone with her father when she was a young child. 

Robably the only t h e  whea 1 was abne with my dad was when 
we went to buy my car and moving for school. And learning how 
to drive - I would jut get upsr Or he would help me with school. 
I don't remember when I was younger spending time alone with him. 
I don't thiak I ever did. 

If men hope to introduce their children to the world, they need to know that they 

can start as won as their child is born. The building blocks to childhood play are 

Fdshioaed in the trust fostered between parent and child in the early days, weeks, 

and years of life. If men hope to be a window to the world for their children, 

they need to be open to their children from day one. 

When men limit themselves to introducing their children to the world outside 

the home, they risk yet another problem in their relationship. Because men wrap 

up their identity in work a d  paid employment, they wme to expect their children 

to do the same, espccial1y their sons. Fathers become very interested in how their 

children do at work, and conversations about employment become an entry point 

f a  men into their child's world. But what happens when an adult child is unable 

to find work? What common ground is left between father and child? When I 

spoke with Bob, he was very troubled by his son's inability to find work. His 

son's underemployment seemed to create a distance between father and son. 

We grew up in a different era. When I grew up, we wanted to 
work. It wasn't, lf we could find ajob.' It was. "Which one do we 
want to walr at?" And the employment rate mu only about five or 



six pactnt. When I came out of grade 13 I didn't want to work too 
hard. But my dad said, Yiet a job,' and snap, I got a job at the 
bank. I worked there fix a while, then someone called me and 
OW me ajob somewhere else, ad I went there. I worked there 
a couple of years and decided I want a change. So I asked myself, 
What kind of job do I want?" 

Thost oQpoctunitics arc not available today. The money 
probably wasn't any better than it was today in proponion, but the 
opportunity was there. You had the opporaurity to get into 
cornponies with att grade 13 or high school degrees, and you could 
go in and work your way up through a company. Today hose 
opportunities don't exist. Not as readily as they used to. Even 
graduating students are mt finding @me that is proportionate to 
when we grew up. So I think you're going to see more of them 
having to stay'at home and live with their pants ,  much as it was in 
previous generations. 

When I got d e d  I was 24, and I was already out of the 
house. At age 22 I was out. I was independent. Had a job, had 
three years work experience. At 22 I was gone! But now my son is 
23, and there's no way he can move out. He can't afford an 
apartment on hi own. But that doesn't redly bother me that much. 

His son's &lay in striking out on his own does seem to bother Bob enough to make 

him wonder if his son will ever move out. Bob represents an entire generation of 

men who were able to find plenty of work opportunities and build an identity and 

standard of living amund their employment. When their children foil to find these 

same employment opportunities, a door closes to a whole world of shared 

experiences a father is counting on to build his relationship with his adult child. 

DON'T CALL US. WE'LL CALL YOU 

In Chapter Five I argued that a hther's emotional distance b m  his children 

removes him from opportunities to be tben for his children. However, this 



propensity to stand off at a distance seems to be an asset rather than a liability 

when children mch Wu teen yeus. Adolescent childmn seek inacrued emotional 

and physical space from their psnuts, while at the same time expecting their 

parents to k readily available when needed. Adolescent children appreciate a 

fathct's nspea for spsa and boundaries, giving the child control over regulating 

the emotional ebb and flow of the relationship. It is somewhat ironic that while 

adolescent children are demanding incrrased emotional distance, fathers are 

reaching middle adulthood and coming to valw and seek out increased emotional 

closeness with their children. 

N o n d u l e ~ ,  &hers are well-rehearsed at respecting the need for distance, and 

this respect kams an imrieation for their adolescent children to be the emotional 

pursuers rather than distancers in relationship to theu tather. As one teenager put 

it to me, 'A farher doesn't necessatily have to do too much. It's nice knowing 

when you're a teenager that he's there for you when you need him." Teens like 

knowing that their fPther is there, even if they never call on him. George recalls 

the change in his kids when they hit their teens. 

I think some of the best times were when the kids were younger. 
When you have more control over your Lidr. Those were the best 
times, not because they did everything you wanted, but they were 
more in line with what the family did. And when they become 
teenagers, then they start to want to do their o m  thing. You're 
always ping to lase something when you have to start pulling back. 
It's just not the same. It's difficult to accept rejection as they get 
older, when what you want for them is mt ncces&ly what they 
want. lbae ia~drae .youhPvemIathemmPlte theuown 
decisions and respect their decisions. That was hard. It comes 
easier after you realize that it ain't going to do any good for you to 
fuss about it. You are just banging your head against the wall for 



nothing. That is genenlly what it boils down to. Once they start 
mPLingtheirown~ionsyouirmtobackoff. Theyaregoingto 
do it anyway. 

George's experience is a rcmirda that middle adulthood m y  be too late for fjuher 

to come around to exploring emotional intimacy with their children. By then, 

childten m y  be on theu way out the door to explore new frontiers. By then, the 

message b m  children to theu parents m y  be. 'Pon't call us, we'll a l l  you. " 

Beceuse men are already p r e d i i  to being aloof in thei relationships, they 

have the potential to do well with adolescent children. Teens desire increasing 

amounts of independence and prefer it when parents will wait for an invitation to 

talk. By not rushing in uninvited, fathers can be caught off guard by moments of 

intimacy with their children. George recalls how he had to let go of his daughter 

when she moved to Detroit to live in the streets. He was hurt, but kept open a line 

of communication. George's wife recalls how yean later thei  daughter 

straightened her life out oad thanked her parents for theu patience. 

I mmnber about two years after she started getting her life on 
track, one day I had asked her, 'Georgia can you tell me, why did 
you leave? We've never asked you this before and we ned to 
know." She said, 'Mom, I just wanted to do what I wanted to do. 
No matter how much you and Daddy love me I was still going to do 
what I wanted. You hwm something, if it wasn't for your love and 
Daddy's love I probably never would have come back." Our love 
wasn't the only anchor in her life at the time, but it was one of the 
anchors. 

George was caught off guard by his daughter's appreciation. All the while he 

worried that he was to blame for her rebellious move to independence. By 
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respeding his daughter's requests for space while keeping an open line of 

awmunication, he kept open the pos~iblity of reconciliation. 

MAKING MEMORIES 

Some of the men I i n t e n b e d  rrgnmd being so busy with work that they had 

no memories of their children as infana. Work may bring money, but time 

together bring memories. and memories are the currency of life. The simple goal 

of spelding time with your children is to create lasting memories. All a man has 

to do is think back m his own childhood to know that we remember our fathen by 

the time they spent with us. Joe has pleasant memories of time with his €&her, 

who was active in sports, 1 remember spending t h e  together with my own father. 

I was very active in sports and that's where we were kind of linked together." 

Shared time is the lPndscape where memories are built. 

Memories need a time and a place. and tiithers will be remembered by the time 

they take for theu children and the activities that fill this time. Remembering is 

knowing, and knowing is remembering. A child knows his or her father insofar 

as there are memoties to draw on. Moira regrets not knowing her father until later 

in life. 

1 wanted my kids to know their dad. I know my dad now 
because he has the time where he didn't back then. I want them to 
know him and be able to do things with him and be able to enjoy 
him, just like we do as a couple. 



Cam1 has the same concern about chifldna growing up without knowing their 

fiather. Carol believes making memo& should be a requirement of fathering. 

Fathers should all makc time and do things together by setting 
aside a capk of bars every weerend and holidays. Because you're 
spending time together, aad those are the things you are going to 
remember later on. 

Card agrees that memaia are mated in childbood, d these are precious things. 

They come with the investment of time and energy. 

Everett realizes that memories are created with shared activities. What father 

wants to be remembered as the lump of flesh sitting on the Sofa reading the paper? 

Everett wishes he had different memOcieS of his own Wet, and this loss motivates 

him to create memories with his own children, 

I think I've come to realize that you need to expect to sacrifice 
for your kids. Maybe primarily in time because that seems to be 
what I'm short of. So the time I would rather be sitting reading the 
newspaper, perhaps I'm sitting d i n g  a kids bodr or something like 
that instead. Or just sharing some time knocking a ball around with 
hockey sticks with my son. I don't say that I've reached some 
extreme plateau of sharing time with my kids, but I realize that it's 
s o d i  that I have to do, that I need to do. Kids aren't going to 
remember the times that I read the newspaper. They are going to 
remember the times that I arn with them and doing the little things. 

That's not to say I spend an exorbitant time with the kids. 
Maybe it is barely adeclupoe. I could probably spend more time with 
my kids. I think kids will take all the time you give them. 1 think 
you just have to step back ad look at what you are doing, what you 
are qmding your time on. Are you in fan spending time with your 
kids, with your spouu? If you arc not, then obviwsly you are going 
to suer  for it. I think it's a constant struggle to spend an adequate 
amount of time with your kids. 
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But the struggIe h well worth it, erpacially when the outmmt is lasting, positive 

memaia. A liale time spent with a child will create a memory that will last long 

after a fiuher is desd and goat. 

FROM THE WORD 'GO" 

most pmf'owd meIMKieS told to me by the men I interviewed were stories 

of being at the birth ofa child. These are mystical moments for men, and they 

struggle to find wads adequate to descrri their sense of awe and gratitude for the 

chance to welcome a human being into the world. Fathers are now a routine part 

of the birthing process in North America. Being present at the birth of a child 

creates a sense of belonging in men. If men ace to %e thereR for theu children 

throughout lift, pregnamy and birrh seem like the natural place to start the process. 

Helen does not take for granted the important of Wig there the moment her 

child is born. She understands that it is a gift, and she believes that fathers are 

missing something special when they stay away &om the birthing experience. 

I think a llew fatha should become involved with the child right 
from the beginn@- And not figure that this is my wife's job to look 
after these little people. I think they should nurture as well. Change 
them and carry them. I can remember H o d  when Heather was 
just home from the hospital. He addn't wait to get home to get his 
bandsonher. I l h i d r ~ a l ~ a f ~ l e a r r ~ d o f a l i t t l e p e r s o n  
or they think, 'I won't bother with that child until that child is 
walking." I think right from the begiming they should be a part of 
their child's life. 



Except for times of war, illness, imprisonment, or adoption, what is to lteep a 

fadvr from king mnt at the biztb of his child? Wbaaever the reason, it is likely 

to plague the relationship between a met and his child for yean to come. 

The nine months of pregnancy and horn of labour drst women endure in 

giving birth must in some strange m y  consolidate feelings of attachment between 

mother and child. Even adoptive parents have to endure emotional and financial 

hardships for years before they receive a child, and these hardships help the 

adoptive parents form an attachment with their new child. Being present for the 

birthing proass and enduring how of worry and fatigue m w  build a foundation 

for attachment between father and child. Evecett wondered if his wife's labour 

would ever end. 

It was quite an experience. Because my wife's labours were 
long they were! trying tima. They got baing, all those twenty-some 
hours in labour. I was getting to the point when I was starting to 
lodc out the window thmugh the c o n ~ n s .  I was reminded I was 
not to do that! The birth itself was really neat. and being in the 
delivery room all the time was neat. I wouldn't miss it for the 
world. Yd, it was a good experience. I guess I enjoyed trying to 
be a support too, what little support I was able to give. But I aied 
anyway* 

Even with the long hours of Mgue and boredom. Everett concludes that he would 

nat miss the birth of his child for the world. Unfortunately, it is ohn the world 

that steps in and tells a hther he has no right being present for the birth of his 

child. 

Frank remembers being excluded irom the birth of his children. While his 

wife dement a c-section, he waited out in the hallway. Whether his exclusion 



be diminished. 

That started on the day that they were born. Felicia's binh was 
ahamwingerrpaic~l~tCameandmywife. Mywifewasinlabour 
famsny days, andwetinsllydsidtdto takeacdonpftaavery 
difficult labour. It was about time o'clock in the morning on a 
Saturday. They had to call everybody in. I k v e  always been 
disappointed tbat when the final event came I couldn't be there. 
Outside the opming m m  I hcord the cry and two seconds later she 
comes out. It was both a high point and a low point. I was excited 
she was there and safe, but I was too tired to understand what was 
really happening. It was pmbably the longest two minutes when I 
had this little bundle wrapped up and I'm holding her. There was no 
one in the hallway but the nurse, and I'm sitting there and trying to 
understand what has just happened. Well, then they had to take her 
away and clean her up. 1 followed them up. 

Freddie's birth was different. It went a lot smoother. I was 
there for the whole thing, and that was good fot both of us. It was 
a lot more relaxed and a lot more enjoyable. To make childbirth 
enpyabie is an overstatement. It was liveable. The h t  one was a 
nightmare for both of us. It is something I would like to forget. 

The emergency c-section drives home the point that fathen, even when they have 

been present for days of labouring, are not seen by the medical profasion as a 

necessary part of the birthing prarss. Being present at the birth of a child is not 

a right but a privilege granted to the father by physicians. 

One of the barriers to men's full participation in the birthing proass is their 

aversion to loss of control. Men are socialized to be in control, therefore the 

birthing proces~ can be a very frightening experitme -- one they would rather 

avoid if possible. The world offers no shortage of excuses for men to absent 

themselves ftom the birth& p-. Mark was scared at the birth of his son. 

I remember king really saved when Matt was born. Just the 
reality that this baby is going a, be in our care now, and I would 



have to protect and be responsible tOC him growing up and providing 
for him. I nmcmkt that tix dw sbar term I found that fkightening, 
just tcnirying. I'm thinking, I have a grade nine education, so if I 
lost my job what would I do. and how wuld I support a child? 
That's the ody conscious rrcollcctions I hnn of when Mut fint 
came dong. I remember the day he was born. I amr felt so much 
at pe4ce and so pcoud of anything in my life. I wanted to push him 
down to the naay. I was just so thrilled. I was just so proud that 
I bad a son and he was gorgeous. My c&d had just died that year 
and I thought of him. 'Ilr fhst thing I did after M o h  had delivered 
was to change his diaper, and then I dmppcd to my knees and 
prayed. I was just so gratefiul. I remembu waking up the next day 
and still faling just tremendous happiness and peace. My hther 
died in March and Matt was born later that year. As a matter of 
fact. Moira was theee weeks pregnant with Matt and we didn't know 
she was pregnant yet when Dad died. 

The complexity of feelings and emotions that a man experiences during the birth 

of his child puts him in mucb with the depth of his hwnanity. Mark's wife recalls 

being moved by the look on her husband's face that day: When Matt was born 

there was nothing like the faling of joy I saw in him at that moment." Being 

present for the birth of a child gives men access to feelings they a m r  knew they 

had, and it provides an opportunity to deal with the more difficult feelings of 

helplessness and fw. 

Being there fa tbe birth of a child is an act of love, and many men fall in love 

when they see their newborn. Joe fell in love the moment he fitst set eyes on his 

newborn child. 

I just remember the day Jessica was ban, it was like a star being 
born, and she was my very own. I think that, for the four yeam 
until Julh was born, Jessica was the number one thing in my heart. 
I don't know why. I remember a lot of discussions with Mends 
about how everybody wano to have a son. But mine was that little 
twinkle, that little girl. 
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There are m two ways about it, nothing should stop a man from being present for 

the birth of his child. Fathers aad to be t&n ftom the word 

JUST YOU AND I 

Time alone with children buiids parental skills. Men find that they learn so 

much about their children when they are the primary caregiver. When children 

tum to their mothers for everything, men lose access to important parts of theu 

children's lives. However, time alone forces the fPthr to be responsible for his 

chiIhn's day-twky d. A father is faad to devekp a tappon with the child. 

When a man gets a chance to be alone with his children, he starts to build 

parenting rituals that form emotional bonds. 

The problem coma when fathers spend little time with their children alone, 

and no aust can build in the relationship. Children leam to go to their mothers if 

they have any needs. Being present when your children have needs, and being able 

to help them interpret these needs, is instrumental in the building of a parental 

relationship. Catla noticed that he was out of the loop when it came to his 

children' s emotional needs. 

When theu mother was out of the how, maybe we would talk 
about school and boyfriends and friends and stuff like that. If they 
had pmblems, any kind of problem, they always went to their 
mother tint. I always f o d  out secoad-band through the mother. 

Carol is CarI05' wife, and she believes that something important is lost when a 

father remwes himself from onc-on-one contact with his children. 



They pick up a lot of my cnia. A d  I think that's what happens 
when a child spends too much time with one parent. They could 
hovepichdupalotmaeofhissa~agarits if they hadspent more 
time with hi a ht bad spent more time with them when they were 
younger. Thy m w t  hm been stronger petsoaalities. 

Carol suggests that the children would have benefited from having access to two 

personalities from which to build their own identities. 

-108 Pnd Carol's daughter Christie explains that it is never too late to spend 

time alone with the children, and that a bond can develop from this. Christie 

explains how a bond with her fhther developed when Carlos was left alone to be 

the children's primary caregiver. 

When my mom went b k  to work, and my dad would pick me 
and my sister up after school. We would go home, make supper 
together, and watch the Yomg and the kstlclrs together. We kind 
of  famd a bad. By spending a couple of hours together, just the 
three of us, and my mom wasn't there. 

This time t q e t h  without mother present gives Eather and child opportunity to get 

to know one another on their own terms. As one of the daughten I interviewed 

noted, time alone with her fother is of a different quality than group time together 

as a h a y :  We talk mar. I'm better at one-to-one convenations than I am with 

three people there." This one-to-one conversation offers her father more insight 

into who she is as a person. 

It is not surprising, then, that much of this one-to-one time fathen have with 

their children is spent outside the home where mother's rules and presence are 

likely to impose. Doug liked to bring his children out of the house and to the 

coffee shop when thcy were younger to spend time alone with them. 





foce from hen on in. it was time to let loose and relax. I guess 
environment bas faged our routire. We have a, be places at a 
certain tim. To make our daily schedule we need to go to bed at 
7:30,weacedtogctupac~a0. Weaado~bn1shauteethat6:30. 
we eat bdcibt  at the same time. Even on the weekends we are so 
used to doing the schedule. the schedule almm repeats itself. 
Whereas in this partr-cular event we wen out of the house in a 
completely diffmnt environment. We were in a tent, we were 
outside, we're in sleeping bags. Everything that we did was new. 
the wasn't mything that wasn't new to her. Being so young it was 
definitely new to her. 

We've gone camping before as a family, but this time was with 
just me and her. Mom wasn't there to go and ask for help. I 
wouldn't have got her devoted attention. When we got back it was 
definitely a turning point. She was closer to me after that weekend. 
Even nm I klieve she remembers what happened because we have 
mentioned that we are going to go camping again in the summer, and 
she's looking forward to just clad and her going camping. 

Frank's wife agreed that this one-onae time was important for the development 

of his relationship with Felicia Away from home. Frank was fne from the usual 

pressures of work and finances. Fern admits that her absence helped Frank and 

their daughter forge a relationship: Without w there he cuuldn't depend on me 

to translate what she wanted or what her needs were!." 

Many men take time to be done  with their children at the urging of their 

partners. Women understand the impact this time alone has on their relationship 

with a child. Women understand the importance of men having their turn as the 

primary caregiver for their children. Isabelle notices that her absence brings the 

children closer to their father. 

[van seems very close to the Lids when I'm working. Because 
he has to do all that stuff. Get their bath, do the homework, or take 
them somewhere if they have to go somewhere. 



These seemingly insignificant tasks place a bther in the middle of his child's life, 

where he can 1- a thing or two about what makes his child tick. 

Everett is a W e t  of four children. He had a desire to be iwolved in his 

childnu's everyday lives, but was unsure how b do so. He credits his wife for 

encouraging him, and likely assigning him some tasks. 

My understanding of fithering has probably changed fairly 
significantly in drat I became more of an equal pamm in the raising 
of the kids. I mean anythiig fkom dirty diapers to eventually, when 
they got a little older, the disc'ilining and the guidance. I did a little 
more of the nurarring. You know, the kissing of saaped knees and 
all that bid of stuff. M a e  so than my dad. I was encouraged to do 
so by my wife. I felt I wanoed to be wre involved in my kids lives. 
I'm encouraged by my wife's example to spend time with the kids. 

Everett spoke to me about the joy experienced by his son when they spend time 

together alone. 

It was our little ritual as we were driving out to Newbery. We 
would stop at Lason's wiety. Eddie would get a pop and some 
candy, and we would continue on our way. He looked forward to 
it, and I looked faward. You can nad it, you can see it in his eyes. 
You can tell by his expression as he talked about it that he knew 
what was going to happen. He knew the routine, and he looked 
forward to it. It's not so much what you are doing -- it's that you 
are doing it one-on-one. 

Men should be encouraged to take time to be alone with theu children, to learn 

their children's pcefi:tences and habits. Men should be encouraged to built rituals 

with their children, shared achwbes 
0 .  that sene as bench marks for the relationship. 

The men I interviewed had little difficulty thinking of ways to spend one-on- 

one time with their sons. Sports was usually the place for time alone for the boys. 

More difficult for some fathers was figuring out how to spend time with their 
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daughtm who did not share their interest in sports. Hockey is the activity that 

Mark shares with his son. N k k  hss yet to fiad an activity to sbare with his 

daughter. 

I guess lately Matt and I hove done a lot of talking and things 
together. W e  spend time by ourselves because the girls don't like 
hockey. There are not a lot of times alone with Michelle, not yet 
anyway. For the most part we do most things as a family, whether 
it be with the kids or with sports. If Michelle is playing at 
something, dun all dua or all four of us will go. If Matt's playing 
the four of us will go. Usually we are d l  together for the most part, 
except with this hockey situation, when Man and I are together. 

I think it is important for fathen and sons to spend time alone, creating space for 

men only. Homva, this carving out of 'men's spacew need not be at the expense 

of time a daughter might have with her father. 

When interviewing the men who had a daughter and a son, I heard very few 

stories about time alone with the daughter. However, fathers who had only 

daughters were able to think of many examples of time together with their 

daughter. Everett has a son and three daughters. I asked him why he did not have 

any stories to tell about time alone with this daughters. 

Why I don't spend as much time? I don't know if it's as much 
about time as it is I enjoy what I'm doing with Eddie. I enjoy going 
out fuhing and for a drive and stuff like that. I guess for the girls 
those onc-onoae times come as they come. It maybe that we are 
uptown shopping for mom. maybe a walk on a Sunday afternoon. 
Maybe it's easier for me to spend time with Eddie because he's the 
only boy and I tend to over-compensate for that k t ,  I'm not sure. 

I asked Everett to image how he might spend oae-on-one time with his daughters. 

Hmmm. They like to read, they love to read achlally. So I 
could be repding with them. To be honest 1 don't think it m a t w  so 
much what the activity is. It is the fect that you are spending that 



time alone with them whether it's a walk, a bike ride, or anything 
like mst. I really believe it is the fkt that you show them that they 
are special by taking tim out for them m matter what it is that you 
are doing. 

When 'time together" is derstood as a man inviting his child into the father's 

world, then daughters will be left out. When a man has a son, he finds that it is 

easy a, invite that son into qmts and activities that an stereotypically in the 'world 

of men." Invitations to daughters m a t  with less s u m .  Fathers of only 

daughters, however, team quickly that a father need to focus on joining his 

daughter in her world. Whether sons or daughters, the focus of shared time should 

be on discovering the child's world and interests. 

Joe is the father of two teenaged daughters. He finds that his daughters need 

different contexts for their time alone with father. 

If then were times when Jessica and I had disagreements, we 
could go out for suppex just the two of us and have a good one-on- 
one conversation. One, it gave us an opportunity to talk things out. 
Well, a lot of times that we did it, well Jane may have been working 
late that night. So it gave us an opportunity for just the two of us to 
talk. There's the hmily unit, but I still think the father and daughter 
need to have things, whether they're in common or a way of 
communicating, they still need to bave that. 

Now with Julia it's different. We've tried it. going to dinner to 
talk. but it doesn't work. She's not as outgoing as Jessica as far as 
being abk rn c o m m a ,  it doesn't work as well. I spend a lot of 
time in gymnasiums watching her play bashtball. That's probably 
the thing we have in common. Sometimes Julia will bave 8:30 in the 
morning games where J d s  not that keen. Not that she's not up at 
that time, but she's a slower twm d m  me, SO she may come to the 
11 o'clock game or 1 o'clock game. 

All children arc difkent, and a father will do well to find activities that are unique 

to each child. 



The fhthtrs 1 spoke with found it usefir1 to plan events with children. 

SpomYano- 
* * *  an great, but planning an event guarantees that time will be 

spent togaha without d * i  and intemptiom. Not surprisingly, the fathers 

found greater success when they planned an event tht the children would enjoy. 

Alan's children enjoyed walls through the bush. 

When we lived out in the country, we had a real private place. 
We went fix a lot of walks. We would take a walk through miles of 
bush. We would go on bicycle rides. We even walked four or  five 
miles to town. Just difirent things like that. Aaron must have been 
twelve or  thirteen. When they were younger, eight or nine, they 
really enjoyed that. Sometimes they talk about it. but not too much 
now. I imagine they will eventually. At the moment, they were 
really excited about things like that. We wd to bring the dogs and 
there was no coaxing. They wanted to go. 

Time alone need not always be out of the house away from the domestic 

chores. Tihe alone can be coupled with the sharing of household responsibilities. 

Doug finds bed time to be an opportunity to share one-on-one time with his 

children. 

I'm usually the one that puts them to bed. It depends on if I'm 
home or not of course. When David is bothering me to play with 
him, I try to make some time. We have a computer downstain. so 
I usually play a game with him a whatever. They usually go to bed 
around 8 9 ,  so if I'm playing a game with him downstairs then I'll 
put him to bed and I won't read a bodr. If we're m t  playing a 
game, then I'll usually grab a book or two and read to them before 
they fall asleep. So I usually end up putting them to bed. Saying 
pmyers with them. Other times that I'm alone with them I always 
give them the bath. Usually that would be a Wednesday and a 
Saturday night. It's a time of come, when they like to play 
together, but I'll come in and wash them or play with them. 

The benefits to combining one-on-one time with household responsibilities is 

threefold: children benefit because they get to know their fkthers; Wen benefif 
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becawe they get to know their children; mothers benefit because they get some 

needed space from the childnn. When fathers. mothers and children benetit, 

family €kmctioning cannot help but grow healthier. 

Almat all of the people I interviewed found that relationships grew when 

fathen could spend olleonone time alone with each individual child. The one 

exception to this rule was Lester. who could think of no times when he was alone 

with any one of his daughters. Lester impressed me as one of the more devoted 

fathers. Being of eastern European descent, family was of utmost importance to 

him. When he spoke of time with the children, it was always as family time, 

where all four members of the family were present and enjoying each other's 

company. The idea that he should spad time alone with one daughter without the 

rest of the family seemed foreign and absurd to him. It may be that time alone 

with children is a Western cultural extension of our glorification of individualism, 

believing that growth or closeness comes only when we separate ourselves from the 

P U P -  

HOLD ON JUST A MINUTE 

How many minutes a day does a Wer  touch or hold his children? A quick 

kiss and hug before bedtime? Holding is the m a t  fundamental and foundational 

building block in relatiomhips and attachment. When a mother holds her newborn 

to her body, the physical contact creates an attachment between mother and child. 
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Researchers suggest that men are less apt to use holding to buifd attachment with 

their children, using pIay and teaching 

Holding and other forms of touch are powtrfbl ways to create positive 

memories. Holding and touch may very well be the most profound way to %e 

therew physidy fa your children. Holding ofkm children a sense of containment 

anti Oeanay, being s m  with a warm, physical ellvitomnt. it is surprising 

that men, who tend to prefer non-verbal communication to using words, are 

reluctant to hold their children. After all, touch is a basic non-verbal gesture. 

Instead, many men choose to rely on their performance of duties and tasks to 

communicate their love. Moreover, they rely on logic or reason to comfort thei 

children, hoping their words will fix whatever is wrong. Om of the daughters I 

i n t e ~ e w e d  said that what she wanted in the way of comfort was a simple hug. 

Carol r d l s  how she had to make her husband hold the i  two daughters as 

All the time that the girls were small, Carlos didn't have that 
much contact with them, unless I forced it. I would take one of the 
babies and drop her in his lap ard say, 'I'm busy with this, can you 
feed her." I had to force the issue. When it should be a mtwal 
thing. I think a man misses out on so much when he doesn't 
participate. 

Some children end up teaching their farhers how to touch and hold. Christie's 

fatber admits he has difficulty with demonstrative affection 'like holding them in 

your arms and stuff like that.* But this doesn't stop Christie fkom taking the 

initiative and hugging her father. 



Not all men have a hard time with holding. One woman told me how her 

hwboad brrps mat he was the first to hold the baby after it was ban. Another 

woman enplains how if it were not f a  her husband's ability to show physical 

affecton, their children may have never received any. 

I was abused. Sexually abused. And I held onto my €dings. 
finding it very hard to trust and very hard a show love. My 
children would have missed that warmth and lave. I didn't get this 
all worked through until later on when they were a little older. It 
was my husband who held them, he was the one that played with 
them. I was very serious and unemotional, and they would have 
missed that. They would have missed that human touch. And the 
emotional touch. 

Physical touch and emotional touch are intimately related. Whether they come 

horn a mother or a father, they are instrumental in the development of a child. 

Holding by fab#s bas a profound impact on a hurting child, yet it seems that 

not many fhthers know how or when a hug can comfort. Sixteen year old Nell 

describes the impact of her stepfather's hug during a confwd and hurting time. 

When my ex-boyfkiend and I broke up, I was crying and stuff 
like that. And mom wasn't home, and Nonn handled it. He came 
and hugged me and stuff. Said there were plenty of fish in the sea. 
It made me fetl better. 

The benefits of holding and touching are not only with the children being held. 

Men find in these encounters great joy and fulfilment. A number of the fathers I 

interviewed desctr'bed how wonderfir1 if f i l s  to have the small arms of a child 

wrapped around your neck. Ivan has learned to look forward to the end of the 

work day, when he can come home, walk through the door, and have the kids 



jumping al l  over him with hugs. Can there be a better reception at the end of the 

day? 

At the e d  of the day, have fathers taken enough time to hold theu children? 

Children do not hut forevtr. Before long they become teenagers. and holding 

becomes anathema. George explains. 

I always l w d  to spend time with my kids. With holidays we 
would plan a special day for the kids. We took them on a lot of 
picnics. Quite a few picnics on Sundays after church. I think I 
worked my share of overtime. especially on Saturdays. But I still 
liked spending a lot of time with the kids. When we lived in town. 
I always went for walks uptown with the kids when Gwen was 
working. She used to work until s t  o'clock and 1 would have the 
kids for a few hours. We always did a lot of things together. We 
never had baby sitters that o h .  We always took our kids with us 
when they were younger. I had fun with them. 

Then they h m e  teenagers Pod they don't want to come, and 
[laughing] sometimes you don't want them to come. You miss 
them. but I guess I kind of understood that there comes a certain 
time when they leave. You have to prepare yourself by talking about 
it fint. The kids are going to do this. What are you going to do? 
I know then are times when you wanted to do things with them, and 
they didn't want to do it. You just have to say, Well what can you 
do?" Instead of coming with you, they want to go and stay with 
their firiends overnight. Yar just have to accept that because they are 
growing up. 

Holding, like other forms of close, physical proximity or "being with," is an 

important dimension of intimacy. George's experience reminds all fathers that 

children grow up quickly, and fPthen may have a limited number of yean to make 

holding a part of the relationship with their children. 



CHANGE OF PACE 

Rnntai o t h m s  is reidorad by the iafrrquency of time fathers give to their 

children. If a man is to 'down the othecness,' he needs to consider investing his 

time and energy diffirently: 

16. Fathers can address their work addictions. 

17. Fathers can listen to feelings of guilt that sigual work addictions. 

18. Fathers can devote a significant portion of their time off to activities with 
the children. 

19. Fathers can get off the couch and spend time with theu children. 

20. Fathers can introdwe their children to all domains of living, both inside 
and outside the wails of the famiIy home. 

21. Fathers can use their respect for distance to suppon their adolescent 
children's move to independence. 

22. Fathen can gift their children with life-long memories by spending quality 
time together. 

23. Fathers can be present for the birth of theu children. 

24. Fathers can spend time oneonone with their children, learning the value 
of being the primacy caregiver. 

25. Fathers can hold theu children. 



C h a p t e r  E i g h t  

D O W N I N G  T H E  O T H E R N E S S  

SUBPROBLEMS 

I began this mearch study with the hunch that men in middle adulthood would 

have something of value to say about fiathering. My goal was to learn from these 

men and their fhilies about how a father can draw close to his children. I asked 

myself the question, 'Wltm he@ and hinrlen a man's relationship with his 

chiliim?" Befon I could answer this question, I needed to break it down into its 

subproblems. Below 1 misit those subproblems and trace the movement from 

research question to research findings. 

The werarchiag goal of this research project is to develop my findings into a 

coherent model for understanding the processes at work in successful fathering. 

During my interviews, I began to hear evidence of what Joseph Pleck called 

discnpaacia, mums, and dysfunctions. Over the past fifteen yeen a number of 

studies have grounded Pleck's peradigm in empirical research (O'Neil, Good. and 
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Hohs, 19%). I was curious to se bow the grounded theory developed from my 

own research might compare to Pleck's gender-role s m i n  theory. 

Subprobleaa One. The fint subproblem was to cmte a 'fathering' concept 

gmunded in the interview transcripts. Before I could ask men and women to tell 

me stories about fhthering, I d e d  to dentand what they meant by the term 

'fathering." I asked the men to tell me what they believed about fathering before 

and ah# they basme parents themselves. I asked the partners and children similar 

questions. Men, women, and children alike responded with memories and 

descriptions that are documented and analyzed in Chapter Three. 

Fht ,  I found that the participants' concept of %thering" was not as much a 

concept as it was a memay a an experience. 'I1K participants offered words and 

phrases to describe fathering; however, the bulk of the data *definingm fathering 

came in smry fam. The sturks faused on the participants' childhood experience 

of their own fathers. What was surprising wap that all of the adult participants 

chose to tell stories about their own &them when answering my questions about 

theu fadrering WIY#~L I drew from this the conclusion that fathering as a concept 

is transmitted transgenerationally, experientially, and via narrative. 

Second, 1 fpund that these memories were rather condemning of almost all of 

the patticipanrs' fathers. Many of the memories reflected a degree of emotional 

pain and regret. Here was the first evidence of what Pleck called dkepmcies,  

traumas, and dysfirnctiorrs. These childhood traumas and theu elduring resonance 

had a common theme: the kther's "parental otherness." 'Parental otherness" 
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describes the father who is cognitiveiy preoccupied, emotionalIy distant, 

umknoasCrativeLy s i l e g  and physically abwnt. Following Pleck@s contention that 

discrepancies, traumas, and dysfiuactioas an the manifestations of men's and 

society's appqriation of unhealthy masculine ideologies, 1 assigned the status of 

'unhealthy Fathering ideology* to the tern 'parental otherness.'' Further, I drew 

from my intewiews the conclusion that the dominant masculine ideology relating 

to fathering is uparental otherness." 

Third, I fowd in the participants' stories a desire to offer something different 

to their own children. The men and women interviewed wanted to give their 

children a father who would 'be theren for them. Thb notion of fathers 'being 

theren seemed in sharp contrast to the wnapt of fathering as 'parental otherness." 

Pleck's characterization of mascuiine ideologies as thoroughly unhealthy and 

- .  forces left me with little room to assign the status of "healthy fathering 

i d e o l w  to the tenn 'being there." It was at this point that I moved beyond what 

I perceived to be the limits of Pkck's theory. I allowed rwm in my own thinking 

for the possibility of 'healthy masculine idedogies." Given my belief that 

ideologies or social systems and constructions are inevitable with the human 

creature, I found no fbture in the idea that any and all social constructions are 

hopelessly destructive. Having raised "being theren to the status of "healthy 

masculine ideology" I would need at some point to propose how unhealthy 

ideologks a ~~nsbructions are tmnsf';;orm4d or degoscd. My proposal is given later 

in this chapter. 
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Finally, I found that the participants' stories and descriptions of 'parental 

othernessn and "being there* were easily divided into four categories: 

a m ,  communication, and action. These divisions should come as no surprise 

given that they are basic to individual and interpersonal human firnctioning. 

Subpmbkms Two and Three. The second and third subproblems were 

closely related. The second subproblem was to discover how fathers fell shon of 

their expectations as fathers. The third subproblem was to discover how fathers 

successfully fulfilled their expectations as fathers. After identifying what was 

meant by the participants' use of the term 'fathering," I invited the men to recall 

times when they fell short as Eathers. I also wanted to know why this Mling shon 

happened. Men were then invited to tell me their success stories as kthers and 

what ingredients went into these ellcounters. Again, panners and children were 

asked similar questions. The stories and explanations given by the men, women, 

and children interviewed are documented and analyzed in Chapten Four, Five, 

Six, and Seven. 

I found that the bdps and hindrances to successful fathering could be reduced 

to 25 positively-stated Wring strategies (see Table 2). These fathering strategies 

are presented uada four categaries: thinking, faling, communication, and action. 

The fist is not meant to be exhaustive of all possible fathering strategies. Rather, 

the list is meant to be integrative and exhaustive of the strategies presented by the 

participants I interviewed. 

Subpmbha Four. The overarching god of any qualitative research study is 
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Table 2 
STRATEGIES FOR FATHERS *DOWNING THE OTHERNESS" 

Thinking 
Strategies 

2. 

Fathers can approach parenting as an exercise in life- 
long learning. 

Fathers can learn about parenting from many sources: 
their partners, experts, books, parents, from 
experience, and their own children. 

Fathers can learn to think like family insiders, not as 
someone looking in from the sidelines. 

Fathers can foster flexible expectations for their 
children, allowing children to take ownership for their 
own dreams. 

Fathers can think about their own mortality and how 
thev nrioritize familv and career asoirations. 

Feeling 
Strategies 

6. Fathers can be comfortable with the feelings of 
helplessness that come with having children, and this 
helplessness will not destroy a man. 

7. Fathers can learn to be at home with their feelings so 
they can help their children interpret the world of 
emotions. 

8. Fathers can pay attention to their children's emotional 
signals so then can respond in times of crisis and pain. 

9. Fathers can enjoy their children, making the most of 
each encounter, while the children are still living at' 
home. 

C~mmunic&on lo. Fathef~ can take rapomibiky for their communication, 
pm'ng their thoughts and feelings into words so their 

Strategies children a n  not left guessing their intended meaning 
and message. 

1 1. Fathers can express their feelings with words instead 
of masking them with anger and violence. 

Copyright Q 1996 by Bradley Thomas Monison 



Table 2 
STRATEGIES FOR FATHERS "DOWNING THE OTHERNESS" 

(continued) 

Communication 12. Fathen can use words to help their children interpret 

Strategies the wortd around them. 

(can't) 13. Fathers can develop a non-anxious presence mat 
invites children into conversation that is safe and 
intimate. 

1 4, Fathers can set boundaries and limits for their growing 
children without being rigid or chaotic. 

15. Fathers can create environments or space that is 
comfortable for talking and listening* 

Action 1 6. Fathers can address their work addictions. 

Strategies 17. Fathen can listen to feelings of guilt that signal work 
addictions. 

18. Fathers can devote a significant portion of their time off 
to activities with the children. 

19. Fmhers can get off the couch and spend time with their 
children. 

20. Fathers can introduce their children to all domains of 
living, both inside and outside the walls of the family 
home. 

21. Fathers can use their respect for distance to suppon 
their adolescent children's move to independence. 

22. Fathers can gift their children with life-long memories 
by spending quality time together. 

23. Fathers can be present for the birth of their children. 

24. Fsthrns can spend time one-on-one with their children, 
learning the value of beinn the primary caregiver. 

25. Fathers can hold their children. 

Copyright Q 1996 by &adley Thomas Momran 
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the creation of a model or theory grounded in the interview data. The model 

should be integrative without being reductive and should account for variations. 

Having found data to support the idea that masculine ideologies or social 

c o m m  can be healthy ad positive. I needed to develop a model of how both 

healthy and unhealthy ideologies are sustained and transformed. Subproblems 

Three and Four have already yielded a list of positive Wering strategies, 

suggesting that the transformation of fathering practices is possible or at least 

imaginable. What remains is the construction of a model of how men decide to 

transform their fithering behaviom and how these behavioural changes comect 

with more transcendent transformations. How does a hther transform or "down" 

his parental mothemess"? 

CHANGE THE WORLD 

Befm I can wmtnrct a model of how men move fiom uncritical appropriation 

of unhealthy fathering ideologies to new parenting behaviours, I must fust 

understand how masculine ideologies are sustained and transformed. So far I have 

looked at the transformation of unhealthy fatking ideologies in terms of 

individual behaviour and its reconciling impact on the individual man's children 

and partner. Then is another dimension or level to this 'downing the otherness" 

process: the transformation of the masculine ideologies that beget unhealthy 

Cathering p&. Fathering ideologies or social constructions of fathering need 
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to be challenged and mfonned,  or at least rivalled with alternative ideologies. 

so that we can have some hope for future Meting practices. Unhealthy 

behaviom are the symptom; unhealthy ideologies are the problem. 

Befae we can understand the process by which these fathering ideologies are 

overwme, we need to understand the proass by which men adopt or appropriate 

these rnasculinc ideologies. How does an ideology become an action? What is the 

phenomenology of masculine ideologies? Below I trace the process leading from 

fathering ideologies- or constructions of 'otherness" to fathering behavioun or 

actions demonstdve of parental 'otherness. " 

To develop the movement from ideology to action, I will draw on the language 

ph i lqhy  of Paul Ricoeur. Ricoeur's theory of ~~rrative emplotment is a rather 

complex notion about the way human time is configured as text and reconfigured 

as human action. I will try to present his theories as simply as possible, so far as 

they relate to my understanding of fathering ideologies. 

Ricaur's notion of text is the best way, in my opinion, to imagine what a 

'social wnsmction' or a 'masculine ideology" is. An ideology is like a text that 

is shared by society at large. No one can point to an ideology, no one can point 

to a societal text. but they do exist. The theme of this dissertation has been the 

fleshing out of societal iddogies or texts. When analyzing social constructions 

and ideologies I am drawn to Ricoeur's language philosophy because of his 

emphasis on emplotment and the phemmenology of reading. Put simply, Ricoeur 

believes that who we are as human beings, our selfhood or identity, is revealed in 
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the mmtives that we tell. Nanative identity is to the narrative text what selfhood 

or pemrral identity is to the human king. So then, narratives are u c o n s t r u ~ t i ~ ~ "  

ofthe human selfSr Thae mtrratk consmatiom reveal something of the identity 

- or intended identity - of the speaker. 

I believe that social constructions an merely Ucons~~tioas" of our social 

identity - a intended wcial identity. Social constnrctioas or ideologies are texts 

available for d i n g  by anyone in society. More specifically, social constructions 

or texts an neceJsarily read by the indrviduais being socialized into society. These 

social texts or mnstNctiOns art s u s a i n d  by w social institutions, like the family, 

economy, education system, organized religion, and political systems. These 

social texts are transmitted transgenerationally and entrenched as social policy. 

Socialization is, in my opinion, a process of reading and appropriating social texts 

into action. 

Rianur pmpcses that emplotment is a bridge between two moments of human 

time and action. That is to say, nanative is the emplotment of an author's human 

action which, subsequently, can be retuned to human action by a reader. 

Narrative takes human time and action and configures it as emplotment, 

characterization, namive voice, inplied author and implied reader. As narrative, 

this emplotment or configuration of human time and aaion is available for reading, 

just as any text or story is available fa reading. It is in this encounter between text 

and reader that configured human time and action can be re- to the realm of 

hwnan action. A reader can live out what he or she reads - that is, if she chooses 
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to mut what is encountered in the text enough to appropriate or imitate the 

behaviour (way of being) it prrsctiks. 

Here is where Ricaur's theory of narrative emplotment is most valuable for 

our discussion of social consnuctions. Just as a text can be read by a reader, a 

fathering ideology can be read by a fhtber and his fbmily. Just as a r d e r  needs 

to decide if the ten is a tnstumhy presentation of reality, a father needs to decide 

if the fisthering ideology is a trustworthy presentation of being a father. Just as a 

reader can find a text trustworthy and appmpriate the narrative identity presented 

by the text, a father can find a fathering ideology trustworthy and appropriate the 

behavioun and understandings presented therein. Just as a reader can exercise 

suspicion and find a text's narrative identity untrustworthy, a father can exercise 

suspicion and find a fkthering ideology untrustworthy because it scripts him as 

*other." Just as a reader can reject an untrustworthy text in favour of an 

alternative, trustworthy one. so too can a father search for and live out alternative 

understandings of fathering that encourage him to %e there." 

Challenging the authenticity and efficacy of a masculine ideology and the 

fathering strategies it prescribes is no easy task. Like a narrative, social texts or 

ideologies are constructed rhetorically. That is to say, they are constructed in such 

a way as to be convincing. An author achieves the trust of his or her intended 

audience by constructing a plausible if not alluring picture of reality. The author 

uses tools like chamerization and mmive voice to convince the reader that such 

a presentation of reality is trustworthy. R i m  argues that every text has its 
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'ideain a intded reader, a d  tbe rbetoricai fum-on of the text is to convince the 

reader to appropriate or take on that role of ideal reader. 

In the same way, social ideologies arc constnrcted rhetoridly. Masculine 

ideologies are comaucred in such a way as to Ieave mom for no alternative visions 

of d i t y .  These social texts speak to us with phrases like, seal men do not cry," 

or more specifically to fathering, "Men don't change diapers." Fathering 

ideologies are convincing because of the system of consequences and rewards that 

support them. Michel Foucault devoted his academic career to analyzing the 

systems of power and domination that our culture bring to bear on individual 

behaviour? Foucault concluded that the consequence of social control is the 

'renunciation of the self" (1988~). 

Ricoeur's theory of narrative emplotment and d i n g  helps us to understand 

why masculine ideologies can be so pervasive. Masculine ideologies are circular 

in nature. That is to say, they begin as human action and end as human action. 

Every time a d i n e  ideo1ogy is appmpriated by an individual, it is retuned to 

the realm of human &on and self-understanding. These human actions and self- 

understandings in turn become configured or comtructed socially. reinforcing 

existing masculine idedogics. 

For example, when a man and his fsm$ eIwHulter the masculine ideology that 

'men do not change diapers (because it is women's work).' their acceptance and 

appropriation of this engendered way of understanding parenting and marital 

relations leads to discrepancies, aauma~, and d y s ~ o n s .  The patterns of 
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parenting behaviow that arise from this appropriation of a mascuiine ideology 

become texts themselves. Children Vead" their parents' khaviour, d, in this 

example, k a w e  convinced that, for whatever reason, 'men do aot change 

diapers; it must be women's work." In short, the circle h vicious: ideological 

'odrefnessR scripts fathen into bebavioutal Yothemem," which in tum reinforces the 

legitimacy of ideological 'otherness. ' 

Should a daughter grow up suspicious of this fathering ideology, she may go 

in search of a piumer who Mieves that men do indeed change diapers. But finding 

a partner who shares this view may be difficult. Futther. her suspicious attitude 

about gender stereotypes may bring social reproach, branding her a 'radical 

feminist" or 'bitch." The man who agrees with her that men can indeed change 

diapers may be branded "pus~y~whipped" or 'not devoted to his work." The 

pressure brought to bear on those who would challenge social consauctions is 

engrossing. The rhetoric of masculine ideologies is masterful. 

Having mapped out the process from ideological 'otherness" to behavioural 

'otherness,' I can move to a description of the inverse process, what I have called 

'downing the otherness. " In the preceding chapters I have presented behavioural 

strategies for overcoming parental 'otherness." These behavioun ultimately lead 

us back to their underlying &thering ideologies. What, then, is the process that 

challenges and transforms unhealthy htheting ideologies? 

The process is a twcbfdd strategy: fit, to become aware of when a fathering 

ideology is unhealthy a tmmatk and change it: Pnd second, to present to the next 
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generation of children new and healthy experiences of fatheting that they can 

emulPhe when they grow up ad raise their own children. Each of these strategies 

will help to construct new and altefnative Wering ideologies that become 

available for reading. trusting, and appropriation by other fathers. These 

alternative fithering ideoiogies are then given the opportunity to compete with 

unhealthy ideologies. 

Our discussion of Ricoeur's namtive theory has already touched on how this 

transformation of WietaI texts or ideologies is possible. 1 propose a four phase 

model of how fathers can move from the uncritical appropriation of unhealthy 

fathering ideologies to the realization of healthy fathering ideologies and ways of 

%em there'' as a parent (see Table 3). The four phases are risking, recognition, 

responding, and realizing. Each phase has a specific task that moves the father to 

an awareness of the traumas related to m n t a l  otherness" and alternative, healthy 

fathering behaviours . 
Plume 1: Risking. What is at risk is the psychological and even the physical 

health of the Wer and his famiy. Men journey through life with a Predisposition 

to Vthemes. ' Men are socialized to be cognitively and emotionally distant, and 

society ninfiocees this behaviour. Unhealthy athering ideologies permeate society 

and script fkthers into a specific manifestation of otherness, namely "parental 

othetness." Being constantly scripted hno the role of distant other in relationships, 

the hthet is readily pndispsed to being distant from his children. 



Table 3 
PHASES FOR FATHERS "DOWNING THE OTHERNESSw 

Phase 1 : Risking 

Predr'sposition Men are socialized to b cognitively and emotionally 
to Q themes ' distant. Unhealthy fathering ideologies permeate society, 

scripting the father into parental 'ottlerness." 

Trauma The man's predisposition eventually leads to painful 
of Qtherness * experiences of parental Yothemess," marked by 

intrapersonal discrepancies, traumas, and interpersonal 
dysfunctions. 

Phase 2: Recognizing 

Suspicion Being traumatized, the man becomes suspicious of cultural 
eKpectatiorls and his own behaviours. He questions vers- 
ions of reality that script him into parental 'otherness," 

A w8reness Suspicbn brings awareness of possible alternatives. The 
of Alte~ti'es fmher is emp~wered to make chokes. He becomes aware 

of his desire to 'be therew for his children. 

Phase 3: Responding 

Chal/enging Aware of attemative parenting :ealities, the man commits 
Prev@i/ing /deo/ogies to challenging p e r s o ~ l  barriers and public policies that 

reinforce his parental 'otherness." Public questioning of 
the status quo arouses anxiety in the father and others. 

Planning continuing to thelknge prevailing fathering ideologies, the 
New Beh,sviours father chooses and erracts new parenting behaviours. 

'Being therew follows intentional thinking, feelings, corn- 
munication, and actions kem Table 2: Strategies). 

Phase 4: Realizing 

Transforming Intenthally 'bin9 therew for his children brings personal, 
Human History -. and .odJ change. The fathat Can trust 

that his efforts to mdown the athemem" will be realized 
now and with generations to come. 

Copytight Q 1996 by Bradley Thomrr Morrison 
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Because he is predisposed to otherness in his relationship to his children, the 

father eventually experiences the Trcua~  4 Vthanas. ' The expetitwe of 

parental othernas hurts the father, his partmr, and their children. This pain is 

marked by intrapersonal dbmpancics, traumas, and interpmod d y s ~ o n s .  

The father or his children m y  experience a shnrp discrepancy between their felt 

sense of relational mds and what actually OCCLUS in the relationship. The trauma 

experienced may be as simple as regret, loneliness, or confusion: however, the 

cumulative eflea of the pain cannot be minimalized. When the discrepancies and 

muua~s of the tkthershild relatiomhip are accepted or normalized, the family and 

society develop dysfunctional behavioun to compensate for md silence the pain. 

So long a the unhealthy fathering behaviours go unaddressed, all members of the 

family remain at risk. 

PbpFC2: R e q p z m g  - . What is recognized in this phase is the impact of the 

trauma on the father or his family. Skspiciin is the fint sep to overcoming 

unhealthy fathering ideologies. The transformation of tiuhering ideologies or 

'downing the othemss' begins with a suspicion that all is not right with socid 

prrsctiptiom or cultural expeations nlated to fathering. The father gains a sense 

that something is not right with his own expectations or personal behavious. The 

fadvt begins to mognize that he does not have to blindly trust or accept versions 

of reality that script him into parental Mothemess.' He becomes awan that 

hthering ideologies are not to k so quickly trusted as authentic consauctions of 

how men should be fkthers. 
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With this recognition cows m Aw(umnrs of A l t ~ s  to his htheriag 

beliefs aad practices. The father bamaes awpn that it is possible to reject the 

ways of being p r e m i i  by unhealthy *ring ideologies. This awakening to 

new possibilities can empower the hther to realize dut he and his family have 

choices. Being dissatisfied with pafentat ~othenuss,' fathers can begin to search 

for alternative models for fiathering - models that present an ideology of "being 

there, " 

Phss 3: Responding. In this phase, emotional and cognitive awareness are 

responded to with wnuete action, The fathet makes a commitment to Challenging 

Pnwikng Idaolo-c5 at work in society by speaking up and educating people about 

the personal barriers and public policies that reinforce his parental "otherness. " 

Naming unhealthy fathering ideologies and challenging the sttz?us quo is not easy 

because it arouses anxiety in the father and others. The result is often strong 

feedback pressuring the father to reappropriate the srutw quo and its underlying 

unhealthy masculine ideologies. 

By Plrvtning AItenrcrtive Bchrrvioum the father becomes intentional about 

parenting. &ing theren as a fiither is an intentional act. Fathers can be 

intentional about their thinking, feelings, communication, and actions (see Table 

2: Strate@). In the end, the most powerful way to challenge prevailing fhthering 

ideologies is a, choose and enact new parenting bebaviours. 

Phase 4: Reabing. When alternative Wering ideologies are embraced and 

lived out by a man, the next generation of children will be witness to a new way 
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of m. The facus of this chapter section on "Changing the World" has been 

the argument tbat the transfofms~tion of Wring behoviours leads to the 

transformation of their undetLying fathering idwlogits. The transformation of 

these ideologies or social W I I S ~ O M  leads forward towards the possibility of 

Tran@omzing H ~ m r  Hiszoly. The benefits of recognizing ad responding to 

unhealthy fathering ideologies are realized personally, transgenerationally, and 

socially. Intentionally ''being theren for his children is a gift to the father, his 

partner, their childnn, and the world in which they live. The father can trust that 

his small efforts to the othernessn will be realized both now and with 

generations to come. 

U LTlMATE REALlTl ES 

So far I have argued that ideologies are worth changing because they lead to 

trauma in fathers, partners, and children. My emphasis has betn on the negative 

impact of unhealthy fithering practices on men and their families. I have even 

extended my analysis beyond the bouadaties of the family system to an analysis of 

the social structures and idwlogies informing fiathering and human history. The 

goal of the dissertation thus fsr has been to develop in men an owaremu of how 

unhealthy fathering ideologies become unhealthy fgthering practices. I have 

presented altmath khavioun that will, I hapc, become normative, challenging 

the prevailing, unhealthy hthering ideologies that permeate society. My proposal 
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for *downing the othernessn has remained individual, funilial. societal. and 

historical in scope. 

I want to conclude thb dbt la th ,  bowevcr. with the idea that the challenging 

of unhealthy fathering ideologies - and all masculine ideologies - has some 

significance beyond the course of human histay. 1 want to convince &hem that 

there is a higher purpose involved in the ansfonnation of masculine ideologies. 

There is a spiritual dimension to fathering that ne!eds to be addressed and 

transfocmed. Convirking men of the spiritual implications of fathering raises the 

stakes and urgency for the transformation of fathering ideologies and practices. 

My own concerns about fathering ideologies and constructions of reality are 

inextricably tied up with concern for spiritual or ultimate realities. 

It is here that my understanding of reconciliation and "downing the otherness" 

assumes a theological significance. Above I have addressed the relationship of 

social coastructions, and specifically fathering ideologies, to human behaviour. 

Now I want to address the relationship of social constructions to beliefs about 

divine reality. My approach arises out of my own l- . . background, but 

I invite readers of all f'aiths and creeds to consider how the transformation of social 

constructions can be related to their beliefs about divine reality. 

Reamiliation is a major theme in the New Testament, and reconciliation has 

been a significant theme in the field of pastoral care and counselling." 

Reconciliation is the bringing together of human reality and God's reality. Biblical 

scholar Ralph Manin goes so far as to suggest that nconciliation is the primary, 
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organizing doctrine of Pauline theology? Paul uuderstood recanciliation to be 

more tban the mere bringing together of human and divine reality. For Paul, 

nconcilistion iadudcs the traasfiocmation of human a salvation historymu God has 

superimposed the R e a h  of God onto h u m  history. and the result is the 

transformation of human history and creation. However, the complete 

transformation of human history and the fulNment of the Realm of God are not yet 

realized, according to Paul. In short, God is still at work in the world 

transforming human history into the Realm of God. 

The 'not yet" nature of the Realm of God places a heavy responsibility on 

believers. Paul believed that human beings have a role in the 'realization" of the 

Realm of God. We are to undertake what Paul calls a ministry of rmnciliation 

(2 Cor. 5: 18). i undersfand this term 'ministry of reconciliation" as our call to join 

with God in the work of reconciliation, be it the lives of individuals, interpersonal 

relationships, social constructions, or human history to God. The ministry of 

reconciliation is a co~creative enterprise. By this I mean that we become 

participants in the ongoing realization of the Realm of God in creation and human 

history." We accomplish this when we help to transform those historical and 

social constructions that do not reflect divine reality and distance us from ~od."  

I believe we are coueatm of divine reality when we challenge the unhealthy 

fhhxing ideologh that socialize men into parental otherness. When men 'down 

the otherness" in their fathering practices, when they find healthy ways to 'be 

theren for their children, Wering ideologies are transformed. Thh positive 
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trarrsfotmation of Wering ideologies constitutes a udowning of the otherness" in 

our mascuIine ideoIosig end social constructio~s, and the impticotions for human 

history cannot be overlooked. The transformation of human history, I believe, 

interseas with the realization of divine reality in our world. Thb is the basis of 

an understanding of fathering as a spiritual journey. 

DOWNING THE OTHERNESS: A SELF ANALYSIS 

I now come full circle and ntum to the stories I presented in Chapter One. So 

far I have focused my anaIysb on the fathering experiences of the men, partners, 

and children I interviewed. From this analysis I was able to develop a process 

called 'downing the otherness" and take as its goal fathers Wing theren for theu 

children. I want to include in this study an analysis of my own experience of 

parental otherness, using the interpretive lenses of this Md~wning the otherness" 

proass. More than just "being there" for my children. I hope that I have been an 

active agent in the transformation of ultimate realities. 

Predisposition to Wthemess. ' Because unhealthy masculine ideologies 

permeate society, I am socialized to accept as nunnative any situations or 

relationships that script me in the role of parental otherness. So then, as a father 

I am pdbposed to experiencing parental otherness. This predisposition became 

evident at the birth of my tint child when I did not think it was my place to 

question my removal &om the delivery room. Not only did the medical staff 
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fixget me out in the hospital corridors, but also, kawse of my sociPliPtion as a 

man, L forgot myseif out in the margins of parenting. 

T m ~ l r r  cf Othcntclrs. a This prsdisposition to parental othenrss leads head- 

long into experiences oforhaaesr. Even with all my training and self~confidence, 

I once again found myself relegated to the sidelines mwxswi ly  during the 

ultrasound examination of our second unborn child. Being pushed out into the 

hospital corridors and waiting moms hurts. Pleck's categories of gender-role 

discrepancies. traumas, and dysfunctions apply to my experience. Sitting in the 

hospital waiting room I became aware of the discrepancy between my need to be 

with my wife and unborn chiM and the policies of the hapitat. My trauma was 

emotional: k i i n g  angry, humiliated. and powerless. The dysfunction refers both 

to the bospital policits that relegate Eathas to parental otherness, and to my pattern 

of conforming my fathering behaviour to these policies. 

Suspicion. Suspicion is the first step to overcoming unhealthy fathering 

ideologies. It was with the impending birth of my second child that I became 

suspicious that some hospital policies an unhealthy and script &them into roles of 

parental otherness. It was empowering to realize that 1 did not have to trust or 

ampt the version of reality that hospital staff presented to me during the birthing 

process. My suspicion helped me to dhhguhh between what is in the best interest 

of my unborn child and partner and what is in the best interest or 'convenient" for 

medical staff. 
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A w w s  ofAIt-cs. As I sat out in the other toom during my unborn 

child's ultrasound examination, I became aware tbat my pcesence in the 

examination mom could be a possibility and should be a poaslility. More 

importantly, 1 beaune aware that it was not necessary for me a buy into an 

idedogy that scripts fathering as a tertiary activity. I wanted to be there for my 

family. 

Chollrging hail i irg  As I sat out in the waiting room I made up 

my mind that I would challenge this hospital policy that removed me from my 

unborn child and my partner. 'Ibis was not easy, as I found out when I aroused the 

anxiety of thne ultrasound technicians. The most difficult part of challenging 

hospital policy was naming the underlying ideoIogy, which turned out to be the 

notion that 'fathers get in the way of the birthing process." 

PIonnng N m  Bdurviom. When I pushed enough, it became possible for me 

to circumvent this hospital policy by obtaining written permission from the 

attending obstetrician. Even the idea that, before I could be in the same room as 

my p a m r  and unborn child, I needed the permission of a strange man seemed 

somewhat humiliating - the price to be paid for challenging the ~~ quo. But 

doing so was worth the effort if it meant that I could participate in the four 

landscspes of "being thereR: experiencing all the thoughts, falings, words, and 

actions of a man present at the birth of his child. 

Tran@onning Hwnmr Hi'story. 1 trust that my birthing experiences were 

spiritual om. I l l ~ w  have birthing stories to tell my children as they grow up and 
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perhaps give birth to children of theu own. Perhaps by the time my son is 

expeahag a child of his own, more men and women will hnve challenged the 

unhealthy fhmaiDg ideologies that underlie hospital policies, opening the way for 

my son to 'be therew for an important fathering experience. And in the process. 

I can only hope that one more brick is removed from the massive structures that 

keep our world at a distance from God. 

CLINICAL THEORY AND PRACTICE 

Because the storytelliag focus of my research interviews is not unlike the 

therapeutic conversations between counsellors and families, my findings and 

conclusions are readily adaptable as a psychoeducational plan. Table 4 is a 

summary of a three stage psychadu*uonal plan for use with fathers in therapy: 

Storytelling, Assessment, aad Interventions. Using this model, the marriage and 

family therapist can make the mansformation of masculine or hthering ideologies 

a comte goal of therapy. 

storytcPiss. The first task in therapy with Eadrers is eliciting stories about the 

family's experience of fathering. These stories include the hther's memories or 

expaiellces as a child in his famiy-ofdgin and as a fither with his own children. 

Understanding the family's fithering concept and constructing therapeutic 

intemntions involves including the entire family, if possible, in the therapy 

poass. Moreover, the theraprapist needs to foarp on the hthet and hb family within 



Table 4 
PSYCHOEDUCAnONAL PLAN FOR FATHERS IN THEWY 

Storytelling 1. Elicit from the hthw stories about his experience of 
fathering, from his family-of-origin and with his own 
chWm. Gather i d b m a t h  a b u t  the man's operative 
fathering ideology and practice (see Appendix 0). 

2. Ask questions aimed at expanding the storytelling and 
fleshing out the story. Ask questions about feelings, 
percegtions, actions, h m ,  etc. Discover storytelling 
examples of *parental otherness" and 'being there." 

Assessment 3. Astrss the nature or health of the family's operative 
fathering ideology. Does the storytelling suggest an 
ideology of "parental otherness* or *being there"? 

4. Assess where the father and family members are in the 
transformation process (see Table 3). Which phases 
and tasks have been experienced or accomplished? 

5. Assess the f-'s parating and personality strengths 
and deficits by category: cognition, affect, commun- 
ication, action. What are the fither's resources and 
growing edges for fathering? 

Intenrentions 6. F86dbadc tb uld family stories and examples 
of exceptions to the operative fathering ideology with 
its dominant story of 'parental otherness. " Encourage 
ttre father and family to become suspicious of "parental 
otherness" CTabk 3: Phase 2). Empower the father and 
family to build on the strenm of their own 'being 
thema stories with concrete action (Table 3: Phase 3). 

7. Facilitate the transformation of the dominant fathering 
ideology by errcouraghg new parenting behaviours (see 
Table 2). Plan intefvention8 with attention given to the 
fmher's strengths and deficits. 

8. Encourage family-of-ori~in work around the father's 
own childhood woundedness and absent father. 
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its transgenerational context. In my nse~tch  intenriews I was rewarded with 

valuable insights and input because I ~ U U M ~ W ~  families instead of just hthets. 

The tbappirt can gather infonnntion from the b i l y  about the man's operative or 

domimnt fathaing ideology and practice wing the same types of questions I used 

in my research intewiews (see Appendix B). 

The therepist can ask questions of the father and family aimed at expanding 

their storytelling and fleshing out the details of their memories and experiences. 

The therapist can ask questions &ut the thoughts, feelings, perceptions, actions, 

hopes, etc. associated with these memories and experiences. The therapist's goal 

is to discover from the family's storytelling examples of 'parental othernessR and 

"being there." These examples will become usefirl later in the Assessment and 

Interventions stages of the psychoeducational plan. 

However, fleshing out the family's stories has a more immediate therapeutic 

effea. In my interviews I asked probing questions to help the father to 'flesh out" 

or develop his story or experience of &thering. This probing led to the father 

gaining insight into his identity as a father. As narrative identity is fleshed out. 

issues and concerns for the flesh-and-blaod individual are addressed. Telling 

smrk about one's experiences or memories of fathering yields insight into one's 

pain. Therefore, narrative therapy intemntions with fathers and their families 

have therapeutic value. Fwtkmore, helping the M y  Resh out its memories and 

expecieux~ of fathaing signals to the family members that king intentional about 

fathering is important. By asking the hthers involved in my research study to 
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t h i n l r d ~ z b o u c f P t b a i D g , I ~ Q m a , a s a ~ t b c u p a n n t i l l g s t y l e P n d  

values, l d h g  to decisions to adopt alternative dues and behaviours. 

Assammk The elicited stories provide the therapist with sufficient and 

valuable data for assessment. Th therapist can wcss the nature or health of the 

family's dominant or aperative fatbering ideology. The therapist asks himself or 

herself the cluglion: das the storyte1lhg suggest a fitthering ideology of *parental 

othernessn or 'being there*? Since two of the dysfbnctional behaviours 

accompanying othernessm are violence or substance abuse, the therapist 

may find it messary to refa rhe W r  to a aaanent program addressing violence 

or substance abuse. 

The therapist can assess where the fither and family members are in the 

transformation process outlined in Table 3: Phases for Fathem r)ownzng the 

Othentcss. * The therapist asks the question: which phases and tasks have been 

experienced or accomplished by this father and his family members? Is the 

experience of "panntal othernessn still preconscious? Is there an awareness of the 

connection between fathering beliefs and practices and the traumas impacting on 

the family's functioning? Has any member of the family moved toward 

rrcogniziag or responding to the father's *parental otherness"? 

The therapist can also assess the M e t ' s  parenting and personality strengths 

and deficits. Specifically, is the father comfortable with thinking, feeling, 

w m m m ,  a action? What are the father's ttsowas and growing edges for 

€&thering? 
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Uemnttom. Because the bulk of clinical data is gathered by story-telling, 

the therapist can makc therapeutic interventions that are runatbe-based. The 

therapist has been listening to stories that demonstrate exaptions to the d o m h t  

story of 'pmntal otheraess,' and the therapist can feedback these stories to the 

father and family. These *exception" stories will have as their theme the father 

caking steps to 'be there" for his children and overcome obstacles to intimacy and 

uparental otherness." The therapist can encourage the father and family to adopt 

a hermeneutics of suipicion (Table 3: Phase 2), framing their stories of 'parental 

otherness' in a manner that reveals the discrepancies. traumas, and dysbctions 

suffend by the fiather and his family. The therapist can empower the father and 

family to build on the strengths of their own "being there" stories by taking up 

concrete action such as challenging prevailing ideologies and enacting new 

parenting behaviours (see Table 3: Phase 3). 

The therapist can address the unhealthy fithering ideologies underlying the 

father's parenting behaviours by encouraging the father to enact new behaviours 

(see Table 2). These parenting strategies can address the father's thinking, 

feelings, communication, and actions. Having assessed the father's relative 

strengths, the therapist can increase the pmbability of compliance and success by 

suggesting faduria% s m c g k  that utilize the fhther's strength. Later in the course 

of therapy. the therapist can offer sugjptions to develop those areas that require 
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Because relational meanings and values are informed and experienced 

aanSge m y ,  ~ y - o f - o r i g i n  becomes an issue in therapy with M e n .  h 

my inferviews the fiathers aad spouses made extensive reference to what they 

learned about parenting in their own t%dy-of4gin. The counsellor informed by 

family systems theory will appreciate the irnpacance of emuraging the W e r  to 

do family-of'rigin work around his own childhood woundednnu related to his 

distant a absent mt. Because of the transgenerational Dame of fathering, basic 

concepts in family systems theory become reievant, For example, the father's level 

of selfdifferentiation will impact on his ability to state his thoughts and fcelings 

without expecting his child or partner to act on these or 'solveN them. The 

expectation that a child will tend to the father's thoughts and foelings is an example 

of 'parentifidon." The expectation that a partner will mediate betmen the 

fatber's needs and their children is an example of Yaiangulation.' 

Plstod Counselling. Because the pasrod counsellor operates in a context 

different than the therapist's counselling room, the pastoral counsellor takes a 

somewhat different approach to gathering data, assessing functioning, and 

constructing pastoral inmentioar. The most obvious difference between the 

clinical and pastoral context is the counsellor's use of therapeutic contract and 

tim. Whrrss the clinician quickly builds an intense therapeutic contract with the 

client and then terminates contact, the patm engages parishioners with a 

therap& inteasky that b spread over years rather than weekly sessions. Whereas 

the therapist's contact with the client h limited t~ one hour, the pastor encounters 
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pacishionem in the office. the sonctu~ry, the board room, and dr marketplace. 

working with fiathers. 

First, the pastoral coumellor hss ongoing contact with the hther's extended 

family. Understanding a man's €&hering ideology involves the counsellor 

uadascnndiag the Wer within his transgenerational fsmily. Pastoral counclellors 

have access to many of the members of the tather's enended family. Moreover. 

the pastoral counsellor har contact with the extended family over time. The 

pastoral cou~lsellor is active in articulating and shaping the belief systems that 

inform b i l y  beliefs and bebaviours. The pastotal counsellor has regular access 

to the family home and the fiather's places of work and leisure. Therefore, the 

pastoral counsellor has access to important transgenerational and family systems 

"data.' Access to this data means insight into how to make interventions. 

Second, understanding a man's hthering ideology involves hearing many 

members of the EMily tell stories in a non-threatening setting. The pastoral 

counseilor has countless opportunities to hear the-se storks in a setting that is not 

therapeutically intense. Pastoral presence and counselling is a 'non-threatening," 

nos-intensive, brief way of making therapeutic intewention into lives of men and 

their families -- elements imponant to the ongoing health of the pastoral 

relationship. Maannr, the pasforal oou~lsellar can, with ascri'bed authority, draw 

on the body of faith and scripture stories to help flesh out the family's memories 

and experience of fitthering. 
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Finally, motivpting a man to transform his fithering bebviours involves 

comriaci him of the mxe transcendent implications of his actions. The pastoral 

couaselIa smm in o amtext whae thae is already an eschatological language aud 

focus that can be used to reflect oa fathering. Whereas social consmctivists, 

language philomphers, and mental h d t h  professioapls have yet to make theu 

models of dentanding the world accessible to the average person, pastoral 

counsellors have at their disposal a common faith language to communicate the 

complexities of eschatology and missiology . The pastoral coull~ellor can 

understand his or her task as colcleative: cocreating the realm of God. 

F'urther Rcscnrcb. This research project makes three specific contributions 

to the theay and p n a i a  of pastomi counselling from a social systems pefspective. 

First, a conmiution is made to b i l y  theory by grounding Pleck's notion of 

masculine ideo1ogies and trauma in specific fathering practices. This contribution 

makes explicit how Pleck's gender-role strain theory constitutes a social systems 

perspeaive. Second. a contribution b mrde a, the practice of marriage and family 

therapy Pad pastoral 'counselling by developing a Psychoducatrond P h  for 

Fathers in Zkmpy. The psychoeducational plan includes the following tools: 

Phosa for Fcrdras Downing the O t i i c w s  'and (Strate@inr for Fiathem D a v n n g  

the Ollhnncxr. ' Third, a conmibution is made to the field of pastoral theology by 

locating the practia of fiathering and the social constructions informing human 

meaning-making and act& within the eschatological mission of the Christian 

Church. 
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I believe these conbniutions can be enhanced by funher research in the 

following areas. F i  time qurlitative findings can be operationalized and tested 

statistidly with a wider and random sample. Such a study could determine the 

specific fathering strategies that work to krease intimacy between fathers and 

their childnn. Second, the mob dml@ in this amcluding chapr can be tested 

and dmlaped by mental health probionals in clinical practice. These mls will 

be valuable insofar as they are useful in clinical practice with flesh-and-blood 

fathers and children. Finally, the tools developed in this concluding chapter can 

be tested and developed by pastoral counsellon working in the pastorate, which is 

a context different than the clinician's therapy mom. Pastoral counsellors can 

discover ways to integrate the Psychoed~~1tmond P h  for Fahers in Therapy 

within the pastoral context. How is fathering and parenting in general articulated 

within the congegation's vision of mission? How can the sermon connect stories 

of Yparental othemsw and 'being theren with the scriptural and fbith stories of the 

congregation? How does the congregation's systematic theology fater or 

pefpe- unhealthy fathering ideologies? How does parenting education fit within 

the coagregation's framework for Religious Education? How are the theological 

correlates of 'king the?" communicated and aperationalized in life cycle events 

such as baptisms, maniages, and funerals? 



A P P E N D I X  A 

Sample Advertisement for Research Participants 

Are You a Man 
Between the Age of 45 and 551 
Have a child at  least 16 years old? 
Can your family spare a few hours 

to answer some questions? 
You are invited to participate 

in a research project on 

Being a Father 

For more information call 
Brad Morrison at  

lnterfdth Pastoral Counselling Centre 
1-800-265-8794 (in 51 9 area) or 

Maitland Mattiage & Family Services 
(5 1 9) 392-8057 (voice mail) 
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Semistandardized Inferview Questionnaire 

Subproblem One 
To fathers: What did you believe about fathering before you were a fiuher? 

What did you believe about fathering after you were a father? 
Wbat do you betieve about fathering now? 

To pcutncrs: Wbat did you believe about fatbering before the birth of your first child? 
What did you believe about fatheriag after your first child? 
What do you believe about f i t k g  now? 

To chiIdim: What did you believe about fatbering when you were young? 
Wbat do you believe about fatheting now? 

Subproblem 'Pwo 
To fahers: Recall moments whcn you were [connected] with your children. 

What helped this? 

To pcutncrs: Recall moments when your partner [connected] with his children. 
What helped this? 

To chimen: R e d 1  moments when your fhther [connected] with you. 
What helped this? 

SubproblcmThree 
To fahers: Recall moments when you [failed to connect] with your child(rea). 

What hindered this [connection]? 

To pumm: RccaU momcats when your partner [failed to connect] with his children. 
What hindered this [conrrw?rion]? 

To childken: R d  m o m  when your fPSher [fiiled to cow with you. 
What hindered this [ C O ~ O U ] ?  



A P P E N D I X  C 

Information Le*r for Research Participants 

Dear Participant: 

Thank you for considering our research project on fhtbhg. This letter outlines your 
rights as a resear& par&@nt as well r tbc responsibilities of the researcher toward you. 

I W m  iF the pvpare 4drr m? Mbg? purpose of the study is to learn about the father- 
child relationship. We hope to learn about what helps and hinders a man's relationship 
with his children. Ow ultimate purpose is to help beginning fkthers build successfirl 
relationships with their chiIdten. 

How I cfsosen? We chose to btewiew mcn who have been fathers for a long time (at 
1- 16 years), since they have many experiences to draw on, We chose to intemiew the 
man's and ebildna kausc we believe they have vaIuabk insigh& into what works 
and does not work in tbe fktkr-child relationship- 

~~k~Znpmtic ipot ing?Wewi l lschcduleminterv iewwithyou.  Menwill 
be htmiewed sepiuately &om their porcacrS ad children so hat  everyone can fkel free 
to talk openly. The htcwiw should last about 30 minutes for the father and 30 minutes 
for the plprma ad child(rcn). In*rvicws will take place at.. . . . We will conduct in-home 
and telephone interviews as -. Intewiews will be audiotape-recorded and 
trammibed. 

IWowillkrowduatIsay? Onlytbcstpffoftbcsadywillluvcaoccsstoyocutlpesaad 
transcripts. The staff include: Brad Morrison, a doctoral student at Waterloo Lutheran 
scmiPPy (WLS), W i  Lwia University mu); Dr. Petcr VadCatwyk, Director of 
the Pastoral Counselling Programs at WL!S and the project's advisor; Dr. Thomas 
O'Comor, adjuDct pmfesor at WLU and a research reader; Dr. Richard Walsh-Bowers, 
a profasor in community psychology at WLU lad a mearch reader; h. Richard 
Crossman, Riacipll-Daa of WLS and a rrsc~ch d m ;  and Lynu Fischer, the typist 
transcribing the interviews. 

~ ~ a n d ~ s a r e o o s O c i a t d ~ p a m * ~ ~ ~ ?  Wedonotforeseemyrisks 
to you otba than a pmible breach of eoafidcatislity and possible emotional discomfort 
and potential conflict in your family. 



To p r ~ ~ t b t b r r p t o f c o a f i d e m i P l i c y . w c w i U ~ l l ~ ~ t b p t y o u r t ~ p g  
m * p t s  ace held at the mearch's offie at MDitfind Marriage and Family Services 
in T-, (Mario. Tapes wiil be nnilabk 00 the marcbcr, his advisor, the research 
rrdas,ladtktypist. T g ~ w i l l b e ~ 1 2 m o a t b s ~ t b t p r o j e F t i a c o m p l a r d .  
T m a x i p  Pad tk publishal meafch projcct wil l  not comain your name, occupation, or 
any other ideatifyiag Mommtiion. 

T o ~ ~ ~ d i S C O m f Q t a ~ d p d m t i a l ~ ~ t h y ~ ~ ~ ~ y ,  y m m ~ y  
chrme to debrief with a counsellor foUowing tk intenhew- Yovr hemiewer will k a 
trained and fimily counseflor sensitive to the need for emational comfort and 
fmily security* 

S o m a i m s  people find tbat participating in an interview cau be beneficial inso* as 
itgives themachancetoDllraboutthingsthatm~natothcm. 

Whm are my ng/w us amc@mt? You may ask any guestions regarding the research, 
and tby will be answed firlly. You m y  withhold my information you choose from the 
intendewer. You may terminate your participation at my point in the research process. 
Panicipation or termination of participation will haw no impact on how you are && 
by Q researcher. All participants, regardless of degree of participation, will be treated 
with respect* 

Wlicu be published? We make our findings known through the publication of a 
docmal dissertation. 'Ilw W g s  m y  also be used in the writing of journal articles or 
a full-length book. You will be mailed a brief sumnary of our findings. Copies of the 
doctoral dissertation, to be entitled Bcing W e ,  should be avaiIabb €or viewing in the 
libraries of Kitchener herfi& Pastoral counselling Centre and Wilftid Laurier 
University by the Fall of 1996. 

YI wanr morr infbnnrttion, dwm EM I contact about the snrdy? This research project 
has been Pppmved by thc Waterloo Lurbarn Scminy Ethics Committee, Wilfkid Laurier 
University, Waterloo, Ontario. This Ethics Codt tee  continues to have standing in 
relation to the project. The Ethics Committee can be contixted through Dr. Peter 
VaaKatwyk, Water100 Lutherau Seminary, (519) 884-1970 ext.3586. 

I have enclosed a copy ofthe 'Cousent to Participate in Research Project" form you are 
to sign at the time of the interview. Some gerrnl i n t e ~ e w  questions are included for 
you to ccmsder befure tbc inten&w. A map to the intemiew location is enclosed. Please 
call End Morriroa should you be unable to make our appointxnent. Tbank you for your 
time and consideration. 

Sincerely. 

Bndky T. Morrison. B.A.. M.Div.. M-TS.. M.Th. 
Research Co-ordinator 



A P P E N D I X  D 

Consent fo Participate in Research Proiect 

Aupose o f R c s d  Pn,jCcl. Tbt prrposc of  this study is to dctermiPc what helps and hinders a 
man's relationship with his childmr, 

ikuuchp;lrtidpaut Date 

~ P a & @ U t  Date 



E N D  N O T E S  

1, GilIigau (1979: 1982) argues that women's psychoiogicd developmeat is difkhnt than that of 
men. Therefore, women will appnmch peueoting difkrcntiy than men. My hope was thsu the 
women I interviewed would p h d e  more than mch dedptioas of thcit pptmns' parenting 
bchaviour. I expected tk womcn I infmicwcd to off& explanations for this behaviour based on 
a woman's petspcctive. I e m  the w m m  I intewiewcd to makc suggestions on how their 
pvmctddimprovehisplucntingstcilln. 



6. A ~ r t n l ~ o f t b t ~ C d ~ ' s m ~ v c m c a t i s t b t ~ o n ~ m ~ ~ ~ w ~ m e n a r e  
esscPtially dif6cnac @Iy, la), 1- to a spcific uadmtnoding of kalthy and unhealthy male 
psychological development. Drowiog on CboQmw's (1978) theory of  boy's dcvclopmcnt, Bly 
(1W) argucs hat m a d b  uututity follows a man's individuation h n  his mother and a 
ahzqea iaitidoo ido tk mmlk worid of his fkck. W O W  within tht tradition of Object 
relations theorists (cf. F a h i m ,  1952; WUIPicott, 1%SI; Wdcott, 1974; Mahlcr, Pine, and 
Bergm;rrr, 1975; W e t ,  W 9 ) ,  Cbodotow opcocd new g r d  by asking wbcthct the gender of 
tk chilA's PLiplOLy a f c t a k  bas awhl devdopmcntal s i g n i f i w  for the cud  (Rubin, 1983:49). 
C b o d o m w ~ t h o t ~ b o s i ~ ~ o f s e l f f o t w o m c o i s c o ~ t o ~ d ~ t h t W c  
s a r ~ c o f & f k m c n i s r b P t o f ~ ~ o c b c r s ( C h o Q m w ,  1978:169). Whileborhboysud 
g i r l s 6 w n ~ ~ ~ c o r r P f f c i o a b w i r h a O d m s r y p u e o t w h o i s m o s c l i & l y a w o m ; m ,  
boysgmw@~ M t b u t k y u l c i n s m e  wrysdif6ichotfirrm this primrry parentad more Lib 
tbemlnaXhg&3&h@Ue. ~ t b c h f o h .  ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ t ~ v c s c t l l o t i ~ y a d i d t n t i f y w i t h  
tkWC GirSs,th,hmrinconaectedwithmotbertobuildrbtit~i~ty. 

Tbemcll'smrwanen, tberefoh, pawuapiw itselfwithwhltitnmm to bermraandhow 
mPscutinity is dcwCapsd (Chhc@m, 1m Prutinm- 1993; gupetS, 1!393; Made, 1993; NeIson, 
1988,lWZ). hsm o f m t y  a d  mrk identity have domiaucd t&sc works, often from a 
Jungim Paspetve (Jabason, 1989). Ibc mybqptk  men's mmmeat, sodled kausc 
gatherings are muloed by the a- of rnytbs 41111 rccithg of poccty (Bly, 1992), ws myth, 
sooy ld l iqgPPI1a~~~~nuscubdcn lopmc9t .  SpiritWlitybCCOmCStbc~oftht 
CSgCPtiPl rmmb idmtity (cf. Lidman, 1991; O'T#ry, 1990). T& cultural roots of Upbtotthy 



8. Philosopher Micbel FoucauIt was keenly interested in how societal power stnrcarres imposed 
upon human behavim ;rrd rulity. Fouult allcd rbis tbc policing process, a 'tccbPo1ogyn used 
by b m m s  br domidon and the mbihtirn of power. Foucault r e k  to fbur lrla@r types of 
technologies employed by humans: rcEhmlogics of pmductioo. ~ l o g i e s  of sign systems, 
technologies of power ud ckmhfion, and technologits of  the self (l988b:l8). All four classes 
of tccbmlogies opcrott togct&r, lad F d t  dtvclopd these out of his of psychiatric 
institutions (Modircrs and Civiliraft'ott, l%S) a d  the penal system (Dbciplinc and Amistunenr, 
1977). 





13. M y l a y l c r a p n d i W o f m i M l t % i u I ~ ~ i t S ~  istakenfIDmLevin~onefd(L9f8), who 
formulated that mcn encounter a s d o n  of p d d l y  ovctlnpping lik eras: as one life era is 
ending, the next olu is b q b b g .  Tht W k y c k  era called middte adulthood, according to 
kvhson, is the era behueen tbc agcs of 40 and 60. Within the era of middle adulthood are 
developmtmPlpcxiaIs. The first three d e v e l ~  within middle idultbood are: the 
"mid-lifi armrition," 'entering mtCddle adulthood." ud "rrge 50 apsition." 

Levinson caudogues dre cbangcs in biological and psychological firnctioning rcompsulying 
miame duldurul_ k v h m  (1978:M) m@zi that "a man's M y  Md mcPt?L powers ace somewbat . . *  nrmrmshcd after 40-" Further, his %wimud epetgies" ;uc soamhat reduced; howeverT lusdirl 
passhm, and tbc apa5ty fix anger ami mral indignuion, sclfSSSCLtiVams a d  ambition remain 
poae~t (kvkon, 1978:25). Wok a d  lifi style m y  llCCd 10 be ;dm toward physically less 
demanding mlcs. Although streqth, @clawss, cndur?nct ud pmductivity may diminish 
somewbzt, qualities such as "widom, j\ldiciou~tyss, mqpnhity, unscaeimtntzl compassion, 
breath of peqcctivcrn m y  ripen ( L c v i ~ ~ a ,  1978:26). Psycbolo@cal growth ot matmation is 
related by Levboa to i nmad a- ofom's motrnlity. 

Central to my decision to iatenricw men in middle adulthood is Iwinson's mion of 
generational cycles in rbe devtlopmeot of the man in middle adulthood. The maming man 
discovas within hinrdf a COIUE&OIL to the various gcPcrotioos, a d  he lams to identify with his 
uoldcr" self. Lcvbmn mcs that @a s p a  task of middle adulthood is to become more aware of 
bothtkcb i ldami thce ldcr in~ l fand io~"(Lcvhm,  1978:28). Themaninmiddle 
adulthood mast assume mpodi'bility fix offkring Idaship to younger adults while b;rluring 
authority lnrl m d t y .  

As the mon mu&cs middle adulthood, be hviews his career and productivity and mtcs the 
~tybCtWCtO~dWbOLthi~dtbedhunkb;rsculti&fotWlf. Ifthemanhas 
not realized his dxmns, be must struggle with a scmc of failure and c o a ~ ~ u c t  aew and more 
distk drrcrnrs or asp idom Should tbc man have hliizcd his dmms, k must then ask himself 
questions about tbe mcdng and valw of his success. 

M i M e o d u l W , ~ ~ , a k r m d c r s t o o d a a ~ o n o r t u r n i a g p i n t  
p r a i p i t r a a d o r ~ b y a ~ ~ ~ ~ n ,  1978:31). ~Culmipot ingcvcnt  
oraodplpoiPtsymbo~fottbc~lrtotbcouaxnncofbiscuiy~tbood,~~tbis~v~- 
be it a promotion or work fiilurc. fhwaion or ds&tioo ia the fhmily or mnrrioge, petsod  
iIhwsortkArvtrOfabvbdoat-ampnan ~ h i s ~ f D t ~ i n m i d l e ~ l a t c r  
adukod. Tbt or & is immtmearl in triggering tbt mid-lifk trppsjtion a d  
t b s d c v e 1 w t r s k -  

Levinson outliaes d c v e l w  tasks asdated with midlik trpnsitions. Thesc tasks, in 
g ~ , ~ t b e q u e s t i o a i q g o € v r h r e s a n d t i d i ~ b y r b t m 8 n .  Such~oPiogcanIcad 
t o m - -  ~ ~ t b a t t h t u l a n i n d d d l t ~ t b o o d ~ t b e c k v ~ I o p m t n P l  
taskof nrppnisingbispast, ~ h i s l i & s m r t m c T  amlapmccssofindividuation. 



14, Men in middle dulW may be p s q a d  to talk about f;unily relationships, but I have 
no eviQtrc that tbe same dcvtlopmcntPl principles apply to women in middle adulthood. A 
nunkc of- have to diSCOvct if L m k m ' s  dCVClopmmW map applies to women 
(Spencer. 1982). and o tkm have uscd Lcvbn's sup to lmlnoMnA men ad women together 
(Scprf. 1987). DsdaicL ad Milh (l992:N) dMmwr that by 1987 fau & . o m ,  with a total 
of 37 pactidpants, had kca dope studying t k  fit of Levinran's model lot women. 

For a m p e .  one task assducd with the stage Enuring ahc &It World is the focmation of 
a dream ad giving it a plrce in th lie (Lnripson, 1978). An age 30 transition was 
c o d h d ,  b u t t k ~ O f ~ ' s c t r m n s  were f o r m u h r r A d i M y ,  being more likely "split 
dreamsn imrolving both cuars and muriyles with iimili# (Dcdcxick & Milla, 1992). 

More recent dcvtlopmearrl studies of wcnnen hlVt avoided 
.. raarch on men to 

women, Rcscuchtrs have fibrmd that wumn have their own stmgg1cs &fed to W y  
relationships. Sbdyine a d  wmkhg with two #maps of obolcsant girls, Btown ad Gigan 
(1992) produced tbeit work on women stnyl8ling to have a voice. l k  tcseurbcs found that 
women pcrccive the nced to give up rehtioasbips f6r the soh of be* conwxed to the world 
(8m& GQpn, 1992216). Just as young boys am p s s u d  to sepuott fiom women in thcir 





23. The Boston University PIucluhood and P i c g m ~ ~  Pn,& (BUPP) longitudbl study of 90 
couples (Fadele, Golding, Grosarrm, ad Polkk, 1988: Grossmsn, Eichler, and Wdckoff, 
1980; PoUrk mi Grossmr~, 1985) rebed men's healthy amtioual dcvtlopme~~ to bdidng 
autonomy Pad rffilhtion. TIE study fouad tbu men ad women definrA ' ~ v e ' '  and 
'autonomoos" ndically dif&eot. Men s h o d  clomrs rn thCit children by attention, physical 
play or H4chjnp. Women sbowed clotmess to tbdr childhn t b q h  holding axmi h u m .  

24. Hcrcisapoiaofolrmma~~RicocutoDdFoucault, thattbchum~esclfisconstiQltcd 
by sawms outside of r& sclf. For Fou#ult, the self is anmituted by social stnrarrrs. For 
Ricocur, the self is constituted within stnmmi of discoutse ad mumthe. 







28. Paul's uakmdhg of mamilhion takes on a broodn rnconing within the context o f  his 
eschatology. Paul's of human history was shaped by contcrnpot;ll~y philosophy, 
Rabbinic J u I a b ,  axi  apocalyptic or pcopktic Judaism (Achtcmeier, 1985). From apocalyptic 
Judaism Paul inkited tk notion that histoty is a brsic @stanological category, and that all of 
~ ; r a d ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ m t o b e ~ b ~ o f G o d ' s p h f o t I s n c l .  Paulexpvlded 
this plan to iPclude Gob's datiomldp to world bistory. 

Admx&r (1985) comrs$ P W s  rpocriyptic or historical theology with G d c  o~t~logical tkdQw- . held that srlmion lies in cuitivrting tk individual's good, spiritual aspects 
rather tha the evil, muerirl oacs. Thus, hmnrn beings, like tbt stmmre of Being itself. have a 
b i h c a t d  smrcblrc. Apllcrlyptic Jubrism, on the orhct burd, is ~oacmrad with the course rrnd 
trpnsfiDcmation of history. "Rality' will k t c adbmd  with tbe iasoduction ofa age" by 
God, H o f t n v c r , ~ r p t i ~ I u d r i s m u n l c r P m d t b i S ~ ~ ~ t o b t ~ ~ ~ , ~ e ~ t n t -  
the clasc of the present age will mrrL W s  decisive act of tcstontion of creation. God's 
trPns60mEltive power was mt considexed to be a present &ty ditecacd at history or individwls 
(Achtaneier* 1985). 



PAST PRESENT FUTURE 
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swation 

Again, I d m w o a t b e ~ o f P a u l ~ t o s b c d s o m c  light onhow thecocrc;uionofdivioe 
d t y  can be uodcrstood. In Paul, tbe Realm of God is established with the revclotion and 
mamuion of fcsus Christ. In Jesus Chris, a cww, divine d t y  is o p d  up to human history 
ud amth lo his Rule ofild&qnhor (1973, R~COCID presents an u m k m d b g  of metaphorical 
pnxas as dc ipnowtion. When two f o d y  kterogeacllus semantic 6clds are brought in 
c l o e t p n o a i m i r y , r b e h ~ a ~ a c n S i m t h t ~ a s l l ~ p I ~ ~ ~ r i m Y ) V O t i o n ~ f ~ .  
In Zfme and N-ve (1984, 1985,1988) Ricocut applies this procegg of sumtic humdon to 
nuntiveanplobneat. ' I t i s thissyarhcs is~f ththconogeasoPscbatbriPgs~ve~l~to  
meuphot. Inbochcascs, tkacwtbing-thersyet~,tkUOWtittcn--spzbgsupin 
IPqatPse" (1984). I b e k c  tk smr %momion' occurs with tbc tmsfbnnation of societal texts. 
~hrvebeeanfrmdtoin~~oorssociolcotroQ\rtio05~mrsculinti~10~~. I 
;rlsotilievt~dwRalmofGodis~whcntnrcbdag~closcr~~onSOCiCtPl 
ideologies and ulrinur COW. The W o n  arising between tk two b m a l y  htten,gc~w)us 
'ItOlities" f i r i l i~~cs  fiom our sidt tht 'spriaeiag up" into human history a d  d o n  the not yet 
of tbt Reah of God. 
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